We're the most modern CMOS facility in the business, and the second biggest producer. Doesn't that tell you something about quality and delivery?

It should. We're the most modern because we've grown at a phenomenal rate. So our entire facility is the newest and finest and most productive that money can buy. Which means top quality and excellent delivery.

Capacity is up 500% in the last two years alone. So we're a fairly close number two to RCA right now. And gaining.

How come such growth? Because we specialize in CMOS. We concentrate on production of the most popular types. Anybody's types.

We have a lot more going for you. The prime CMOS facility in the country. The sharpest technical people in the business. And state-of-the-art equipment like a brand new three-inch wafer facility, ion implantation, automatic wire bonding, computer-controlled testing.

So if you want CMOS, and you want consistent quality and availability, talk with us soon. Meanwhile, let us send you our new catalog. Just write "CMOS" on your business card, and mail it to us. Or call our nearest sales office.

East: 215-279-8424
Midwest: 312-437-8343
West: 408-247-9470

Circle 900 on reader service card
You'll find that Hewlett-Packard's new 7010A XY recorder puts the features most important to OEMs into one economical package. It's sized for crowded racks and consoles. Custom tailoring gives you just the recorder you need, without putting a dollar into extras you won't use. And HP's reputation for performance and dependability adds unmistakable value to your system. You can order a 7010A in any of three basic models.

Price is in the $900 range (domestic USA only) with OEM discounts available. In a bench top or rack unit, the recorder comes with a blank panel ready for the addition of controls after delivery. Or, you can have controls factory installed. A version with stripped chassis is designed for mounting in a 10 x 13 opening in your console. All three configurations have 100 mV/div scaling and several options to equip the recorder for your specific needs. You can have 10 mV/div or 1 V/div sensitivity, electric pen lift, metric scaling, single range time base and carrying case. Rugged, continuous duty servo motors can be run off-scale for hours without damage. Standard features include electrostatic paper holdown and mechanical pen lift. We supply high quality disposable fiber tipped pens along with a universal holder designed to fit a variety of other brands.

Get details on the new 8½ x 11 7010A XY recorder. It gives you a choice of models made to measure for OEM systems. With a full measure of HP dependability. Write Hewlett-Packard, 1501 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, CA 94304.
Handle Troublesome Signals Easily With HP Variable-Persistence Scopes.

Because the unique capabilities of variable persistence in HP's 180 systems tackle these difficult measurement problems with much more ease than the conventional scope you're probably now using.

**Dim traces**—low rep-rate signals are brightened by the integrating characteristics of variable persistence so you can observe them clearly in normal ambient light...even at rep-rates below 1 Hz.

**Transients**—digital noise pulses or other single-shot events are made visible by the high writing speed of HP's mesh-type storage and variable persistence.

**Slow-moving waveforms**—electromechanical events or transducer outputs that appear as a “bouncing ball” on conventional scopes will be displayed as a continuous trace with variable persistence, allowing more accurate voltage and timing measurements.

Two storage mainframes give you a choice of writing speeds. And a broad selection of plug-ins lets you tailor your scope to meet specific needs. To get the maximum performance for your storage-scope dollar, look to HP.

For more information about the 180 system, contact your local HP field engineer. Or, write Hewlett-Packard, 1501 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, California 94306.
Highlights

Cover: The new high-frequency linear-IC picture, 65
Another advance in bipolar processing, combined with several of the latest MOS techniques, allows linear ICs to be built that perform well on ac as well as dc parameters. Even the 10-nanosecond data acquisition range is within their reach. Cover was designed by Art Director Fred Sklenar and photographed by Ann Dalton.

Calculator-chip makers seek new markets, 56
Because consumers are buying fewer calculators, manufacturers of MOS chips are being forced to search out other applications, chiefly memories and microprocessors.

Harbor system will help ships avoid collision, 82
If present tests prove successful, an all-weather computerized radar and radio communications system will soon enable operators to track all ship movements in San Francisco Bay on real-time displays.

How to estimate an IC's thermal resistance, 87
Today's chips and boards are so densely packed that knowledge of an IC's thermal resistance is often vital to successful system design. Part 9 of the Thermal Design series discusses why an IC heats up and how to estimate the degree to which it will heat up.

And in the next issue . . .
Designing with the universal instrument interface . . . analog signal processing with charge-coupled devices . . . update on temperature transducers.
Automation, in this age of electronics proliferation, means the increasing application of some of the more sophisticated of electronics products to the world's production lines. And the production lines in electronics—especially in semiconductors—are no exception.

You'll find a good example of the trend toward automating electronics production in the lead-off article in our New Products section (p. 99). Written by our San Francisco bureau chief, Bernard Cole, the story highlights one of a new breed of automatic production machines—a semiconductor-wafer probing/sorting that can work through the weekend unattended. Without electronics, the machine could not have been built, since it has a microprocessor as its "brains" and a laser for "eyes."

Cole, incidentally, is no newcomer to the chronicling of technological trends. A graduate of San Diego State University, with a bachelor's degree in journalism and minors in physics and math, he later completed the special Advanced Science Writing Program at Columbia University's School of Journalism. After working for several West Coast newspapers, including the San Diego Union, he spent a couple of years as an associate editor and staff science writer for the California Institute of Technology's Engineering-Science Magazine before joining Electronics.

Mystery stories always make good reading. And when the mystery has to do with what's going to happen as environmental standards impact the glass fiber in printed-circuit boards, you know that some detective work is in order.

It seems that the electrical and mechanical properties of a new glass-fiber formulation, made to meet expected plant effluent and emission standards, are just different enough to make pc-board users reach for the aspirin bottle.

Tipped off to the problem by hearing dissatisfied mutterings about the new formulation from pc-board users, Andy Santoni, our instrumentation editor, started to track down the story, which you will find on page 62. As you might expect with users, manufacturers, and the Government involved, it's a complex situation, and, alas, the solution is not yet in sight.

We should explain here that Andy Santoni, recently named instrumentation editor, first ran across the problem when he was our packaging and production editor, the post he took on when he joined Electronics three months ago. Prior to that, he was associate editor-components for Electronic News.

Armed with a bachelor's degree in engineering from Cooper Union, Santoni started his engineering career at Westinghouse Electric Corp. and then spent three years at the Kearfott division of Singer, where he did design work for inertial navigation systems. At the same time, he managed to earn his master's degree in engineering, also from Cooper Union. His interests range from building his own electronic equipment to owning the complete works of mystery-story pioneer Wilkie Collins.

Officers of the McGraw-Hill Publications Company: John R. Emery, President; J. Elton Tuohy, Executive Vice President-Administration; Gene W. Simpson, Group Publisher-Vice President-Senior Vice Presidents; Ralph Blackburn, Circulation; Walter A. Standley, Editorial; John John Wallis, Controller; Gerald L. Fieber, Jr., Chief Financial Officer; Bernard Cole, Chief Executive Officer; Harold W. McGraw, Jr., President and Chief Operating Officer; Walter A. Standley, Chief Financial Officer; Group Publisher, McGraw-Hill Publications Company and McGraw-Hill Informations Systems Company; Robert A. Landis, Senior Vice President and Secretary; Ralph J. Weib, Treasurer.

Mystery stories always make good reading. And when the mystery has to do with what's going to happen as environmental standards impact the glass fiber in printed-circuit boards, you know that some detective work is in order.

Of the McGraw-Hill Publications Company. John R. Emery, President; J. Elton Tuohy, Executive Vice President-Administration; Gene W. Simpson, Group Publisher-Vice President-Senior Vice Presidents; Ralph Blackburn, Circulation; Walter A. Standley, Editorial; John John Wallis, Controller; Gerald L. Fieber, Jr., Chief Financial Officer; Bernard Cole, Chief Executive Officer; Harold W. McGraw, Jr., President and Chief Operating Officer; Walter A. Standley, Chief Financial Officer; Group Publisher, McGraw-Hill Publications Company and McGraw-Hill Informations Systems Company; Robert A. Landis, Senior Vice President and Secretary; Ralph J. Weib, Treasurer.
This, for example, is a typical digitally-controlled voltage stabilizer, comprising a standard Kepco plug-in power supply with the new Kepco SN Digital Interface.

The combination produces 0–100 volts, 0–200 mA with 12-bits resolution. The power supply is a Model PCX 100–0.2MAT programmed by an SN–12 Digital Interface Card mounted on a slide adapter and fitted to a dual-slot bench style enclosure.

There are hundreds of similar Kepco Power Supplies, ranging from 0–6 V @ 90 A to a model that can produce –5000 V @ 5 mA. Because they’re rated as operationally programmable, these models can be combined with one of the five Kepco SN Digital Interfaces to produce a custom digital voltage or current source, tailored to your needs.

The SN Digital Interface Card accepts your data input on parallel lines, strobed for noise immunity, and stores the data in a buffer register. For isolation, the program is transferred across optical couplers so that your digital signal and the power supply it controls can be up to 1000 V apart. The five SN Cards offer a choice of BCD or complementary binary programming.

The analog output from the SN Card is in the form of a 0–1 V/0–10 V range selected signal* that is linearly amplified by the companion power supply to produce the desired output. In the illustrated combination of SN–12 and a Kepco Model PCX 100–0.2MAT, the power supply functions as a fixed gain-of-ten power amplifier to produce a digitally-controlled output, 0–100 V with 12-bits (0.024%) resolution. The range selector on the SN allows the full resolution to be spread over the lowest 10% of the output: 0–10 V d-c.

*The SN Card also produces ±10 V & ±5 V outputs to control bipolar power supplies and 0.5 V, 1.0 V outputs to control current stabilizers.

These SN Cards are fully self-contained digital programmers, featuring an on-card line operated power supply. Kepco offers a variety of housings and accessories to accommodate them to various programmable power supplies. As many as eight cards can be accommodated in a standard 5½” x 19” panel.
Reduce Your Power Supply Size and Weight By 70%

A new way has been found to substantially reduce power supply size and weight. Consider the large power supply shown at left in the above photo—it uses an input transformer, into a bridge rectifier, to convert 60 Hz to 5 volts DC at 5 amperes. This unit measures 6"x4"x7½" and weighs 13 pounds. Abbott's new model Z5T10, shown at right, provides the same performance with 70% less weight and volume. It measures only 2½"x4"x6" and weighs just 3 pounds.

This size reduction in the Model Z5T10 is primarily accomplished by eliminating the large input transformer and instead using high voltage, high efficiency, DC to DC conversion circuits. Abbott engineers have been able to control the output ripple to less than 0.02% RMS or 50 millivolts peak-to-peak maximum. This design approach also allows the unit to operate from 100 to 132 Volts RMS and 47 to 440 Hertz. Close regulation of 0.15% and a typical temperature coefficient of 0.015% per degree Celsius are some of its many outstanding features. This new Model "Z" series is available in output voltages of 2.7 to 31 VDC in 12 days from receipt of order.

Abbott also manufacturers 3,000 other models of power supplies with output voltages from 5 to 740 VDC and with output currents from 2 milliamps to 20 amps. They are all listed with prices in the new Abbott catalog with various inputs:

- 60 VDC to DC
- 400 VDC to DC
- 28 VDC to DC
- 28 VDC to 400 VDC
- 12-28 VDC to 60 VDC

Please see pages 307-317 Volume 1 of your 1974-75 EEM (ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS MASTER Catalog) or pages 853-860 Volume 3 of your 1974-75 GOLD BOOK for complete information on Abbott Modules.

Send for our new 60 page FREE catalog.

Readers comment

## Actuator design 'better'

To the editor: C. P. Clare gives credit to Bell Systems' technology as the source for their design in the article “Self-latching relays offer 6 poles” [Electronics, Aug. 8, p. 131]. That may be true for C. P. Clare; however, the consequent pole principle—and that is the principle upon which their product is based—was first patented in 1960 by James Flora, president of my company.

Flora’s design is by far the more flexible. The magnetic actuator is used in a number of products aside from latch relays. But, as a relay, any number of reeds may be assembled to a single device.

Fred Benoit  
Advanced Magnetic Products Inc.  
North Hollywood, Calif.

## Clarifying OT’s future

To the editor: A news item about the Office of Telecommunications [Electronics, Oct. 3, p. 63] is in several respects erroneous. It appears that certain recommendations by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) are being misinterpreted by the press.

What OMB has recommended is that the technology portion of the OT program be consolidated in Commerce’s National Bureau of Standards. OMB further recommended that the policy studies and frequency management services performed by OT for the Office of Telecommunications Policy be organized to report directly to the Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Science and Technology. Thus, all the present functions of OT would continue within the Department of Commerce. Only the reporting arrangements would be changed if the OMB recommendations were adopted. Moreover, it is not true that the OMB recommendations were based on alleged duplication of effort. Functions of the OT are essential to the efficient government use of the radio spectrum and the successful design of government communications systems.

John M. Richardson  
Office of Telecommunications  
Washington, D.C.
You can see why...

A SELF-SCAN PANEL is the best choice

Self-Scan panels are best because they can provide alphanumeric display of data — 16 to 256 characters per message — for data entry, automatic checkout systems, wherever man-machine interface takes place.

Self-Scan panels are best because they are brighter. Burroughs technology makes possible sharp characters with no fuzziness, no loss of focus, no distortion, a 120-degree viewing angle, and readability up to 25 feet with minimum glare and reading fatigue.

Self-Scan panels are best because they are the most versatile self-contained display panels commercially available. A wide variety of character generators offers 45 different displays, including Cyrillic, Hebrew and Katakana alphabets as well as standard ASCII code.

You can see the difference
CIRCUIT DESIGNERS...

GET MORE VERSATILITY AND FLEXIBILITY IN YOUR BREADBOARDING.

Experience the convenience of MULTI-COMP® DIP Multiple-Section Ceramic Capacitors

Breadboarding is a lot easier with Sprague Multi-Comp Monolythic® Ceramics. They readily plug in and out of standard DIP sockets for fast changes during experimentation. They come as 4-, 7-, and 8-section capacitors, in popular most-frequently-used capacitance values. By connecting capacitor sections in parallel, you can obtain practically any value your circuit needs. With a few Multi-Comp capacitors on hand, there’s no need to keep heavy stocks of individual capacitors for breadboarding purposes. There’s less soldering and unsoldering, too.

And when your final capacitance determinations are made, you can either stay with DIP Multi-Comps, or switch to Sprague Single-Section Monolythic® Capacitors, which have the same layer-built construction and the same electrical characteristics.

GET THE DIP HABIT —
TRY MULTI-COMP® MONOLYTHIC® CAPACITORS IN YOUR NEXT BREADBOARD DESIGN — THEY’RE READILY AVAILABLE FROM YOUR SPRAGUE INDUSTRIAL DISTRIBUTOR!

For more information, write or call
Tel. 413/664-4411.

40 years ago

From the pages of Electronics, October, 1934

Reducing interference

Dr. W.R.G. Baker of Camden, N.J., chairman of the Engineering Division of the Radio Manufacturers Association, is to be congratulated on the leadership which he and his associates are putting behind the aggressive program to reduce radio interference. Working with that indefatigable wheelhorse of radio improvement, Virgil Graham, Dr. Baker is properly laying special emphasis on eradicating interference with shortwave reception, for it is in these higher frequencies that the damage becomes more serious.

"The sources of interference are very numerous," says Dr. Baker, "and the causes are scattered through many other industries. For that reason a well organized and directed program is the only hope of securing results. The use of the short waves for broadcasting has tremendously broadened the scope of interference elimination work, and any public use of ultrashort waves will still further do so. As a specific instance, motor-car interference is not a factor in the standard broadcast range, but in many locations it is the limiting factor on short-wave reception."

German radio receivers

More than 75% of all sets sold in Germany in the last season have been of the two-tube type. There is a special reason for this. All the German manufacturers, by order of the government, are forced to make an exact copy of a two-tube set following an official design. This is the so-called "Folks-empfänger." Not only has the circuit of this set been exactly prescribed but the cabinet design and the retail price as well. It consists of one tuning circuit with a regenerative detector and a pentode output tube. The official price is 76 marks (about $30). The main purpose of the German government in creating this "cheap" receiver has been to give all German families a chance to listen to the government propaganda broadcasts.
Dialight sees a need:
(Need: The widest choice for your every application.)

730 SERIES Your choice... a red or green LED readout with large 0.625" characters... low power, operates with standard IC power supply levels. Comes in plus-minus module. Display uses standard or high brightness LEDs for maximum light output arranged in a seven-segment format. Available with or without on-board decoder/driver. Unique lens design generates bright, highly legible characters.

739 SERIES Save design time and installation costs... this LED display assembly is attractively designed in a convenient package with bezel and is ready for instant panel mounting. Available in groups of one or more characters, with or without decoder/driver... characters are 0.625" and come with either green or red LEDs in seven-segment format. Readout offers lowest cost per character for comparable size.

745-0005 Dot matrix LED readout display produces a bright 0.300" high character or symbol display. Has wide angle visibility and is compatible with USASCII and EBCDIC codes. Low power requirements. Mounts into standard 14-pin DIP socket. The display is also available in bezel assemblies with or without code generator.

745-0007 LED hexadecimal display with on-board logic operates from 5 to 6 volt supply, low power consumption. Integral TTL MSI chip provides latch, decoder and drive functions. 0.270" character display has wide angle visibility and mounts into standard 14-pin DIP socket.

755 SERIES High brightness planar gas discharge displays in a 0.550" character. Orange color gives high contrast ratio and allows readability to 40 feet even in high ambient lighting. Designed for interfacing with MOS/LSI, displays have an expected life of 100,000 hours or more.

Dialight, the company with the widest choice in switches, LEDs, indicator lights and readouts, looks for needs... your needs... and then they develop solutions for your every application. No other company offers you one-stop shopping in all these product areas. And no other company has more experience in the visual display field. Dialight helps you do more with these products than any other company in the business, because we are specialists that have done more with them. Talk to the specialists at Dialight first. You won't have to talk to anyone else.
When your new electronic packaging design idea is making sweet music, you don’t need sour notes. But it happens. Your idea stops in mid-beat. The critical, “standard” rack and panel connector you’ve specified isn’t available. Your symphony goes unfinished. And you’ve got to start over.

But don’t. Instead, get on the horn to your local Authorized Winchester Electronics Distributor. Your design will begin to make good sounds, again. Because he’ll have exactly the rack and panel connector you want — off-the-shelf. He will because Winchester Electronics backs up the responsive, professional Authorized Distributors serving you. So you order from a truly broad, comprehensive array of rack and panel connectors... with literally thousands of configuration possibilities to fit your idea. It’s design-by-specifying... our consistent refrain of design-flexible, “custom” rack and panel connectors available immediately and at non-custom prices.

You can specify from our MRAC Series. With 12 configurations covering 9 to 104 crimp removable contact patterns. With polarizing hoods. Guides. And vibration locks equal to 750G shock impacts. Or use subminiatures like our SREC Series for close quarters and light weight. Or our RW Series for high density, automatic wiring techniques.

So keep us in mind. When you’ve got a connector problem that could stop the music, your Authorized Winchester Electronics Distributor has the solution. He’ll solve your problem quickly and harmoniously... to let your design play. Winchester Electronics, Main Street & Hillside Avenue, Oakville, Connecticut 06779 (203) 274-8891.

When your new electronic packaging design idea is making sweet music, you don’t need sour notes. But it happens. Your idea stops in mid-beat. The critical, “standard” rack and panel connector you’ve specified isn’t available. Your symphony goes unfinished. And you’ve got to start over.

But don’t. Instead, get on the horn to your local Authorized Winchester Electronics Distributor. Your design will begin to make good sounds, again. Because he’ll have exactly the rack and panel connector you want — off-the-shelf. He will because Winchester Electronics backs up the responsive, professional Authorized Distributors serving you. So you order from a truly broad, comprehensive array of rack and panel connectors... with literally thousands of configuration possibilities to fit your idea. It’s design-by-specifying... our consistent refrain of design-flexible, “custom” rack and panel connectors available immediately and at non-custom prices.

You can specify from our MRAC Series. With 12 configurations covering 9 to 104 crimp removable contact patterns. With polarizing hoods. Guides. And vibration locks equal to 750G shock impacts. Or use subminiatures like our SREC Series for close quarters and light weight. Or our RW Series for high density, automatic wiring techniques. Or order NIM Series types for nuclear instrumentation modules. All these and more.

So keep us in mind. When you’ve got a connector problem that could stop the music, your Authorized Winchester Electronics Distributor has the solution. He’ll solve your problem quickly and harmoniously... to let your design play. Winchester Electronics, Main Street & Hillside Avenue, Oakville, Connecticut 06779 (203) 274-8891.

You can specify from our MRAC Series. With 12 configurations covering 9 to 104 crimp removable contact patterns. With polarizing hoods. Guides. And vibration locks equal to 750G shock impacts. Or use subminiatures like our SREC Series for close quarters and light weight. Or our RW Series for high density, automatic wiring techniques. Or order NIM Series types for nuclear instrumentation modules. All these and more.

So keep us in mind. When you’ve got a connector problem that could stop the music, your Authorized Winchester Electronics Distributor has the solution. He’ll solve your problem quickly and harmoniously... to let your design play. Winchester Electronics, Main Street & Hillside Avenue, Oakville, Connecticut 06779 (203) 274-8891.
The KIT-8/A component computer gives you minicomputer power at a microprocessor price.

$572 in quantities of a hundred. (CPU & 1K RAM.)

We’ve put the world’s most experienced minicomputer, the PDP-8, on a single board and called it the KIT-8/A.

And we’ve done it using proven, readily-available, multi-source MSI semiconductor technology.

The KIT-8/A will give you speed and performance at a very low price. It’s a full-scale 12-bit computer, the latest in the PDP-8 family. With 1.5 μsec cycle time, a huge, healthy software library, and the same powerful instruction set as the PDP-8/E. And it’s fully compatible with most PDP-8 family hardware, operating systems, and high-level programming languages like BASIC, FORTRAN IV, and FOCAL.

The Omnibus™ backplane makes it easy to interface the KIT-8/A directly to more than 60 PDP-8 options and peripherals.

To make your life even easier, we’ve made the seven most-requested options available on two option boards. On one board, we’ve put the serial-line interface, 12-bit parallel I/O, front-panel control and real-time clock. On the other, we’ve put the bootstrap loader, power-fail/auto-restart, and memory extension.

We’ve employed expandable semiconductor memory to enable you to tailor your memory capacity to your needs, from 1K to 32K words. Choose ROM, RAM, PROM, or ROM/RAM combinations — mix and match to suit your application.

The KIT-8/A will enable the sophisticated user to give his system true computer capability at a very low price: $572 in quantities of a hundred (for CPU and 1K RAM).

We start delivering in late 1974. We’re accepting volume orders right now. To place yours, call 800-225-9480. Toll-free from 8:30 AM to 5:30 PM Eastern time. (US only. Massachusetts residents, please dial (617) 481-7400, extension 6653.)

We’re the Components Group of Digital Equipment Corporation, One Iron Way, Marlborough, Massachusetts 01752.

In Canada: Digital Equipment of Canada Limited, P.O. Box 11500, Ottawa, Ontario, K2H8K8. (613) 592-5111, extension 154.

---

digital COMPONENTS GROUP

Unbundling the world’s most popular minicomputer systems.
People

Lamond sees laser promise almost here

As the new president of Coherent Radiation, Pierre Lamond has a very straightforward ambition: to boost the company to become the National Semiconductor Corp. of the laser industry.

His ambition is understandable. Until a few months ago, he was vice president and general manager of semiconductor manufacturing at National. In fact, he was one of the key people whom National’s president, Charles Sporck, brought with him when he left Fairchild Semiconductor in 1967, and also one of those instrumental in transforming National from a money-losing producer of discrete components into a broad-based, $213 million-a-year manufacturer of integrated circuits.

Not that Coherent Radiation, based in Palo Alto, Calif., is in the shape National was in the mid-1960s. Far from it. With commercial laser sales this year of $16 million, Lamond says the company is second only to Spectra-Physics Inc. of nearby Mountain View.

Embryo. “But the laser marketplace, in terms of its potential, is still in the embryonic stages,” he says. “That, to me, is the challenge. Until recently, the primary customer has been the military, or military-related industries. In 1973 military sales were about $180 million compared to $90 million in commercial sales. In 1974 total commercial sales of lasers is expected to top $110 million. And by 1980 this market should triple.”

In this environment the 43-year-old Lamond modestly expects Coherent Radiation to grow by at least 25% a year and to improve its share of the market significantly.

Lamond’s demeanor is a paradoxical combination of boyish enthusiasm and scholarly precision. He exhibits a knowledge of his company and its technology that is amazingly broad in view of the short time he has been there. It lends credibility to his contention that Coherent will dominate the laser marketplace in future years.

“Our strength in the past has been in lasers for industrial, construction, medical and scientific applications,” he says. “But the real market is in point-of-sale and graphic systems; in computer memory and in the field of imaging for video and facsimile reproduction, as well as in holography.”

OTP’s Eger struggles to cope with change

John Eger’s favorite piece of graffiti is a line, “There are too many simple answers and not enough simple problems.” For Eger, the Policy maker. Eger of OTP hopes his organization will get much more visibility.
You already have everything you need to keep our keyboards clean.

Getting any keyboard dirty is easy. From that point on, things become more difficult. Because the contacts on mechanical keyboards are very sensitive to contamination. And, if the dirt hasn’t already gotten to them, the cleaning process might.

MICRO SWITCH makes the cleaning process easy. All it takes is a bucket of hot, sudsy water. And maybe a brush.

Because MICRO SWITCH has solid-state keyboards. Designed around Hall effect chips that are completely encapsulated, they’re impervious to just about any contaminant you can name.

So things like dirt and coffee can’t get in. And neither can a bath in hot, sudsy water.

It makes your equipment maintenance a lot easier. And, in the long run, can substantially reduce service costs. Besides giving you a keyboard with all the built-in reliability of a solid-state design in the process.

If you’d like more information on MICRO SWITCH keyboards, call, toll-free, 800/645-9200 (in N.Y., call 516/294-0990, collect) for the location and telephone number of your nearest MICRO SWITCH Branch Office.

You’ll see a line of keyboards that work like a dream. And wash like a coffee cup.
Pulse withstand capacitors for colour T.V.

WIMA FKP 1
Polypropylene film and extended foil electrode capacitors encapsulated in cast resin. Self-healing properties. Suitable for sharp-edged or short rise time pulses in thyristor deflection circuits.

WIMA MKC 10
Metallized polycarbonate capacitors. Particularly suitable for stringent pulse and surge conditions. Low power factor at high frequencies. Self-healing properties. Plastic case design.

WIMA MKP 10
Metallized polypropylene capacitors in plastic cases. Self-healing properties. Suitable for both high current and pulse circuits owing to low dielectric losses.

- Other special capacitors in metal cases.
- One year successful field experience in equipment by leading manufacturers.
- Suitable for advanced solid-state equipment.
- For professional electronics.

Write for our new catalogue.

Cliché is particularly appropriate because the White House Office of Telecommunications Policy, which he now directs, has long suffered under the criticism that its approach to the complexities of modern telecommunications has been overly simplistic. It is an image that OTP's 34-year-old acting chief, a former Chicago trial lawyer who joined OTP as its second-in-command a year ago, is anxious to change.

"Too often we have been ad hocing it," the always affable Eger conceded recently. But the 52 people who make up the small policy-making group have often been unable to do much else, thanks to the explosion of telecommunications issues that has hit Washington during the four years in which OTP has been evolving.

Changes? OTP's manpower burden has been somewhat eased by its acquisition this past year of the support of approximately 100 persons in the Commerce Department's Office of Telecommunications. But Eger hopes to make it even more effective. He is convinced that the Executive branch department requires greater public visibility if it is to grapple effectively with the multitude of policy matters.

To interconnection buffs who see their industry not far advanced in the six years since the FCC's landmark Carterfone decision, Eger observes that "the troublesome thing about policymaking is that there's a vast difference between articulating a policy and implementing it." Implementation, he says, "is where the real blood, sweat and tears have to be shed." Basic policy decisions not only do not sweep away old problems, they "create a whole range of new ones."

If Eger survives the political shakeout yet to come in the Ford Administration—and current betting is that he will—he can be expected to push OTP deeper into communications policy issues. When that happens, the trim OTP leader will likely find even less time for such interests as tennis and golf—which he concedes he pursues on an ad hoc basis.
Meetings


Communications and Power Conference, IEEE, Queen Elizabeth Hotel, Montreal, Que., Nov. 6–8.

Ultrasonics Symposium, IEEE, Pfister Hotel, Milwaukee, Wis., Nov. 11–13.

Electrical/Electronics Insulation Conference, NEMA, IEEE, and IPC, John B. Hynes Veterans Auditorium and Sheraton-Boston Hotel, Boston, Nov. 11–14.


Specialist Conference on Technology of Electroluminescent Diodes, IEEE, Atlanta Inn, Atlanta, Ga., Nov. 20–21.

Electronica '74—International Fair on Components and Production Equipment, Munich Fair Co., Fairgrounds, Munich, Germany, Nov. 21–27.

Sixth International Congress on Microelectronics, IEEE et al., Congress Hall and Fairgrounds, Munich, Germany, Nov. 25–27.
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Digital announces a whole new way to look at graphics.

Right now is the time to look at graphics in a way you’ve never looked before.

Because graphics has come of age. And Digital feels you’re about to see a tremendous increase in the use of graphic systems. In science, research, medicine, business and industry.

We’ve been making graphic systems almost as long as we’ve been making computers. And today, we may have the broadest range of computerized graphic systems available.

In our GT Series alone, we offer three multi-purpose graphic systems.

The GT40 includes a PDP 11/10 processor, 8K words of memory, keyboard, and 12” screen with light pen.

Extensive peripheral and application software is also available.

For expanded needs, the GT42 offers a 17” screen with light pen and communications interface.

And the powerful GT44 system provides a high performance PDP 11/40 processor with 16K words of memory, 17” screen with light pen, and our own DECwriter for hard copy.

Besides graphics, you can use these systems for virtually any computer application. And they’re backed by an extensive array of peripherals and software. Plus Digital’s worldwide service organization.

And should you already be a PDP-11 user, a graphic add-on may give you a totally new perspective on meeting your needs.

An updated version of the semiconductor industry’s first microprocessor, the 4004, will be introduced in November by Intel Corp. Called the 4040, the 24-pin device will serve as central processor of a new family of MOS 4-bit microcomputer circuits called the MCS 40. The 4040-based system will add high power and flexibility to Intel’s low-cost 4-bit systems. For example, the price will be $20 to $30 for small system automation preprocessing and diagnostics; $30 to $40 for stand-alone use as data processors and controllers and relatively complex products, and large scale “distributed intelligence” applications; $40 to $50 for applications requiring larger memory capacities or other expansions; and around $100 for single units or small-volume systems for such applications as prototype equipment development.

The MCS 40 features automatic interrupt processing, a large set of 60 instructions, single-step operation, CPU standby at low power, and a clock rate of 1 megahertz—about one-third more than the 4004-based MCS 4 system. As for flexibility, two other capabilities of the MCS 40 are bank switching of registers and instruction, memory and input/output arrays.

To keep pace with the growing demand for more easily programed microprocessor memory elements, Signetics Corp. has built a 4,096-bit bipolar programable ROM. Using its standard Schottky TTL process and conventional nichrome fusible-link construction, Signetics has turned out a part with an access time of only 35 nanoseconds. This means a user need not speed-scale its prototype microprocessor system—the new PROM is as fast as the masked ROMS that go into the final system. In fact, it is pin compatible with Signetics’ 8205 mask-programable ROM. The device is organized as 512 words by 4 bits, and comes in a 24-pin dual-in-line package. Signetics says it’s in volume production, shipping 1,500 to 2,000 per month.

Intel Corp. and Monolithic Memories Inc. had earlier announced their own 4k PROMs. Intel’s, like Signetics’ a Schottky TTL device, is organized as 512 words by 8 bits and has a maximum access time of 70 ns. Its standby power dissipation is only .06 milliwatt per bit. Housed in a standard 24-pin DIP, it is pin compatible with Intel’s 3304 metal-mask ROM. Intel, which has already begun to ship parts, is geared for high-volume last-quarter production.

The funding high point for computerized highway traffic-control systems has been passed as the energy crisis, inflation, and changes in Federal programing have curtailed planning by state and local agencies, according to an internal study carried out by the Federal Highway Administration.

FHA’s data shows that 26 communities are proposing new projects, compared to the 62 communities that turned in requests last year. Almost 10,000 electronic traffic sensors and dozens of minicomputers would have been procured if all the plans had been approved, but the agency now has only $600 million for its entire traffic program, including such popular non-electronics projects as setting up express bus
lanes, fringe parking lots, and others. The average computerized traffic-control project can cost up to $500,000, industry reports, so the potential loss of business is in the millions.

**Low-power RAM to be marketed by Intel**

Intel Corp. will begin to offer commercially by the end of this year its 80-nanosecond 1,024-bit n-channel dynamic RAM. The device, designated 2105, has been used up to now only in-house. It is expected to compete strongly with the 7001 n-channel RAM and find its way into many bipolar applications. With a cycle time of 180 nanoseconds and a standby power of only 100 microwatts per bit, the 2105 is aimed at cache and buffer memories that require speed and low power dissipation. Comparable 1k bipolar memories, although fast enough, dissipate three or four times the power of the 2105.

**China interested in supplying Hong Kong market**

The People’s Republic of China has expressed preliminary interest in supplying electronic components, parts, and raw materials to Hong Kong—a market that could generate $100 million in business annually from American manufacturers operating there, according to William F. Baker Jr. Baker is president of Electronic Industry Ltd., a General Electric Co. affiliate in Hong Kong, and an official of the American Chamber of Commerce there.

Baker made his forecast after returning from the PRC Export Commodities Fair in Canton, where, he said, Chinese officials expressed interest in the concept. Baker said the quality of Chinese components seen in Canton make them suitable for use.

**Interconnect module spec secret but FCC approves**

An American Telephone & Telegraph Co. secret technical specification for an Authorized Protective Connecting Module (APCM) for automatic telephone answering equipment to be connected to AT&T lines has been approved by the Federal Communications Commission despite objections. The FCC denied a petition by Communications Certification Laboratory to suspend tariff revisions incorporating the APCM by reference only. The laboratory had asserted that abuses by AT&T were a possibility, since determination of the X-74378 technical standard rests solely with the telephone company, and charged the reference was misleading and incomplete, on the grounds that the APCM does not perform all the functions listed.

**Addenda**

Motorola Semiconductor is disbanding its watch operations, though it will continue to sell quartz crystal and C-MOS components. Personnel involved in the operation will return to the semiconductor and marketing areas. . . . The Federal Railroad Administration is funding a three-year test of a new concept in dispatch and control. It will involve two voice and digital contact between engineer and dispatcher, plus conversion of electro-mechanical signals to electronics. . . . Single-customer earth stations will be featured in the IBM-Comsat General team’s proposed digital domestic satellite system if the FCC approves IBM’s participation.
Better than any IC or UJT for low cost timing circuits.

Unitrode PUTs provide design freedom unobtainable with conventional UJTs—at a fraction of the cost of comparable ICs or mechanical timing circuits.

By varying the external resistor values you can program turn-on voltage, turn-on current and turn-off current to meet your needs in timing circuits, oscillators, sensing circuits or any application where a variable voltage level threshold is required.

Simple, versatile, low cost Unitrode PUTs meet the performance requirements of any timing circuit in frequencies from 50 KHz to .001 Hz, from microseconds to hours.

Millions of Unitrode PUTs have already cut costs in thousands of applications from smoke detectors and television sets to office machines and industrial processing systems. In fact, Unitrode produces a larger selection of PUTs than all other manufacturers combined. Fully planar passivated... low nano-amp leakage for long interval timing... in the plastic TO-92 and TO-98 package, and the hermetically sealed TO-18 package.

Send for a free sample. We'll also include data sheets and application notes to help you breadboard the lowest cost timing circuits ever.

Or, for faster action, call John Upton at (617) 926-0404. Unitrode Corporation, 580 Pleasant Street, Watertown, Mass. 02172.

Try a free sample
Every time you try a new RF design
Some expert's giving you advice

Putting together a 300 W amplifier or designing the latest impedance-matching networks for RF power within the project timeframe you're given takes skill — and the kind of backup information supplied by someone who's done it before, more than once, with good results.

Those results are in this new handbook . . . the most comprehensive publication of its type in the industry.

Immodestly, it will help you supplement your RF design skill from $P_{in}$ to $P_{out}$. Because it contains application notes and engineering bulletins on the latest state-of-the-art. Because it furnishes the broadest offering of RF devices available to 1 GHz. Because its data sheets aren't data sheets but condensed design aids in themselves.

Write on your company letterhead for a little RF$_{in}$ RF$_{out}$ advice: Box 20912, Phoenix, AZ 85036. A Motorola rep will give you a copy when he calls to chalk-talk your RF design needs.

Compiled for experts by experts . . .

From Motorola, the RF producer
The 2102 is the hottest memory device in the business today.

The only problem is for the military buyer. The 2102 has been out of uniform. Nobody made a Military 2102.

Until now.

Advanced Micro Devices' Military 9102. Every one is MIL-STD-883. Every one is guaranteed over the full military temperature range.

We make a high-speed version, too: the 9102A. With 500 ns. access time.

Advanced Micro Devices' Military 9102. It's the best 2102 you can buy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>The Am9102</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Access Time</td>
<td>Guaranteed .65 µsec (9102DM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Guaranteed .50 µsec (9102ADM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Stand-by Voltage</td>
<td>Guaranteed 1.6V DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Typical 1.0V DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Stand-by Power</td>
<td>Guaranteed 64 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Typical 16 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Dissipation</td>
<td>303 mW maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Supply Tolerance</td>
<td>±10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logic Levels</td>
<td>TTL Compatible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fan-Out</td>
<td>Guaranteed 2 TTL loads</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Retains data above guaranteed voltage.
DEC meets micro challenge with three-chip mini

Western Digital applies n-MOS technology to emulate DEC's PDP-11/05; LSI-11 is almost as fast

Moving against hot competition from semiconductor houses and their microcomputers, Digital Equipment Corp., the dominant minicomputer manufacturer, has developed with MOS manufacturer Western Digital Corp. a powerful "computer-on-a-board" chip set. The result is a package with better performance than the single-chip microprocessors, and which emulates DEC's low-end PDP-11/05 minicomputer.

The Maynard, Mass., minicomputer maker is now receiving the first chips developed by Western Digital under a $6.3 million contract, and will incorporate them in its LSI-11 computer, to be introduced in a few months [Electronics, Oct. 17, p. 25].

The three-chip, n-channel, silicon-gate set consists of a data chip, control chip and Microm, a microprogrammed read-only memory (top, left). All are in 40-pin packages.

The set features a 3.3 megahertz clock and 300 nanosecond micro-instruction cycle time, permitting it to operate only 10% slower than the bipolar PDP-11/05 minicomputer. The internal data path is 8 bits wide, but the memory port is 16 bits wide, and the computer can handle either 8- or 16-bit data.

William H. Roberts, vice-president of research and development at Western Digital, says the new microprocessor set "allows the user to create an efficient and dedicated instruction set, (and also provides) the ability to expand system operation with a minimum of hardware addition."

DEC chose Western Digital for the work, says Andrew Knowles, group vice president at DEC and general manager of the Digital Components group which will market the LSI-11, because the Newport Beach, Calif., MOS house is oriented to the fast, n-channel process. Moreover, Knowles feels that Roberts knows DEC's PDP-11 line extremely well.

Microprogramming to emulate the PDP-11/05 minicomputer was performed at DEC, and the basic instruction set required two Microms. Fixed-point multiply and divide, and floating-point instructions have been programed in a third Microm. Western Digital claims the set can efficiently emulate macroinstruction sets on the order of the more sophisticated PDP-11/40.

Knowles says DEC is moving slowly with the LSI-11, which will be marketed, possibly on a single board, because it wants to be sure the parts work, are reliable, and will be inventoried in quantity. Other minicomputer houses bringing out LSI microcomputers—General Automation Inc., and Computer Automation Inc.—have run into delays with their units because of problems obtaining chips.

The DEC vice president also notes that it may be difficult to get a second source because of the "not-invented-here" factor and the relatively low volume. However, DEC is not distressed at the idea of having only one source; when the top-of-the-line PDP-11/45 was developed, Texas Instruments was the only company that could produce the needed Schottky bipolar devices, Knowles points out, and the program worked out well.

Computer organization. The chip set is arranged to permit selection of various levels of capability. The minimum set would contain one
data chip, one control chip and one 512-word-by-22-bit Microm, with 80 microinstruction operations. Up to four Microms—2,048 words—may be accessed on the fast (200 nanosecond) microinstruction bus. Direct memory access is also provided.

The system uses a dual bus arrangement, and an 18-bit microinstruction bus connects the MOS chips (4 other bits are for external controls). It operates in pipeline fashion in that the execution of one instruction overlaps the fetching of the next one. The 16-bit data and address bus communicates with the memory and input-output systems; it is TTL compatible.

The data chip contains the main access port for instruction and data acquisition, plus the register and logic to perform operations on data and provide status information. It contains 26 high-speed 8-bit registers, an 8-bit arithmetic logic unit, and a microinstruction register.

The control chip provides program control by interpreting macroinstructions and generating starting addresses for associated microinstruction routines. It also provides control and timing signals. The control chip recognizes seven interrupt signals, which can be programmed to the desired priorities.

Western Digital will supply the set only to DEC, but it is also working on a single-chip microprocessor of its own design. This will not be ready until next spring.

---

**Packaging & Production**

**Role of conductive elastomers expands to p-c boards and connector designs**

Working with conductive elastomers, the rubber-like silicone material in which suspended metal particles conduct electricity, a consultant in Glastonbury, Conn., says he's developed a trio of interconnection schemes that greatly simplify the fabrication of printed-circuit boards, wire-wrap-equivalent panels, and electrical connectors.

Emik A. Avakian, head of Avakian Systems Development Co., says that for printed-circuit boards, the elastomer is formed into short, pellet-like cylinders, which are plugged into the holes in the boards, as shown below, left. Component leads are fastened to a board simply by pushing them into the pellets.

The springy, elastomeric material, a proprietary mixture, holds the device pins firmly in place, eliminating, says Avakian, the need for device sockets and plated-through holes, as well as soldering or wirewrapping. A "head" on each end of the pellets contacts the conductive pads on either side of the board. And, in some applications, the material's high heat-conduction allows heat sinks to be eliminated, he says. Until now, conductive elastomers have been restricted to use in custom microcircuit interconnections in such devices as watches with liquid crystal displays [Electronics, Sept. 19, p. 122].

Contact resistance between a pellet and an embedded component pin is low—usually less than 15 milliohms. And if a component is removed and re-inserted as much as a dozen or so times, the contact resistance will increase by only a few milliohms. Moreover, each pellet can carry at least 3 amperes of current with no increase in temperature. The pellets are also self-healing, so that when a component is withdrawn, there is almost no sign of the holes made by the pins.

**Interconnecting panels.** Avakian calls a printed-circuit board outfitted with his pellets a component-interconnecting panel. Pellets can be either molded in place, or they can be formed separately and cured in a long string with their heads connected by a nonconductive webbing. The pellets are then pushed into the board holes in much the same manner as conventional p-c connector...
pins are stacked into a board.

Another type of interconnecting panel that Avakian has developed is essentially an equivalent for wire-wrapped panels. The panel itself is molded from a dimensionally stable plastic, such as Valox or ABS. On its component-mounting side, there is a matrix of holes, with centers spaced on a 100-by-300-mil grid. Each hole has a shoulder that prevents a pellet from being dislodged after it has been inserted and cured. As with the other panel, these pellets are cylindrical, too, and component pins are pushed directly into them.

However, on the other side of the board, as shown at the right of page 26, is a molded array of pyramids and channels. Interconnecting wire, stripped at its ends, is pushed into a pellet and its insulated portion snapped into a cavity at the channel's bottom. The cavity, designed for #30 American Wire Gage wire, provides the same holding force as is required to pull a wire from a conventionally wire-wrapped post. For a through interconnection, the wire is led upward from the snap-in cavity to a ledge along which it runs through the channel.

Avakian is also applying the elastomer pellets to general-purpose connectors. There are no male or female parts in these connectors. Instead, both halves look identical. They are outfitted with elastomer pellets protruding slightly above each connector face. Connecting wires run in through the back of each connector half and are embedded in the pellets. The holes for the pellets are tapered to make a reliable, strong contact between the pellet and the embedded wire. No special crimping tools are needed. The connector can be mated simply with a clamp or other mechanism that pushes both halves, and the embedded pellets, against each other.

Avakian is considering manufacturing some of his systems himself, and he hopes to offer licenses through Epis Corp., another firm in Glastonbury. He will manufacture and sell his conductive-elastomer material.

---

**Semiconductor market outlook flat for '75**

Almost no growth is projected for next year in the world-wide semiconductor industry, although sales of metal-oxide semiconductors will continue to rise. Total world-wide sales will increase to $4.877 billion in 1975, an increase of less than 2% from a $4.806 billion level in 1974.

These are the conclusions of a market forecast made at the Fourth Annual WEMA Monterey Conference for financial analysts in Monterey, Calif., last week. WEMA is a Palo Alto, Calif.-based association of companies in the electronics industries.

"It may be a gloomy forecast but it's realistic," says Robert Noyce, president of Intel Corp. and chairman of the recently formed WEMA Semiconductor Group which sponsored the study. With no industry-wide market figures available for semiconductors, it seemed logical for WEMA to step in, explains Noyce. WEMA will update its forecast every three months. The conclusions reflect the views of a dozen semiconductor manufacturers—Motorola Semiconductor and Texas Instruments not included—who furnished estimates and companies who gave their reactions to the figures.

The consensus is that the total market will remain essentially flat through the first half of 1975, then start picking up in the third quarter and improve somewhat faster during the fourth quarter. But it won't be until 1976 that the growth rate nears the 1974 level of 14% to 15%.

The improvement will be due primarily to demand for MOS, especially n-channel memory, according to the study. The total MOS market will grow by 12% in 1975 to $815 million, then by 31% in 1976 (to $1.096 billion) and by 30% in 1977 (to $1.387 billion).

Most seriously in decline will be consumption of discrete devices, with a 3% drop to $2.552 billion predicted for 1975. Sales will improve somewhat (perhaps 8%) in 1976 but will decline again (by about 6%) in 1977.

---

**Avionics**

**Cockpit voices are for pilot's good**

The passengers probably won't be aware of it, but there may soon be a booming voice heard in the cockpits of high-flying jets. The voice will call attention to possible trouble aboard the craft, and in unmistakable terms.

The new system, with a digitized vocabulary of 25 words, is being developed by McDonnell Douglas Electronics Co., St. Peters, Mo. And if the airlines buy it, the first application could be aboard parent McDonnell Douglas Corp.'s DC-10 jets.

Aural-visual signals already are used to alert pilots to problems such as reduced cabin pressure or engine fires, but the sounds are produced by various bells, tones and buzzers. Fortunately, the pilot hardly ever hears them outside of an aircraft simulator, but this also creates a problem: the pilot may not recognize which warning is being sounded. He may have to scan the cockpit instruments for the warning light that goes with the tone.

The voice backup is being developed to reduce the time for interpreting the malfunction signals. It is a retrofit package to be added to the tone warning system—called Central Aural Warning System (CAWS)—which is already flying aboard the DC-10s. The messages are advisories, not commands. For example, if the plane is equipped with a ground proximity warning system, the message might be "too low" rather than "pull up." Warnings include "overspeed," and "landing gear." There are also messages for engine fires and take off warnings like "slats," "flaps," "spoiler," and "stabilizer."

"There are a number of techniques available for voice synthesis, but we are faced with severe packaging constraints here," notes William W. Sang, manager of digital communications in McDonnell Douglas Electronics' new product.
development division. "The only space available is about 2 by 2½ by 8 inches."

Sound stripper. So McDonnell Douglas digitizes the 25 words needed for 16 warnings and uses a proprietary technique for stripping the sound to the minimum necessary for transmitting information to the pilot. "We take a 'voice print' to digital-to-analog converter to yield the audio output. An audio amplifier and power supply are also built into the voice warning system.

Cost is not low. A system built to supplement the DC-10's CAWS package would sell for about $5,000 in volume, says Ronald M. Schutz, the company's marketing manager for commercial airlines. Planes not identically equipped with CAWS would require additional interface and buffer circuitry. Single-word systems, to go with terrain-avoidance systems such as the one marketed by Sundstrand Corp. [Electronics, Oct. 3, p. 46] would be tagged at less than $1,000.

KLM and Swissair have evaluated the voice warning system for DC-10s both in flight and in simulators; American Airlines used it in simulators for six months at its Ft. Worth, Texas, training center.

The McDonnell Douglas unit is not the first to give voice warning to commercial pilots. For ground-based purposes, Sperry Univac division has built a digital voice response unit for the Federal Aviation Administration's National Aviation Facilities Experimental Center near Atlantic City, N.J. [Electronics, Aug. 30, 1973, p. 32]. Nafec wants to automatically advise pilots on the location and altitude of nearby aircraft, as well as fixed obstacles like TV transmitters.

Voice box. McDonnell Douglas has squeezed a 25-word voice synthesizer onto three circuit boards that can fit into the central aural (tone) warning system aboard DC-10s.

The words are stored in six 5,128-bit silicon-on-sapphire read-only memories built by Rockwell Microelectronics—a type McDonnell Douglas had been using.

Extra space on the ROMS contains each word's discrete address and the necessary logic to start and stop the sound. In addition, the three printed-circuit boards that make up the package provide the circuitry for synthesis of the bits into sounds—essentially a hybrid active filter—and a

Mass store holds 4 trillion bits

The recent announcement of IBM's 3850 mass storage system had two important ramifications. It revealed IBM's continued interest in a market in which IBM had announced no new products for several years. And it unveiled a memory with a capacity of almost 4 trillion bits—well beyond the trillion-bit level designers of the latest generation of mass memories have been shooting for [Electronics, Feb. 14, 1972, p. 91].

With big enterprises such as banks and insurance companies requiring large data bases, the need for mass storage has become more and more urgent. The new virtual system operates with IBM's 3330 magnetic-disk store. But the new system's control, a new model of the IBM 3830 disk-store controller, is so arranged that the computer can address up to 64 disk drives, whereas a maximum of 32 drives can actually be connected through the IBM 3330's controller. The balance is supplied by the new system, which consists of small magnetic-tape cartridges four inches long and two inches in diameter. Each holds 50 million characters on a 770-inch length of magnetic tape rolled up inside the cartridge.

Two cartridges have the same capacity as one of the original 3330-type disk packs, or four cartridges for the newer "double-density" packs. Up to 706 of these cartridges are stored in honeycomb-like cells in a frame that also houses the control unit (up to three additional increments of 1,338 cells each can be added to a single system).

Less expensive. The system can store a maximum of 472 billion characters—almost 150 times the capacity of the largest IBM-3330 disk store. And the memory is available at about one tenth the cost of disk storage, according to IBM.
Tape store. Small two-by-four-inch tape cartridge in new IBM 3850 mass store contrasts with older disk pack seen in the rear.

Under program control, an access mechanism plucks the cartridge out of its cell, and transports it to a data-recording station; data is transferred between the cartridge and the disk file, and the cartridge is returned to its cell. Once in the disk file, the data is available to the computer.

IBM says the data on the tape is organized in cylinders in a manner analogous to the way cylinders are organized in a disk pack. But precisely how this is done is proprietary. By means of a rotating head, the data is recorded on the tape along helical "stripes." Synchronization and control tracks lie along the edge of the tape. One of these diagonal stripes stores 4,096 characters. Sixty-seven stripes contain one cylinder image and therefore correspond to the 19 tracks that compose one true cylinder on a disk pack. IBM won't say how 19 tracks were arranged on 67 stripes, other than to point out that one stripe does not consist of 19 parallel tracks angled across the tape. IBM would not disclose the recording density either.

The access time of the 3850 is exceedingly slow. The time to fetch a cartridge out of a cell ranges from 3 to 8 seconds, depending on the total capacity and how far the access mechanism has to move to reach an addressed cylinder; loading the tape onto the data-recording device, winding it back into the cartridge, and returning the cartridge to its cell takes 5 seconds each, for a total of perhaps 23 seconds. However, while the tape is on the data-recording device, a specific cylinder is located by a high-speed search; thereafter, data transfer takes place at the respectable rate of 874,000 characters per second.

Consumer electronics

TI defers its watch entry

Texas Instruments has postponed its entry into the digital-watch market until early next year. It has canceled orders with Motorola Inc. for quartz crystals and with four other suppliers of watch cases and bands. However, TI has been offering several traditional watchmakers TI-fabricated digital modules for use in their own models.

TI's actions have caused confusion among its would-be competitors and dismay among retailers, many of whom have had considerable success with the Dallas-based semiconductor giant’s calculators. Retailers had hoped to be selling TI's digital watches by the end of the year.

Although suppliers aren't very happy about the cancellations, they seem confident that TI will be back buying—possibly by the end of the year—after officials rethink the consumer-watch program. TI is refusing to explain the cancellations, which started with telephone calls to the suppliers, followed by crisply worded telegrams to request immediate cancellation of orders and immediate acknowledgement of the cancellations.

TI indicated to some of the suppliers in follow-up calls that the cancellations were caused, at least partially, by dissatisfaction with the esthetics of the present TI watch design. One of the common complaints by consumers is that digital watches are too bulky. TI's model, says a source, is oversized.

Calls. One of the first to hear from James L. Crump, TI's watch parts buyer, was Motorola, which already had begun deliveries of its quartz crystals. This was followed by calls to Benrus Watch Co., Ridgefield, Conn., I. D. Watch Case Co., New York City, and Hamilton Technology Co. in Lancaster, Pa., a subsidiary of HMW Industries Inc., to cancel watch-case orders. Sheldon Parker, president of WMR Watch Case Co., New York City, received a cancellation of an order for watch bands.

W. Kent Wise, Hamilton Technology's vice president, says, "We haven't had a full explanation from TI, but we're sure we'll get one. We've had a very good vendor relationship, and we think that they'll continue to be good customers for us over the years."

Parker of WMR says he understands that TI still plans to enter the market with its watches early next year. "And when they get in," adds Parker, "they'll be in big. The company has always been a leader in its field, and I'm sure they'll be a leader in the watch market."

No one is prepared to dispute this, even though the company must be considered a late entry into the digital watch market. However, estimates of U.S. sales for next year range up to 3 million units, and at least one knowledgeable source is convinced that TI is gearing up to place some 750,000 watches on the market in 1975.

OEM mystery. What several view as more interesting is TI's apparent effort to enter the market on an OEM basis, selling to traditional watchmakers and well-placed entrepreneurial marketers. Several of these firms have reportedly been contacted in the past few weeks by Wendel Harrison, manager of consumer-market development for TI's Semiconductor group. All of Harrison's calls were aimed at setting up appointments for presenta-
tions of TI's watch modules.

Esthetics aside, some TI observers simply feel the company may not be able to pump out watches in very large quantities, preferring instead to get a position in the OEM market against the likes of Hughes Microelectronics, RCA Solid State division, Optel Corp., American Microsystems Inc., and Integrated Display Systems Co. Also, TI is using the new integrated-injection-logic chip in its watches, which some sources believe may be causing delays because yields could be low. Other manufacturers are using complementary-MOS.

Another theory behind TI's reticence, another source says, may be found in the company's recent unannounced shift of its watch operation from the Calculator division to its Equipment group, which develops much of TI's custom-production equipment. "It's likely," says the source, "that TI may be behind with its assembly operation."

Solid state

CCD image arrays get own amplifier

One problem holding back image applications of charge-coupled devices is that the image signal is often obscured by relatively high device noise—especially troublesome for low-light-level uses. Two years ago, engineers at Fairchild Semiconductor suggested that a new type of amplifier was needed to improve this low signal-to-noise ratio. Now the company says it has one—a distributed floating-gate amplifier (DFGA) that it claims is the first truly CCD-compatible amplifier.

The 12-stage device boosts the s/n ratio while using well-understood MOS LSI technology, according to Gilbert F. Amelio, director of charge-coupled devices, Fairchild Research and Development division, Palo Alto, Calif. It can detect low levels of light down to 60 electrons.

In two years, predicts the bullish Amelio, there'll be TV-camera-sized arrays, four times larger than anything being made now. Size has been limited because the bigger the array, the poorer the s/n ratio.

But Amelio acknowledges that CCD arrays will have to surpass conventionally used vidicon tubes in performance, perhaps by offering 10 times the resolution for only six times the cost.

According to Amelio, a major problem with conventional amplifiers is that "you take the CCD signal and dirty it with an old-fashioned amp." The low-noise, high-sensitivity DFGA, along with a gated-charge-interrogator type of detector-preamplifier, is incorporated into a CCD array which employs buried-channel design. As Amelio describes it, the input to each of the 12 stages is a floating gate located over the CCD channel. Charge packets passing through the channel under the floating gate are non-destructively sensed by capacitance coupling which modulates an associated MOS transistor. A second CCD channel synchronously collects the outputs amplified by the MOS transistor.

Gain. Thus, the DFGA concept is based on the CCD's ability to pass a signal charge under successive sensing electrodes with no signal degradation. By repeatedly sensing the signal charge, it is also possible to improve the power signal-to-noise ratio relative to a single-stage amplifier by the number of times the signal is sensed.

Reconstruction of the signal within the time domain can be automatically obtained by summing the amplified signals in the second CCD register. Amelio adds that "you get all that gain without giving up bandwidth."

The 12-stage DFGA has four functional parts: an input register, a bank of charge amplifiers with floating-gate inputs, an output register, and an output amplifier (below, left). Inverting amplifiers are between the two registers, while a floating-gate output amplifier is used also. A four-phase register-clocking concept provides maximum flexibility in clocking; the two registers are driven by the same set of clocks. The DFGA is on a CCD array of 190 by 244 sensor elements. The amplifier is approximately 250

Amplifier. Twelve-stage amplifier for image arrays, left, is compatible with CCD technology. Single-stage cross section is at right.
10-bit monolithic CMOS DAC.
And now with 12-bit resolution.
AD7521.

True 10-bit accuracy.
0.05% max. nonlinearity over ±VREF range.
2 ppm/°C max. nonlinearity temperature coefficient.
10 ppm/°C max. gain temperature coefficient.

Low power consumption.
20mW power dissipation.

Versatile — like two DACs in one.
A straight (unipolar) converter.

2 quadrant multiplier.
4 quadrant multiplier.
AC/DC reference.
CMOS and TTL/DTL compatible.

Variety. Three versions at economy prices.
16-pin DIP AD7520 and
18-pin DIP AD7521 are available in 8, 9, and 10-bit accuracy versions. Priced from $12 in hundreds. Available in plastic and ceramic.

To order, give us a call.
East Coast: 617-329-4700
Mid West: 312-297-8712
West Coast: 213-595-1783
CMOS DAC is just another innovative use of advanced technology to keep you—and us—a step ahead of everyone else.
From Analog Devices, Inc.,
Norwood, Mass. 02062

Circle 31 on reader service card
by 400 micrometers, about as large as a single CCD element.

One stage of a DFGA, says Amelio, consists of a source, a floating gate, a bias electrode, a control gate, and a gate which minimizes clock coupling from the control gate to the floating $n^+$ diffusion (diagram at right on p. 30). Charge control is influenced by the potential-well profiles. During the time that a signal charge packet in the input register is under a floating gate, the control gate is pulsed "on" for a precise time interval. During this time, a small fixed charge and a signal-dependent current flows; the larger the initial charge packet, the less current, he says.

In the Fairchild DFGA, over half of the area is taken up by the CCD output register. The number of DFGA stages and the saturation input level determine the size of the CCD output register. Amelio says no clearly defined optimum number of stages has yet been set. The $s/n$ ratio increases as the one-fourth power of the output register area, since the fundamental principle shows that the $s/n$ ratio in voltage improves as the square root of the number of stages and since the size of each stage of the output register must be increased linearly as the number of stages increases.

### Displays

**Film transistors trigger display**

"We're probably the only major group in the country that hasn't given up on thin-film transistor technology," observes T.P. Brody before describing the flat, television-like display screen he's developed at Westinghouse Research Laboratories, Pittsburgh, Pa. [Electronics, Oct. 17, p. 26]. The screen was developed with funds from both Westinghouse and the U.S. Army Electronics Command, which is interested in a lightweight portable message display that could be carried by troops in the field.

"Screens made with the thin-film transistors will be rugged, long-lived, inexpensive, and will require little power," says Brody. Other Westinghouse scientists who work with him on the project are F.C. Luo, Z.P. Szepesi, and D.H. Davies. Brody, whose group has also made a display using liquid crystal instead of electroluminescent material, predicts that "thin-film screens for information display might be available by 1976." However, he tries to discourage "ambitious speculations" regarding the possibilities of the thin-film screen. "There are no Westinghouse plans for a panel that could operate at full TV capability and resolution," he says.

The prototype screen, which is six inches square, provides a resolution...
Here's how we tested our 42,386th multimeter.

The world's best-selling 3½ digit multimeter is virtually indestructible.

Recently, two Fluke quality control engineers wanted to know if our 8000A 3½ digit multimeter would survive a fall from a 24-foot rack. We were shipping several to a phone company.

So they tossed one out the window. Two stories up. It still worked.

But 9944/100% of these out-of-the-ordinary tests we don't instigate.

They just seem to happen.

Our president talks about the time he picked up an 8000A at a trade show without knowing it was ready for case removal. The works crashed to the floor but it still played perfectly . . . to everyone's delight and the president's relief.

One reason why our DMM is so tough: it only has 99 parts. Major analog and digital circuitry are on LSI chips.

It's also flexible. This DMM has 26 ranges, including five ranges of ac and dc volts, five ranges of ac and dc current, and six ranges of resistance. And it's the only DMM using an A-to-D converter with inherent self-zeroing to completely eliminate offset uncertainty.

But it's the ruggedness that really makes the 8000A a conversation piece. Our sales force still laughs about the Fluke salesman who was so hot to make a sale that he took his Fluke multimeter and brought it down—crash!—right on his prospect's desk.

"See," he said, "it's really tough." And so it was, but the op amp that was hidden under a pile of papers wasn't. P. S.—our salesman didn't make the sale.

On a more positive note, a UPS truck accidentally backed over an 8000A not long ago . . . without ill effect.

So there you are. The world's largest selling 3½ digit DMM. And the toughest. And for $299 it could be yours.

For data out today, dial our toll-free number, 800-426-0361
of 20 lines per inch. Basically, Westinghouse starts with a pane of glass on which it deposits an X-Y matrix of 20 lines per inch. When the transistors at a row-column intersection are activated, the phosphor glows in the oblong area that's in contact with the output-pad metallization at the drain of the power transistor. Combinations of such oblong "dots" make up the alphanumeric characters.

Westinghouse is trying to increase the resolution of the screen to 30 lines per inch and to adapt some of the auxiliary circuits required by the screen to thin-film design.

Communications

News fax goes via satellite

Some publications will go to any lengths to get a story out, but it's doubtful that any has gone as far as the Wall Street Journal—more than 45,000 miles. The Journal's publisher, Dow Jones & Co., New York, has been experimenting with the Intelsat IV satellite, parked above the mid-Atlantic Ocean, to transmit facsimile information from the newspaper composing room in its Chicopee, Mass., printing plant to a "slave" printing plant in South Brunswick, N.J. Using equipment and satellite facilities provided by Comsat Corp., Dow Jones has been printing individual pages of the eastern edition of the newspaper for the past couple of months.

Dow Jones and Comsat demonstrated the feasibility of the system about a year ago by transmitting and receiving signals back at the same location, at Comsat's laboratories in Clarksburg, Md. Since then, the two companies have implemented the system now in use.

The system uses earth stations with 15-foot antennas located directly on the grounds of the two plants. Newspaper-size pages are transmitted in an average time of about six minutes. "The special feature about the system," says Comsat's George Dill, "is that there is nothing special. We're using pretty standard hardware, with one exception—the digital communications terminal, which we call Dicom." The Dicom terminal, which interfaces with the earth-station equipment and the facsimile hardware, incorporates standard four-phase phase-shift-keyed digital modulation hardware and also forward-error correction circuitry for the 50-kilobits per second data rate. When framing and error bits are added, the rate goes up to 66 kb/s, which is sent in a 38-kilohertz bandwidth.

Error check. Coding is added at the transmitting end to allow the receiver to detect most transmission errors and correct them without having to ask for a retransmission. "From the tests we've seen on the satellite," says Dow Jones' Glen Jenkins, "we know we can achieve error rates better than 1 in 10¹⁰." Since no return channel is required from each printing plant, these results increase Jenkins' confidence that the system will work in a broadcast mode, where the same information is sent to multiple slave printing plants in a region.

Dow Jones has nine printing plants around the country and plans to add a tenth next year in Orlando, Fla. The company says it hopes to be in Orlando via satellite but to do so will require them to go to one of the three currently operating domestic carriers—RCA Global Communications Inc., (which is using Telesat Canada's Anik II), Western Union Corp., or American Satellite Corp. (which is using Western Union's Westar). The company will also have to get FCC approval to operate the earth stations.

The experiments end October 31, when the FCC developmental license, granted in August, expires.
We're not going to make extravagant claims for our 38 new circuit modules. Their performance will prove their value. We're simply going to show them to you. Tell you that they include 3 new multiplying DAC's, 2 new buffered integrating ADC's, a new QZ DAC and ADC, 3 new sample/hold amplifiers, a new fast settling op amp, 8 new V/F-F/V converters, 4 new multiplier/dividers, 4 new log modules, 2 new power supplies, 2 new ultra fast current DAC's, 4 new very high speed ADC's and 3 new multiplexers (2 are monolithic chip). They're all available now for immediate delivery. The price is good in singles, great in 100's. If you want more information fast, drop the coupon in the mail today.

We said 38 new circuit modules...
Here they are:
If you would like complete information on any or all of the 38 new circuit modules from Teledyne Philbrick, circle the number below. You'll get what you're asking for, fast.

1430 2301 2302 4039QZ 4060 4061 4070 4071 4072 4073 4074 4116 4117 4129QZ 4130 4131 4132 4133 4362 4363 4366 4367 4454 4455 4456 4457 4500 4501 4502 4503 4504 4506 4507 4706 4707 4710 4711 4712 4713 4714 4715 4854 4855 4856

Name ____________________________ Title ____________________________

Company ____________________________ Address ____________________________

City ____________________________ State __ Zip ____________________________

TELEDYNE PHILBRICK COUPON

If you would like complete information on any or all of the 38 new circuit modules from Teledyne Philbrick, circle the number below. You'll get what you're asking for, fast.

1430 2301 2302 4039QZ 4060 4061 4070 4071 4072 4073 4074 4116 4117 4129QZ 4130 4131 4132 4133 4362 4363 4366 4367 4454 4455 4456 4457 4500 4501 4502 4503 4504 4506 4507 4706 4707 4710 4711 4712 4713 4714 4715 4854 4855 4856

Telephone (617) 329-1600. Or write, Dedham, Mass. 02026.
Mechanical problems delay toll systems

It's going to be a while before you'll be able to pay highway and bridge tolls with a monthly check rather than each time you pass through a toll booth. The automatic vehicle-identification concept, which involves computerized sensing devices mounted on cars, trucks, and buses [Nov. 8, 1973, p. 74], is being tested at San Francisco's Golden Gate Bridge and New York's Lincoln Tunnel. And the word from the West Coast is that some problems have to be worked out before electronics takes over that function. According to Robert Thiel, a senior communications technician, the General Electric system used in a pilot test seems to be having mechanical rather than electronic glitches. It seems that engineers will have to find a way to mount the so-called designators on cars so that their circuitry won't be dislodged. This is not a problem on buses, says Thiel, because they're higher. Ten devices have been returned to GE for study, while tests continue with the bridge authority's own vehicles and some commuter buses. Meanwhile, the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey, which operates the Lincoln Tunnel, has placed a $25,000 order with GE for devices to be mounted on various buses for tests.

D-MOS company awaits shift to high gear

Joseph Kocsis was impatient. He and his colleagues at Signetics had predicted in 1971 that nanosecond-speed MOS logic devices could be made using double-diffused MOS (D-MOS) technology. But more than three years later, the prediction still hadn't come true. So Kocsis, following that well-worn entrepreneurial trail that leads up the driveway and into the garage, left Signetics and started his own company, D-MOST Inc.—in his Saratoga, Calif., garage [Nov. 8, 1973, p. 40]. A year later, the company is still in business, though it's still parked in that garage waiting for more fortunate business conditions. Kocsis says that he'll introduce by mid-1975 a series of discrete high-frequency triodes for use with display drivers, transistors for communications applications, and other high-voltage discrete devices incorporating D-MOS techniques. And D-MOST continues to design custom circuits for a few customers, says Kocsis.

Signetics demodulator needs quad sound surge

The quadraphonic demodulator circuit last year [Nov. 8, 1973, p. 25], it expected 1973 to be the year of the great quad revolution. But now, says Don Willett, consumer-product marketing manager, it appears that 1975 could be the year for the hi-fi shopper to really tune in to quad sound. Still, says Signetics, it has shipped "reasonable quantities" of its demodulator circuit to about six companies, including Victor Co. in Japan and Fisher Radio in the U.S. Signetics' Willett hopes, however, that in 1975 his company can deliver a million pieces at an average price per circuit of $2.

Low-cost tester • With an estimated family growing

10 million of the more than 500 million digital ICs turned out this year proving to be defective, you can figure that the service cost of these faults to the industry can reach upwards of half a billion dollars. That's the market that logic testers are trying to dent, and that's why Fluke Trendar Automation Corp. of Mountain View, Calif., brought out its simplified Model 200 Testclip [Nov. 8, 1973, p. 89]. A combination logic probe, logic clip, and IC comparator, the instrument was designed and offered as a way to cut costs in the factory and in the field. Since then, two more logic testers have been added to the 200 line: the 200-02 checks high-speed TTL, and the 200-03 is designed for high-voltage C-MOS and high-threshold logic. The three systems have sold in the mid-thousands, says the company, with the original 200-01 the biggest seller. All cost $395, and more specialized versions are scheduled to be introduced next year.

Silver-palladium alloy • Some of the silver still being tested

Palladium alloy introduced as a substitute for expensive gold-filled epoxy in die-bonding hybrid circuits has been sold, says Ablestik Laboratories of Gardena, Calif., but "most of it is still under test." The reason, says a company spokesman, is that gold—and its substitute—generally goes into high-reliability systems. The alloy, which the company says reduces the migration problem associated with other silver epoxies by a factor of 10 [Nov. 8, 1973, p. 26], has replaced about 5% of gold sales, the company estimates. "It's a matter of acceptance," says a spokesman. He believes it will be another six months or so before military-qualification programs, which generally take up to a year, run their course. After that, it's a matter of getting specs rewritten.

—Howard Wolff
problems. Ranges to 2 MΩ, 200 nF, 200 H, and 2000 mS. Best available for $1050.

275 Digital Capacitance Meter.
Most compact and easy to operate capacitance meter at its price. You get rapid capacitance (series and parallel) and dissipation measurements with a basic accuracy of ±(0.1% + 1 digit). Ranges: C, or C-prime 0 to 200 nF; D, 0.000 to 1.000. Accuracy: C, or C-prime = (0.1% + 1 digit); D, ± (1% + 0.002). $1350.

1700 Digital Ohmmeter.
The 1700 series digital ohmmeter consists of a digital converter with a 4½ digit readout and three plug-ins for range and resolution. Outstanding low ohm measurement with accuracy of ±(0.02% + 1 digit). Two plug-ins cover ranges from 1 µΩ to 200 Ω. The third plug-in is autoranging from 10 µΩ to 20 MΩ. A companion comparator provides for production testing. Price $1350 to $1650.

Electro Scientific Industries
13900 N.W. Science Park Drive
Portland, Oregon 97229
Telephone: 503/646-4141

CHECK READER SERVICE NOS.
160 – Model 1234
161 – Model 1248
162 – Model 251
163 – Model 275
164 – Model 1700
The first of the big count timers

Exar's 2240...

- Ultra-long delay generator
- Digital sample and hold
- Frequency synthesizer
- Pulse counter
- Binary pattern generator
- Precision oscillator
...all in one.

Bear's new XR-2240 counter/programmable timer solves so many tough problems that designers will unanimously agree that it's really the universal timer.

With its unique combination of analog and digital timing methods, you can now replace inadequate and complex assemblages of monolithic and electromechanical timers with the much simpler XR-2240. As a bonus, you get greater flexibility, precision operation, and a reduction in components and costs for most applications.

Because of built-in programmability, you can also use the XR-2240 for frequency synthesis, electronic music synthesis, digital sample and hold, A to D conversion, binary counting and pattern generation, and more.

With a single XR-2240 you can now generate precision time delays programmable from 1RC to 255RC, a range of microseconds to 5 days. By cascading only two XR-2240 timers, you can extend the maximum delay by a factor of $2^N$, where $N = 16$ bits, resulting in a total delay of 3 years!

The XR-2240 operates over a 4V to 15V supply range with an accuracy of 0.5% and an 80 ppm/° C temperature stability. It's available in either a 15-pin ceramic or plastic dual-in-line package for military or commercial applications. Prices start at $4.50 in 100 piece quantities.

For the more conventional timing applications, look to our other timers: the XR-320 timing circuit and the XR-2556 dual timers. Call or write Exar, the timer leader, for complete information.

EXAR SPEAKS YOUR LANGUAGE

R-OHM CORPORATION
EXAR INTEGRATED SYSTEMS
P.O. BOX 4455, IRVINE CA 92664
TELEPHONE: (714) 546-8780
TWX: 310-595-1721

R-OHM ELECTRONICS GMBH
EXAR INTEGRATED SYSTEMS
MÜHLENSTRASSE 70
4051 KORSCHENBROICH
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF WEST GERMANY

Members of the International R-OHM Group
AT&T antitrust suit possible by spring, U.S. officials say

The Justice Department could file an antitrust suit against American Telephone & Telegraph Co. by “spring—say April or May” if it gets the go-ahead to proceed with the case, according to high Federal sources. Officially, the department says no decision has been reached. An AT&T spokesman said it would be inappropriate to comment on a report he termed “speculative.” Factors affecting the Government’s timing, sources say, include the appointment of a successor to Attorney General William Saxbe, widely expected to be replaced sometime early next year. Also needed is a determination by the department on exactly how it will ask the courts to break up AT&T if it proceeds. Options said to be under consideration include: a spinoff of Western Electric Co., AT&T’s manufacturing arm; making AT&T Long Lines a separate company that would service Bell System operating companies; making the operating companies independent, or a combination of all three. Among the other unresolved issues: how to provide for funding of Bell Laboratories, now supported in large part by Western Electric.

FAA to request proposals for DABS next month...

A request for proposals for the Discrete Address Beacon System (DABS) may go out by Dec. 1 if the Federal Aviation Administration resolves an internal controversy over whether the contractor-to-be should sub-contract the airborne part of the package—the transponder and cockpit display—to “an established avionics manufacturer,” say FAA sources. Ground stations are the other part of DABS, which provides air-traffic controllers with digital and hence interference-free identification and tracking of aircraft [Electronics, April 4, p. 88]. A major addition to the request for proposals, which has been delayed since July, is a brassboard ground-based collision-avoidance system to be wired into DABS.

Cause of last summer’s delay was a “major functional review of the entire DABS program,” says the FAA. As a result, procurement of prototype equipment has been pushed back to March 1977. The FAA estimates that more than $200 million will be spent on development and acquisition of ground systems for up to 400 sites. Industry sources estimate up to $250 million may be spent on 100,000 transponders.

... as budget cuts threaten other FAA projects

FAA procurement may have less money behind it in the next two fiscal years. The FAA confirms that a project for an improved airport-surface-detection-equipment (ASDE) radar has fallen victim to the budget ax. An earlier attempt to develop a next-generation ASDE also was scrubbed after requests for proposals had been issued and bids received [Electronics, Aug. 2, 1973, p. 51]. Development of microwave landing system prototypes also may have to be cut back (see p. 51).

Engineering and scientific jobs in the U.S. aerospace industry are expected to remain relatively stable through the first half of 1975, slipping fractionally from a December level of 165,000 to 163,000 by next June, forecasts the Aerospace Industries Association of America. Similarly, AIAA’s survey of 50 member companies shows jobs for technicians holding at 67,000. Total aerospace jobs, however, are expected to drop by 8,000 to 959,000 in June, as commercial transport deliveries slow.
Washington commentary

How inertia skews EIA's forecast

About a decade ago, when the late Walter Finke was running Honeywell's aggressive computer business, he pleasantly surprised a reporter by telling exactly how he expected Honeywell and the rest of the U.S. data-processing industry to perform in the following three to five years. The dollar volumes forecast were impressive. Yet Mr. Finke remained smiling but silent when pressed to speak about the next 12 months. His explanation: "Ask anything you want about what I think of the market five years from now. My guess is as good as anybody else's, and, if I am wrong, no one is going to remember it when the time comes anyway. But please don’t expect me to be foolish enough to be specific about next year. Those are the forecasts that can come back to haunt you.”

The wisdom is worth recollecting when reading the Electronic Industries Association's new five-year forecast for the U.S. Government electronics market. Cliff Bean of Arthur D. Little, chairman of EIA's studies and forecast subcommittee for the Government Products division, led the presentation to members at the association's annual convention in California at the end of October. Based on inputs from as many as 22 member companies, EIA's analysts predict that the Federal market will climb nearly 45% to $22.85 billion by 1980 from a 1975 level of $15.8 billion. It appears at first reading to be a reasonable estimate, as good as any available in Washington.

Troubling components

The trouble comes when the study starts to break out the components of those markets and in its economic assumptions for the short term. EIA's calculations may not be far wrong when they peg 1980 military electronics outlays at $16.75 billion, up one third from what they see as a 1975 market of $12.72 billion. But most of that dollar increase will be eaten up by inflation, EIA believes.

A bigger problem for EIA comes when it guesstimates that the U.S. electronics markets for nonmilitary agencies will climb by an astonishing 88% over the next five years. Its rundown of 13 civilian agencies has their combined spending at $6.1 billion in 1980 compared to $3.25 billion in 1975. What is startling about those statistics are the components that forecast the Environmental Protection Administration's generating some $2.7 billion in electronics business in five years, a factor of four increase. Similarly, the huge Department of Health, Education, and Welfare—second only to DOD in spending—is predicted to increase its outlays for electronics by 41% in the same time frame for a 1980 total of $1.4 billion. Commerce Department outlays are seen as doubling to $101 million, while the Urban Mass Transportation Administration is expected to triple its electronics budget to $100 million by 1980, despite a distinct coolness in both the White House and the Congress to major new mass transit undertakings.

What skews these civil agency numbers is the absence of any hard Government data for EIA to work with and the paucity of inputs received by the association from members who have limited interest in and contact with the agencies involved. Consider the example of UMTA. Last year the range of EIA’s inputs on that agency's total 1975 budget spread from $500 million to $1 billion, producing an average of $645 million. Estimates of UMTA's electronics programs for the same fiscal year varied between $15 million and $54 million and averaged out to $36 million. Such numbers are virtually worthless.

Static assumptions

Another distortion in the estimates seems apparent in the forecast's assumptions on the domestic economy over the five-year period. They include an inflation factor of no more than 6.5%, a national economic growth rate of 10%, and a Federal budget that will remain at 20% of the Gross National Product. Alan Greenspan, chief economic adviser to President Ford, would no doubt be delighted if those levels can be attained. Latest third-quarter figures put inflation at 11.9% and rising, while the real GNP declined in the July-September period by 2.9%. Greenspan has said he is hopeful that inflation will flatten out by next spring; he is less certain when it will turn down.

Consider, too, that when EIA delivered its forecast of a year ago, it predicated its estimates on an annual inflation of 3-4%. Real inflation at that time was running at 7%. It was then that Austin Hoggatt, an economist and professor at the University of California at Berkeley, needled EIA by observing that its forecasting "had a very high inertia." That observation is still pertinent today. Five years from now, no one is likely to recall, much less care, how close or far from the mark EIA was. That's the Finke rule. But a year from now, the association may find that the inertia that burdens its estimates has produced a ghost that won't go away.

—Ray Connolly
Data Precision Introduces
A New 4-1/2 Digit DMM

MODEL 1450

Only $325. complete

BIG, BRIGHT 1/2 INCH PLANAR DISPLAY
5 FUNCTIONS - 21 RANGES - 100% OVERRANGE
6 MONTH DC ACCURACY OF +0.02%
OF READING, +0.01% f.s.

Data Precision's newest family member is a 5-function, 21-range, economical, laboratory-precision bench instrument. This low cost/high performance 4-1/2 digit Multimeter features bright 1/2 inch planar display, full electronic overload protection to 1000V on all DC ranges, 500V on AC, 115V on resistance, fuse protection on current. Simple 2-knob operation. Data Precision proven circuitry includes Tri-Phasic™ auto-zeroing A/D converter, Ratiohmic™ resistance measurement and the patented high-stability Isopolar™ reference. One year warranty, Certificate of Conformance, Test Documentation, instruction manual and probes.

- DC Volts, 100 microvolts to 1000V
- AC Volts, 100 microvolts to 500V RMS
- Resistance, 100 milliohms to 20 Megohms
- AC and DC Current, 1 microamp to 2 Amps
- AC Voltage/Current response, 30Hz to 50kHz

In-stock availability from our representatives:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AL</td>
<td>(205) 533-6896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>(602) 954-9519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA (N)</td>
<td>(408) 733-9000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA (S)</td>
<td>(714) 540-7180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>(303) 449-6264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>(203) 526-7667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL</td>
<td>(813) 294-5815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>(404) 457-7117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI</td>
<td>(808) 262-6266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL</td>
<td>(312) 593-0282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>(317) 233-3627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>(617) 273-0199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>(301) 792-6661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>(313) 482-1229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN</td>
<td>(612) 781-1611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MO (W)</td>
<td>(816) 737-0666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MO (E)</td>
<td>(314) 731-2331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>(919) 787-5818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NJ (S)</td>
<td>(215) 925-8711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NJ (N)</td>
<td>(201) 863-5660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NY (N)</td>
<td>(315) 446-0220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NY (S)</td>
<td>(516) 482-3500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH (N)</td>
<td>(216) 725-4560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH (S)</td>
<td>(513) 885-4171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>(503) 238-0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX (N)</td>
<td>(214) 234-4137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX (S)</td>
<td>(713) 461-4487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT</td>
<td>(801) 268-3181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>(206) 763-2210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAN (W)</td>
<td>(416) 787-1208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAN (W)</td>
<td>(613) 772-5874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAN (E)</td>
<td>(514) 731-9328</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data Precision Corporation
Audubon Road, Wakefield, MA 01880
Phone (617) 246-1600
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European show reflects optimism for automation

An upbeat mood permeated the International Instrumentation and Automation Exhibition (Interkama) in Düsseldorf this month. “Our market still looks OK,” was the sanguine assessment of Erwin Ohlig, head of the Measuring and Process Control section in West Germany’s Electrical Industry Association. Many other industry officials at the show expressed an optimistic outlook for the market in process-control equipment.

About 850 companies from 22 countries displayed the latest in control engineering and instrumentation in a display area of nearly half a million square feet. There were 80,000 visitors.

The space occupied by U.S. firms was relatively small—0.6% of the total. But Interkama officials pointed out that U.S. wares were prominent at the stands of American subsidiaries and foreign companies selling U.S.-developed products or making them under license.

Prominent at the displays of many European firms were new process computers, some of them built with the latest in circuit technology. The trends toward microprocessors in process computers was very much in evidence. Modular designs and user-oriented software are also coming to the fore. There’s a definite trend toward satellite computers, explains Rolf Schuh, a Siemens official. Also, a combination of direct-computer control and setpoint control is being used more and more for optimizing processes.

Automation. Despite cuts in capital investments, it was revealed at Interkama that spending for automation continues to rise. This provides near-boom conditions for control-equipment sales in the otherwise gloomy industrial climate that prevails in much of Western Europe. As for West Germany, Fritz L. Reuther, a member of the Interkama presidential committee, predicts this year’s spending for automation to reach $5 billion, an 8% increase over the total for 1971. Some observers put this year’s figure for automation spending by the nine Common Market countries at $20 billion to $25 billion.

This includes outlays for planning, designing, servicing, and software for automated facilities. Still, the hardware share for electronic/electrical equipment is quite high—more than 5% in some installations, estimates Schuh, of Siemens. The share for process computers alone is often more than 10%.

The growth rate for automation has tapered off considerably from that of the mid-1960s, when in West Germany, for example, outlays leaped from $1.5 billion in 1965 to $3.8 billion in 1968. But prospects still look bright. The spurt during the 1960s came from massive efforts to raise productivity, but new impulses during the 1970s and beyond are expected to come from the worldwide energy shortage, from attempts to solve environmental problems, and from the search for more raw materials. “All this,” Reuther says, “requires new technologies in which instrumentation and automatic systems will rate prominently.”

Energy. For example, the need for more nuclear power plants to replace fossil-fuel sources spell more automatic control and safety installations. Likewise, geothermal energy and solar radiation—sources still to be tapped on a large scale—open up further prospects for the industry.

Automation is also expected to get a big push from projects aimed at reusing raw materials, and Reuther points to a waste-recycling program the Bonn government is now considering. Still another future area for automated techniques is forecast in tapping energy and raw material sources where conventional processes are still uneconomical.

Besides these future tasks, one of the major near-term aims of automation is to guarantee product quality and to improve the reproducibility of manufacturing processes in which the complexity and speeds are far beyond the reaction capabilities of human operators.

Diebold Management Consultants estimates that the number of process-computer installations in West Germany rose by 47.6% from July 1973 to July of this year. During the same period, the increase of universal computers was 15.4%. By 1978, observers predict, a total of 15,000 process-control machines will be installed in West Germany—double the current numbers. Although the figures differ, the situation is much the same elsewhere in Europe, officials reported.

Great Britain

Agency aims CCDs at radar functions

The Royal Radar Establishment is seeking to capitalize on the economical processing of complex signals offered by charge-coupled devices (CCDs). The RRE has built a prototype integrator, and three of its scientists presented papers on the subject at the recent International Charge-coupled Devices Conference in Edinburgh, Scotland.

The papers covered developments in transversal filtering, filtering in moving-target indicators (MTIs), and video integration with CCD delay lines. However, implementation is not imminent, says P. J. Bulman, superintendent of the Semiconductor Technology division. He adds that the establishment intends to de-
velop "those and better devices into demonstration systems."

Filtering in moving-target indicators is likely to be the first radar application for CCD delay lines, predicts Roy Eames, one of the RRE scientists. An MTI filter discriminates between returns from stationary objects and moving ones by comparing the frequency of the returned radar signal with the one transmitted so that the beating between the two shows up as an amplitude fluctuation at the doppler frequency.

**Recirculation.** CCD analog shift registers promise to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio of repetitive signals by integrating them with a recirculating delay line, says Brian Roberts, another scientist. CCD-based video integrators may become useful in improving radar displays and reducing noise in television pictures, with the bonus of easily compressing bandwidths. CCD delay lines could make possible transmission of radar data and TV signals through narrowband channels.

The prototype integrator is built around a delay element of a p-channel silicon, three-phase, CCD device that stores 64 samples. However, some defects must be overcome. One believed to be easily surmountable is the inefficient charge transfer in present devices, which can limit the number of recirculations.

However, Roberts points out that the analog CCD systems are much cheaper than digital processors, especially for signal bandwidths in the megahertz range.

The use of CCDs for transversal filtering is important because "you can realize the functions without a recirculator," which is needed in present systems, Bulman points out. A transversal filter is a filter having frequency-transmission properties that exhibit a periodic symmetry.

In this instance, it is a delay line tapped at various points to produce signals that are the weighted sum of stored samples. The CCD's capability of being nondestructively tapped "opens up a whole demultiplexing capability," Bulman says.

In his paper, Donald J. MacLennan, a doctoral candidate at the University of Edinburgh who has worked at the RRE, described a technique of using biased gates to nondestructively tap the analog signal as it is passed along from one cell to the next in the shift register.

By means of this technique, MacLennan said he has been able to remove the noise from the signals and time-sample the analog waveforms of both an eight-chip uniform pulse train and a 13-chip Barker-coded pn sequence. (The Barker code is a form of pulse compression.) He stated that tapping with shift registers in parallel uses the entire bandwidth, which promises to triple the data rate now achievable with a three-phase device. What's more, it may eliminate sample-and-hold circuitry in some applications.

The other technique also offers the possibility of programing the filter-impulse response, which would allow fabrication of programable transversal filters and related CCDs.

**Tapping.** The tapping technique requires that one set of clocking electrodes be charged to a dc potential. When the charge is clocked under the electrode, the electrode potential changes and remains at the new value until the charge is removed. The changes in potential may be sensed by an MOS transistor operating as a small signal amplifier, MacLennan notes.

Eames, who has experimented with both CCDs and bucket-brigade devices (BBDs), says that both seem ideal for MTI signal processing because of their capabilities: a maximum of about 100-millisecond storage and delay times, greater than 40-dB dynamic range, storage capacity of about 100 samples, clock rates as high as 10 MHz, and simple serial access to data.

---

**Around the world**

**Sub-hunting sonar is helicopter-borne**

Exports are scheduled to begin next year for the DUAV-4 sonar, which is to become standard on all export versions of the Franco-British Lynx light-weight helicopter, due in service with the French navy in 1976. The modular DUAV-4, built by CIT-Alcatel, weighs only 543 pounds, compared with well over 650 pounds for most rival hardware. The sonar, with twin alternating beams, is claimed to end echo interference from the seabed. The DUAV-4 is light enough to be carried on small helicopters like the Lynx, a 9,000-pound aircraft that can be based in pairs on small surface vessels of about 2,500 tons.

**Process speeds up chip isolation**

The Musashino Electrical Communication Laboratory of the Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Public Corp. has developed a new method to achieve dielectric isolation, called IPOS for isolation by porous oxidized silicon. Silicon is converted by an electrochemical process into a porous material in regions that will form vertical-isolation zones. The researchers claim that they can oxidize reactive porous silicon to a depth of 5 micrometers in 10 minutes in steam at a temperature of 1,150°C, compared to 35 hours needed to oxidize bulk silicon to the same depth at that temperature. Among the experimental devices made by this method are an IC with two stages of nontreshold low-level logic, each with emitter-follower output.

**3-chip calculator monitors gas pumps**

Siemens AG has introduced a three-chip MOS calculator that can replace the conventional counting mechanisms used in most gasoline pumps. The system has a big price advantage over labor-intensive mechanical counters, it does not wear, it requires no maintenance, and it lends itself to data transmission in self-service stations. As many as 10 pumps are scanned by central monitoring and invoicing equipment in the attendant's office. The pumps transmit the amount of pumped gas, as well as price information for billing.
Just arrived!
Our 12-bit CMOS DAC.

Our new baby's a beauty. With 12-bit resolution and guaranteed linearity of $\pm \frac{1}{2}$ LSB in 10 bits over $-55^\circ$ to $+125^\circ$C.

We've christened it Model 872, and it's a complete DAC. CMOS input logic, R-2R ladder, micropower output amp, internal reference—even preset zero offset and gain—are all inside.

And all of this comes in one neat package just 1" by 1.5". Price is $49.50 to $66 in 200-piece quantity, depending on linearity and internal reference specs.

You might have expected it, considering that we're one of the country's major suppliers of DACs... and among the leading hybrid manufacturers, too. We make a lot of standard hybrids, but we're also great problem-solvers in custom situations.

If you need immediate technical literature or the telephone number of your local Beckman/Helipot representative, call toll-free (800) 437-4677.
Cash gains boost commerce between Soviets and West

Trade between the West and the Soviet Union is showing signs of a sharp upward swing as a result of increases in prices the Russians are getting for their raw materials on world markets. This, say West German sources, is giving the country more hard currency to finance industrial projects and to buy much-needed Western goods, especially machine tools, computer equipment, and process-control gear.

Although now richer in Western cash, says a marketing official at AEG-Telefunken, the Russians are still "tough negotiators, and the process of reaching an agreement with them can be time-consuming."

Trade flow between the Soviet Union and West Germany is expected to reach $2.7 billion by the end of this year, a record level by East-West standards. West Germany, relatively poor in raw materials, is a large customer for Soviet oil, phosphates, copper, gold, and lumber. Prices for some of these resources have recently increased by as much as 100%. "The Russians are now also more inclined to conclude business deals on a cash-payment basis," says the AEG-Telefunken man. He cites a deal whereby the company's subsidiary, Olympia Werke AG, will put up a $50 million electric-typewriter factory at Kirovograd in the Ukraine. The plant is to produce 150,000 typewriters a year.

Fiber-optic cable transmits signals for short distances

While many researchers are developing fiber optics for long-distance communications, the Pilkington Brothers Optical division has been developing short cables. In early November at Electro-Optics 74 in San Francisco, Pilkington will introduce the Hytran 100, a commercial moderate-loss fiber-optic cable designed to replace high-quality shielded copper cable for short-range transmissions. The Pilkington cable is said to cost one tenth as much as low-loss fibers. The UK company claims that the multimode optical-glass fiber is suited for cables as long as 175 meters. It provides a wide entry angle of 60°, and attenuation for light-emitting-diode signals is no greater than 100 decibels per kilometer at a signal wavelength of 850 nanometers.

The modulation frequency range is expected to extend to 20 megahertz. The company says that fiber optics won't be widely used for 10 years in long-distance telecommunications, but demand for short-range cables is increasing.

German buses get power from storage batteries

A bus line using battery-powered vehicles has been started in the North German town of Mönchengladbach, near Düsseldorf. The electronically controlled electric drive motors, from Robert Bosch GmbH, are said to have a continuous output of 90 kilowatts and a limited-duration output of 180 kw at maximum efficiency of 92%. The efficiency of the electronic control system, Bosch says, is 99%. By reconverting energy while braking, the bus's operating range is extended by 30%.

UK competitor joins market for automated painters

The growing market in automated painting machines for production finishing lines is becoming a free-for-all, now that a new machine is about to be distributed in the UK by Binks-Bullows Ltd. and in the U.S. by Binks Manufacturing Corp., Chicago. The painter competes with the Tralfa from Norway and Versatran from the U.S. Designed by
Texas Instruments joins ITT in UK distribution deal

Addenda

Sony Corp., Tokyo, has joined with Union Carbide Corp., New York, to form in Japan an equally owned company, Sony Eveready Inc. The deal is subject to Japanese government approval. Akio Morita, Sony president, says the new company will market a range of high-performance dry-cell batteries and battery-related products in Japan. Sony Eveready will consider production of dry-cell batteries in the future, Mr. Morita added.

The battle between the UK’s General Electric Co. and Brown, Boveri & Cie of Switzerland to buy a minority share of George Kent appears to have been decided in favor of Brown. The government action came after Brown offered to inject about $15 million into Kent and a poll showed that 75% of Kent’s 7,300 workers favored Brown’s bid over GEC’s, although employees at Kent’s Cambridge Scientific Instruments endorsed GEC. The British government owns 24% of Kent, and the Rank Organization holds 18%.

BASF is beginning to market quadraphonic-sound cassettes. The German firm will begin with five music programs—one classical and four “pops”—each of which will cost “no more than an ordinary LP record.” The playback time per tape side is 18 to 20 minutes. The quadraphonic sound is encoded on each tape’s two stereo tracks. In playback, circuitry decodes the signals in these tracks for the four quadraphonic channels.

An electronic hole-in-one game is being opened at Lavender Park driving range in Ascot, England. Called Jackpot, the system automatically dispenses coded balls for each driving bay and will pinpoint on a central console the bay, lane, and hole where a duffer gets a lucky shot. The British Post Office plans to expand the London Airport Cargo Electronic-Data Processing Scheme (Laces), which it manages.

From controlling only imports at Heathrow now, the BPO plans by April 1976 to include exports and expand to other UK airports as well.

On the heels of its big order for telephone-switching equipment from Syria, CIT-Alcatel of France is about to score again. CIT heads a consortium that is expected to receive a $19 million order for telecommunications-transmission equipment from neighboring Iraq at the end of this month.
To get the latest generation component, engineers are saying Selectashaft®—before they say rotary switch.

Distributor assembly of this mechanically superior rotary switch gives them instant delivery on over 100,000 custom assemblies and eliminates secondary modification costs.

If you’re specifying or buying rotary switches, your Centralab Selectashaft Distributor would like to let you compare this totally new switch with any old style switch. One sample is all you’ll need to see how it can meet custom specifications yet save from 3% to 17% on total cost, depending on switch type and quantity.

Selectashaft is the first name for rotary switch. Electrically equivalent to our famous PA-Series switches, it’s the latest generation component. Mechanically superior to any old style rotary, it gives you adjustable torque, better feel and longer life. It uses a new dual ball, side-thrust index, and incorporates an adjustable stop ring instead of the old style stop tabs. There are no modification problems—no bare metal to rust or corrode, no scrap, no loss of warranty and no secondary modification cost. You get everything you need—exact shaft length, end detail and shaft flat angle without modification. And, when you consider the cost savings, the reasons to say Selectashaft—before you say rotary switch—are clear. Ask for a sample and see.

THE SELECTASHAFT SYSTEM consists of preassembled standard rotary switches and a series of individual exact shafts. Factory trained Distributors, using specially designed equipment, assemble these parts to meet custom requirements. You choose from three shaft styles—.250” plain round, .218” and .156” flat. There are 24 shaft lengths, .687” to 2.375” and 24 shaft flat angles in 15° increments. You select from 92 subminiature and miniature switches—1”, 1.325” and 1.500” diameters; diallyl phthalate, phenolic or ceramic sections. You have your choice of knobs, dial plates, index assemblies and hardware. You get the design freedom of over 100,000 possible custom switch combinations.

ASK FOR SELECTASHAFT ROTARY SWITCHES AT THESE CENTRALAB DISTRIBUTORS:

**CALIFORNIA**
Abacus Electronics
Mountain View 94040
415/991-1500
Elmar Electronics Inc.
Mountain View 94041
415/991-3611
Kierulf Electronics Inc.
Los Angeles 90022
213/685-5511

**COLORADO**
Arcania Sales, Inc.
Lakewood 80215
303/232-2882

**FLORIDA**
Electronic Equipment Co.
Miami 33142
305/871-3500
Hammond Electronics
Orlando 32802
305/241-6201

**INDIANA**
Radio Distributing Co., Inc.
South Bend 46624
219/287-2911
Ra-Dis-Co., Inc.
Indianapolis 46202
317/637-5571

**KANSAS**
Radio Supply Co., Inc.
Wichita 67211
316/267-5214

**Massachusetts**
Wilshire Electronics/N.E.
Cambridge 02138
617/491-3300

**Michigan**
RS Electronics
Detroit 48227
313/491-1012

**MINNESOTA**
Gopher Electronics Co.
St. Paul 55113
612/645-0241

**NEW YORK**
Peerless Radio Corp.
Lynbrook, L.I. 11563
516/793-2121
Summit Distributors
Buffalo 14202
716/894-3450

**North Carolina**
Kirkman Electronics
Winston-Salem 27108
919/724-0541

**Ohio**
Esco, Incorporated
Dayton 45403
513/226-1133
Pioneer-Standard Electronics
Cleveland 44105
216/587-3600

**Pennsylvania**
Camerado Electronics
Pittsburgh 15222
412/289-5500
Herbach & Rademan, Inc.
Philadelphia 19134
215/426-1700
Philadelphia Electronics Inc.
Philadelphia 19107
215/568-7444

**Texas**
Harris Equipment Inc.
Houston 77004
713/224-9131
Texas Instruments Supply
Dallas 75235
214/230-6311

**Washington**
Aimac/Stroum Electronics
Seattle 98108
206/763-2300
By the time your drum plotter turns this out, a Gould printer/plotter can turn it out 400 times.

If what you're looking for is higher plotting speed and lower plotting cost, we've got something that can give you both. And something else besides.

A Gould electrostatic printer/plotter. The one that makes your old drum plotter remarkably unproductive. The one that gives you a useful printing capability in the bargain. A Gould plotter is so fast, it can turn out this plot in only 2 seconds — versus an average 13½ minutes for your old drum plotter.

And what gives that Gould plotter its blinding speed is its direct on-line operation to your computer. PDP-8/E, PDP-9, PDP-11, PDP-15, HP2100, Nova/Supernova, H316/516, Raytheon 704, UNIVAC 1108, IBM 360/370, CDC 3000/6000, SEL 810, Interdata 70 and more.

In addition to output speeds up to 400 times faster, a Gould printer/plotter gives you a lower unit cost, as well as lower paper cost. Better-looking output, since there's no ink to smudge, clog or run out of. Few moving parts for quiet operation, high reliability. Software that's upward compatible with the leading drum plotter. Without any sacrifice in mainframe CPU time.

And, in addition to everything else, it gives you an alphanumeric printing capability that also lets you compile management reports at speeds up to 3000 lines per minute.

Users will tell you that a Gould electrostatic printer/plotter makes their computer-aided design system truly interactive since output of modified data for verification can be quickly obtained. And by producing hardcopy output in a matter of seconds — instead of the many minutes it can take with older methods — time savings are maximized.

This all adds up to the best printing/plotting hardware and software available anywhere. And it's backed by Gould's own factory-trained service technicians.

To learn more about Gould electrostatic printer/plotters — get in touch with Gould Inc., Instrument Systems Division, 20 Ossipee Road, Newton, Mass. 02164 U.S.A., or Kouterveldstraat 13, B 1920, Diegem, Belgium.
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Analysis of technology and business developments

MLS decision time nears

$1.5 billion market beckons as advisory committee races Dec. 20 deadline on which Microwave Landing System technique to use

by Larry Marion, Washington bureau

Siegbert (Sig) Poritzky bears only a slight resemblance to Santa Claus, but he and his Microwave Landing System Advisory Committee have been told to deliver a potential $1.5 billion Christmas present to two of four competing avionics system makers. The present: a recommendation on which technique—conventional scanning beam or doppler scan—to adopt for the long-planned replacement for Instrument Landing Systems, the Microwave Landing System.

But for Poritzky, an electrical engineer employed by the Air Transport Association who also was chairman of the international group that determined the original MLS specs in 1967, the problem is timing. He and his fellows have been given until Dec. 20 by the Federal Aviation Administration to provide answers to a question that’s been hanging for seven years—whether scanning beam or doppler is better. Actually, that Dec. 20 recommendation is the prelude to a January FAA decision on $20 million in prototype development funds, and the stake is a head start toward eventual selection by the International Civil Aviation Organization and resulting worldwide MLS sales (see panel, “Who’s doing what,” p. 52).

Poritzky’s problem had been compounded by FAA studies that failed to reach strong conclusions. But at a briefing earlier this month (two more are scheduled), advisory committee members said things seem to have changed. They told the FAA’s project manager, Joseph DelBalzo, that they are encouraged by recent FAA studies that have pinpointed advantages of certain techniques. DelBalzo in turn said that at his next briefing, in November, eight “key technique-selection issues” will be selected from the more than 100 brought up at his first session.

Still, advisory committee members are not optimistic that working groups and assessment teams can meet the FAA’s deadline for submitting its recommendation to a blue-ribbon executive committee representing government agencies—the FAA itself, the Department of Transportation, the Defense Department, and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

The advisory committee is made up of four members from the military, four to six representing users, three from outside consultants, two from manufacturers, and one from NASA. Says one member, Michael Huck of the Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association, “We’re spread aw

Technique Selection Schedule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TECHNIQUE SELECTION SCHEDULE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AUG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Assessment begins System briefings

CAG activities:
- Analysis of industry reports
- Technique comparison
- Progress reports
- Technique recommendations and Phase III specifications

WG activities:
- Functional requirements
- Signal format
- Recommended hardware and implementations
- Final report

Technique selection

Phase III begins
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committee members that he had serious doubts that these and other preliminary studies could be finished before the next MLS advisory committee meeting. Everett and his colleagues were reluctant to discuss what they saw as contractor shortcomings, but the following problems were among those revealed in the eight-hour session:

- "Massaged data" from the four breadboard MLS contractors "surprised" advisory committee members and Everett, but Everett assured them that the massaging resulted from hardware problems unrelated to technique. Texas Instruments' back-to-back azimuth antennas developed noise-interference problems, he said, and TI confirmed the situation. "Due to a physical misalignment of the antennas" during tests this summer at Wallops Island, Va., "a 2.5-hertz noise component" created a "residual error trace" in TI's signal data, but Everett says FAA staffers can straighten it out before the early-November review sessions.
- ITT Gilfillan "censored its data" by removing certain effects, noted Everett. Out-of-spec signals were deleted because of "hardware effects," he says, adding that the censoring was not significant. ITT Gilfillan deleted some data points on performance graphs measuring MLS-system accuracy against tracking-system accuracy if the points were outside of preset limits. ITT Gilfillan's Walter Fairbanks said companies "interpreted things differently" because they were told to follow international specs, which are not explicit enough.
- Bendix Corp.'s data was skewed a little more than others, reported industry sources, because it chose wider performance limits than the other companies. A Bendix official says an inadequate aperture on its ground antenna's lens impaired equipment performance, so data was changed to reflect an adequate ground signal.
- Preliminary cost estimates provided by contractors were impossible to compare because of differences in contractors' definitions, FAA cost-assessment chief Jack Edwards told committee members. He refused to explain which contractor represents the base cost or the dollar range for other cost estimates, but data displayed at the briefing revealed variations of up to 2,300% in cost estimates for training and installation. There was, for example, a 380% variation between two teams in the cost of a ground-distance-measuring-equipment transmitter.

"Everything works." Despite the difficulties in reviewing performance data, industry officials were able to make some initial judgments on the merits of competing systems. "Everything works," commented TI's project manager, R.M. Lockerd, echoing the majority viewpoint. While reviewing his company's performance, he said that if TI wins a prototype contract, it will use an electronic phased-array antenna similar to that of the Bendix Corp. instead of a mechanical antenna. Bendix, heading a scanning-beam team, insists that the doppler concept would not work because of more complex electronics requirements for filtering multipath (interference) signals. But industry consultants continue to say that doppler, espoused by the Hazeltine Corp. and ITT teams, is the leading contender [Electronics, Oct. 17, p. 49].

More than $1.5 billion in equipment sales is the prize, say FAA staffers and contractors. They break it down this way: $500 million for airborne avionics, basically receivers to decode ground signals that inform the pilot of runway distance, angle of approach, and rate of descent, and $1 billion for ground equipment for the major airports in the world. This includes hundreds of airports in Western countries alone, although estimates of the size of the market await another FAA uncompleted study.

Because of the worldwide implications, many sources say it is a foregone conclusion that doppler will prevail. Great Britain has already selected doppler and funded development by Plessey Radar Ltd. Because of Britain's radar prestige in the ICAO, American observers say the numerous small countries will back Britain if the U.S. decides to promote conventional scanning-beam equipment. "It is essentially a not-invented-here political problem" that has the British favoring doppler, says Bendix's engineering director, Joseph McCormack.
Here's the first 1024-bit MOS RAM to combine speed with simplicity of use at a low cost—$13.50 in quantities of 500.

With a typical access time of only 130 ns and guaranteed maximum of 200 ns, the EA 1502 RAM is about five times as fast as the popular 2102.

And consider how simple it is to use:

Data and address pins wire directly to TTL logic without level shifters or pull-up resistors. The RAM needs only two supplies: +12v and -12v. It can be OR-wired to expand capacity. And it dissipates only 0.16 mW/bit power.

To achieve low power dissipation we made the RAM dynamic. But to keep use simple, we designed it so that one pulse on one pin refreshes the entire memory. The timing of the refresh pulse is not at all critical: it may occur anytime within a 2-millisecond interval. And refreshing does not interfere with read/write cycles — your memory is never busy.

The pin-out of this 18-lead DIP is identical to the 1103. Although signal levels and shapes are different, you can replace 1103s with this speedier RAM without a total rework of your PC board.

The EA 1502 is in stock right now at our nationwide distributor, Cramer Electronics, and at Electronic Arrays, Inc., 550 East Middlefield Road, Mountain View, Calif. 94043. Phone (415) 964-4321.
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Solar cell R&D may get cash boost

Federal agency proposes $1 billion outlay over five years; $271 million is earmarked for photovoltaic work

by Larry Marion, Washington Bureau

When a recent Government study concluded that 1% of the nation's electricity could be generated by photovoltaic solar cells by the end of the century, engineers and industry leaders reacted with a shrug. But what they didn't realize, says a National Science Foundation solar cell expert, is that even to produce only that 1% "it will take a company the size of General Motors to produce the solar cells necessary."

Solar-cell research and development is on the verge of receiving a much-needed boost from the U.S. Government in the form of a huge increase in funding. John Sawhill, administrator of the Federal Energy Administration, recently announced an NSF proposal to spend $1 billion over the next five years for R&D, and the big increases have already be-
gun in the current 1975 fiscal year—from $2.2 million in 1974 to $8 million. Included in the five-year plan is a whopping $271 million over the five years for research into photovoltaic cells, which works out to an average of more than $54 million annually.

**Motherhood.** “Solar energy will join apple pie and motherhood as symbols of America,” says the aide to one high-ranking Congressman on a House energy subcommittee. The aide predicts that the $1 billion proposal now being reviewed by the President’s Office of Management and Budget will be appropriated by Congress, which has already shown its interest in solar-energy development. For instance, a $75 million solar-energy R&D authorization bill, which advocated passage of a long-term research effort of $1 billion, first passed the Senate and sailed through the House in September by an overwhelming vote of 383 to 3. And key senators Hubert H. Humphrey (D.,-Minn.) and Henry Jackson (D.,-Wash.), who have pushed solar bills through the Senate, support the $1 billion research proposal.

On Capitol Hill and in the White House, energy R&D proponents await the results of a proposed $2 million National Science Foundation study specifically detailing what should be done to bring solar energy research in line with the multibillion dollar nuclear and coal-conversion R&D efforts.

“It is obvious to us that we need a commitment to solar energy,” comments an aide to Rep. Mike McCormack (D.,-Wash.), who was a nuclear chemist for the Atomic Energy Commission before being elected to Congress. Funds for the NSF study are authorized in the $75 million bill awaiting the President’s signature. Another $79 million is expected to be requested from Congress next spring.

The total, $154 million, would represent the first two years’ expenditures under Sawhill’s five-year research plan.

More than $242 million would be spent on solar-energy research in the 1966-67 fiscal year, including $63 million on photovoltaics. By 1979, an annual expenditure of $85.7 million is contemplated for photo-cell research. The upward trend reflects initial seed money for laboratory research, but by the end of the five-year program the Government expects to have at least one central electricity-generating station as what is known as a proof of concept.

“The energy issue made it clear that certain areas of energy have not been developing as fast as perhaps they should have,” says Frank Zarb, associate director of OMB for energy and science. He accentuated the Administration’s interest in developing solar and geothermal power after the recent signing of the Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA) Act, which combined energy R&D efforts of six federal agencies under one roof.

Government officials have not yet determined how the R&D funds would be divided among the agencies. There are preliminary indications that NSF will continue to fund research projects and that the fledging ERDA, which will begin operations in 1975, will assume responsibility for demonstration projects. ERDA also might fund feasibility studies of solar electric power plants in the 1 to 10-megawatt range, he says.

Demonstration projects will go beyond this to establish commercial viability, something on the order of a 500-megawatt plant adequate to supply power to a typical small American city.

**Research.** NSF’s Richard Blieden, until recently NSF chief for photovoltaic research and now deputy director of the Advanced Energy Technology R&D division, says that research in materials science and manufacturing technology are needed to bring costs down. “Somebody has to put the money down to attract the semiconductor companies to begin mass production of solar arrays,” he says. That view is echoed by solar-cell expert Joseph Lindmayer, president of Solarex Corp. of Silver Spring, Md. But Lindmayer says that some extensive changes in manufacturing processes must be perfected first.

An NSF status report released last month lists the following development milestones:

- Designs for an automated production plant for solar cells and arrays by 1979.
- Completion of a 400-kilowatt power station in 1980.
- A large facility for fabrication of single-crystal silicon substrate sheets by 1982.

However, all these goals might be pushed up in the foundation’s forthcoming study.

FED and NSF sources say that a study done by Spectralab for the FED, to be released by the end of the year, concludes that the current cost of solar-cell arrays, about $20 per peak watt, could be reduced to $1 per peak watt by mass-producing the cells by means of modified automated semiconductor-fabrication machinery. “You can only go so far with today’s automation techniques, though,” said Blieden. “To get competitive, there must be a further cost reduction of between 25% and 50%. That’s where the research comes in.”
Calculated-chip business slows

Some makers turn MOS capability to memories and microprocessors as consumer-sales slump leaves them with excess capacity

by Paul Franson, Los Angeles bureau manager

The softening of the consumer-calculator boom is causing MOS-chip makers to look for additional markets. While most say that things aren't as bad as they look, the need to sell other types of circuits, notably memories and microprocessors, is more pressing for the smaller independent suppliers than among the big vertically integrated manufacturers.

At least one supplier, American Microsystems Inc. of Santa Clara, Calif., has begun to ease out of the low-end market. Bernard T. Marren, AMI's president, says the reason is that "so many companies are vertically integrated. We are not a major source of devices." AMI will emphasize its digital-watch kits, in anticipation of what Marren predicts will be a large market in 1975.

By contrast, at National Semiconductor Corp.'s Semiconductor division, the problem is to find more MOS capacity—at least until the Christmas rush ends. Gene Carter, marketing director, says that while "the marketplace [for the higher-priced calculators] has disappeared, we could use 50% more capacity" because the low-price models sold by National's Novus division are doing so well. But National is prepared, should that sector peter out. The watch market is "just coming," Carter says, and he believes it will soak up any excess MOS capacity. Novus recently introduced its first...
Chances are you own a continuously tunable electronic filter. So by now you probably realize that continuously tunable filters are low performance instruments with, at best, 5% accuracy. And with poor reproducibility of settings, poor frequency accuracy and poor phase drift characteristics. And although continuously tunable filters provide infinite resolution, most users find infinite resolution neither important nor desirable unless there's corresponding accuracy.

But all this isn't why we say "junk it."

WHAT YOU SET, ISN'T WHAT YOU GET.

Take a look at the graph. As you can see, the front panel filter settings don't tell you the -3dB cutoff frequencies, the bandwidth, the noise bandwidth, and the center frequency. Or the insertion loss. You have to measure them — a time consuming, costly procedure.

THERE'S A BETTER WAY.

Ithaco offers two types of filters with switch selectable frequency settings. One type has 3 decimal digit frequency resolution for the user who not only needs resolution but also wants to know where he is without measuring.

Normalized gain, attenuation, phase, and pulse response curves are printed on top of the filter. The other type uses the internationally accepted 1/10 decade [1/3 octave] frequency step — so you can operate with octave, decade and other convenient bandpass settings, and still have sufficient frequency resolution for general lab and data acquisition applications. These filters have all the information shown on the graph printed on top — for all filter settings. And that's why we say "take your laboratory filter and junk it."

MORE NAILS IN YOUR FILTER'S COFFIN . . .

Standard accuracy of all Ithaco filters is ±1% in frequency, ±5° in phase, and ±1dB insertion loss — all at least twice as good as the best the competition can offer. Plus, output drift is an order of magnitude lower than the competition. And self-noise is minimal. Best of all, Ithaco filters are competitively priced.

NOW THAT YOU NEED A NEW FILTER . . .

Write to Ithaco Inc., 735 W. Clinton Street, Ithaca, N. Y. 14850. Or, if you can't wait (we understand) call 607-272-7640, TWX 510-255-9307.

Take your laboratory filter and junk it.

ITHACO
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line of electronic watches and clocks, broadening its assault on the consumer market.

Electronic Arrays Inc., the Mountain View, Calif., firm that ships 60% of its output in calculator chips, still has a "major position in the desktop business-machine-chip market," says David C. Conrad, director of marketing. "We don't expect that market to go away," he adds. Conrad admits that, "in the long-term, the whole calculator market is going to be highly susceptible to vertical integration, as happened with the hand-held calculator," but Conrad looks to the independents—like Commodore and Keystone—to keep his company afloat in the calculator-chip pond. For now, he says, "we have no program to get out—though when it's no longer profitable, we'll drop it."

Hedging. Still, Electronic Arrays is hedging its bets a bit by designing "several products utilizing p-channel metal gate for other segments of the marketplace," says Conrad. Those include consumer products—possibly appliances, but no watches. In addition, the company will be "increasing its percentage of the p-channel metal-gate business in the ROM area," says Conrad. The second-place chip supplier is Texas Instruments, now the largest chip maker and calculator assember, says business is still booming. Charles Clough, marketing vice president at TI's Semiconductor group in Dallas, notes, "We haven't seen any softening from the vantage point of a supplier of chips." He notes, however, "a very large part of our business is in support of our own activity, but we sell outside to four of five customers."

Other firms haven't fared as well. The second-place chip supplier is Rockwell International's Microelectronics group, which has had extensive layoffs to readjust activity to the new level. President R. S. "Sam" Carlson says the softening came into focus fairly fast around May, "and it hit full force in July." Both slowdowns in new orders and cancellation of old orders caught Rockwell with heavy inventory, Carlson says, "but we've got that down now."

Carlson maintains that business hasn't actually turned down, "it just stopped growing at the phenomenal rate we had seen." He thinks the chip business will stay level until the heavy retail inventory is used up, then pick up again. However, Rockwell is also heavily involved in assembling calculators, and this may help it weather future blows. Carlson says the units recently introduced under the Rockwell name are doing well, even though they hit the market in the middle of the downturn. Rockwell is also poised to enter the watch business; it's also preparing to produce standard memory devices to soften its dependence on calculators.

A major supplier of chips, Western Digital Corp. also is sanguine, although it's increasing its noncalculator business. Marketing manager Stephen B. Stuart says the business has slowed, but "we see it firming up. I'm beginning to get more optimistic." Western Digital has come on strong as a chip supplier this year, Stuart says, partly because the firm has been using the silicon-gate process since its founding, giving it a leg up in device density. Western Digital may also be helped by TI's and Rockwell's aggressive moves into competition with former chip customers.

Margins. Stuart notes that prices on chips have been halved since a year ago—from $8 to $10 for a calculator chip to an average selling price of $4 to $5. He says his company is making money on the calculator chips—"though the margins were better before." Stuart doesn't see any reason to withdraw from the business, but he foresees shakeups and dropouts ahead in the chip and calculator markets. "The vertically integrated manufacturers will account for 50% to 55% of the machines bought—the rest is available to us, and that's a pretty big number." Stuart estimates that the worldwide hand-held calculator market this year will be 21.5 million units, down from the earlier industry estimate of 29.5 million. He pegs next year's total at 34 million.

Despite this, there are heavy bets on noncalculator markets for Western. Three-quarters of the firm's business was in calculator chips in
its fiscal year ending in June, with only 17% in computer/terminal chips (the rest of the sales were in LSI test systems). But president Alvin B. Phillips wants to double the company's sales with a much larger percentage of business in the computer-terminal business.

The major growth is expected in 4,096-bit random-access memories, with volume production starting this month, and in microprocessors. Western Digital is also developing the chip set for Digital Equipment Corp.'s LSI version of the PDP-11.

Other companies are taking the same approach. Rockwell's Carlson says consumer calculators now account for about 40% of the firm's MOS business, down from 50% last year, despite doubled sales volume. Higher-end business calculators account for 30%, other business machines 20% and in other parts 10%. Rockwell is heavily involved in microprocessors, with its 4-bit parallel processor unit used in higher-capability calculators and business machines, and the newer 8-bit PPS going into volume production, starting in January. Carlson says the microprocessor business, like the calculators, is profitable.

Memories. Rockwell also recently entered the standard-memory business, with one aimed at the high-volume 1,024-bit RAM market. TI is active in memories, and its 4,096-bit device is a major factor in the industry now that production problems are straightened out—as they appear to have been. Mostek Corp., across town from TI in Carrollton, Texas, has for years been trying hard to increase its percentage of noncalculator business, with telling results. Only 20% of its 1974 MOS sales will be in calculator chips—down from 90% in 1970. Memories will account for 60% this year, and custom chips 20%.

In contrast to Mostek, MOS Technology, Norristown, Pa., has maintained its calculator sales at 70% of the total over the past year and doesn't appear to be hurt as a result—though it plans to change that ratio. In the next 18 months to two years, MOS Technology expects its percentage of MOS-chip sales to decline as its memory and microprocessor activities expand.
Why RCA can now play second fiddle as well as first in Linear ICs.

As the chart points out, you’ve got a whole new source for some of the most asked-for LIC numbers in the industry. It’s RCA.

Just “X” the appropriate blocks for your present suppliers and compare with the RCA column. Yes, it’s good old RCA.

A company that made its first commitment to proprietary and custom LICs, and now becomes an excellent source of the standard types you use in quantity.

A company long known for its capabilities in consumer LICs. A company that pioneered many of the advanced techniques in linear technology.

A company that offers a line of industrial LICs as broad as anyone in the industry.

In short, a company that’s not just a half-way LIC house. But a full house. A house featuring original types, custom types, popular standard types and even chips.

A full house is more than just products. It’s full engineering support. It’s a wide range of packages. And it’s a national distribution network, featuring the best distributors in your area.

The fact is, whatever you want in LICs, RCA has a lot to offer. Contact your local distributor and fire a few popular numbers at him. Ask him what he has on his shelves. Find out what a full house means.

You might want to try RCA as another source of standard types. As a proprietary source or a custom source. But we want you to try us. And if we don’t happen to have what you need, chances are we can make what you have in mind.

For more information, and a free cross reference guide and wall chart, write to your local RCA Solid State distributor, or RCA Solid State, Box 3200, Somerville, N. J. 08876. Phone: (201) 722-3200, Ext. 3145.

RCA Solid State
A full house in Linear ICs.
Anticipated tightening of glass-fiber-making rules will reduce pollution but could result in materials with different characteristics

by Andy Santoni, Instrumentation editor

It hasn’t hit the electronics community yet, but changes in the glass-fiber material that is the backbone of many printed-circuit boards may have adverse effects on the properties of those boards. Just how much those changes will involve users is still something of a mystery, but board makers are nervous.

Cause of the concern is the likelihood of tighter environmental standards governing air pollution in the manufacture of glass fiber. Expecting the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency to implement those standards by the middle of next year, Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp., with headquarters in Toledo, Ohio, is investigating changes in the processing methods and chemical composition of the kind of fiberglass used in pc boards—and users aren’t happy with what they’ve seen so far.

Owens-Corning has delivered samples of one new formulation—called E-3709—to some of its customers. Initial tests show E-3709’s physical properties vary markedly from those of the industry-standard “E” glass (see table). How much will this affect pc-board users? That’s the big question, but preliminary data shows weaker dielectric figures, though the new material does have better tensile strength.

What puts pc-board laminators and etchers in a double bind is that glass-fiber yarn is in short supply, and since Owens-Corning is one of only two suppliers (PPG Industries is the other), the fiber weavers, which supply fabric to the laminators, can’t simply go out and find another source. If, as some expect, the EPA puts standards into effect by its target date, next July 1, and if by then Owens-Corning hasn’t found an acceptable process change that doesn’t alter its yarn formulation, there could be a severe shortage of pc boards.

Owens-Corning feels that since environmental standards are already affecting new plants, it’s only a matter of time before more effective emission controls are required on older plants that produce fiberglass. Owens-Corning produces the bulk of its “E” glass at one plant—in Ashton, R.I.—and it wouldn’t be easy to shift production to another area where environmental quality standards are less stringent.

PPG, meanwhile, which produces glass-fiber yarn at two plants in North Carolina, has no plans to change its “E” glass composition at this time. “We comfortably meet all effluent requirements of the state,” says Carter Schriber, manager of textile marketing for the firm’s Fiber Glass division, Pittsburgh. PPG has attacked air-pollution problems by installing a “dry scrubber” and is investigating a modification of its manufacturing process as a longer-range solution, says Schriber.

Henry Fall, technical service manager at J.P. Stevens Industrial Fiber Glass division, Slater, S.C., says there is enough “E” glass available right now, and there has been no immediate need to force cus-
tomer to switch to E-3709, because “demand has dropped off tremendously” during the present slump in the electronics industries. Stevens is not pushing E-3709 except where high-pressure laminating is not involved, Fall says, “and we don’t want it unless it’s forced down on us.”

But since business is expected to pick up again next year at about the same time as the more stringent EPA regulations may go into effect, all involved—yarn producers, fabric weavers, and board laminators—are scurrying to find a solution.

Howard A. Schudel, manager of technical service at the General Electric Laminated & Insulated Materials department, Coshocton, Ohio, believes “there’s a lot of work to be done before anyone can use E-3709.” GE’s investigation of the new formulation has revealed differences between E-3709 and “E” glass in both electrical and mechanical properties. Schudel’s conclusion is that E-3709 is “inferior.” Keeping two different materials in inventory, he adds, is yet another facet of the problem. “It’s going to be very difficult to keep these things separate,” he says.

Denis Vaughan, R&D director at Clark-Schwebel Fiber Glass Corp., Anderson, S.C., frowns on the possibility of mixing the two yarns into a single material. This “would cause havoc,” Vaughan says, because no one could be sure of what properties to expect.

The two yarns look, clean, and weave alike, Vaughan notes, but, “when you apply coupling agents [necessary for the laminating process], they no longer behave the same.”

Clark-Schwebel “may have overcome the worst of the problems,” Vaughan hopes, musing that “it’s like re-inventing the wheel.”

“E” glass has been around a long time. It was first used some time in the 1930s, notes Robert Frank, manager of planning and market research at Burlington Glass Fabrics Co., New York, and became an important factor in the pc-board market during World War II. Over the years, mounds of data on the physical and electrical properties of “E” glass have been accumulated, something that can’t be said at this early date for E-3709.

Says Clark-Schwebel’s Vaughan, “If we don’t solve this, we’ve put the industry back ten years.”

---

### E GLASS vs E-3709

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROPERTY</th>
<th>E GLASS</th>
<th>E-3709</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Specific gravity, g/cc</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>2.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensile strength, psi</td>
<td>500,000</td>
<td>5,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensile modulus, psi × 10^6</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refractive index, 500 microns @ 32°C</td>
<td>1.549</td>
<td>1.584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dielectric constant @ 72°F, 60 Hz</td>
<td>5.9 - 6.4</td>
<td>7.0 - 7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dielectric constant @ 72°F, 1 MHz</td>
<td>5.8 - 6.3</td>
<td>6.9 - 7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dielectric strength, volts/mil</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>253</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Asarco has the broadest selection of high purity elements in the business. All 99.999+% pure. All ready for prompt delivery. For semiconductors, electronics, metallurgy, research, and other applications.

Our high-purity elements are also available in commercial quantities.

For more information on Asarco’s array of high purity elements, write our By-Products Department at 120 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10005.

75 Years of Progress in Metals

American Smelting and Refining Company
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Testing boards is one thing. Troubleshooting them is quite another.

As boards become more complex, and the production quantities increase, automatic testing becomes a necessity. In fact, it is relatively easy to justify the cost of a system for testing PC boards when you consider what your alternatives are. However, what many who look into test systems fail to realize is that with the typical automatic test system at least 50% of the total operating costs are attributable to troubleshooting time. It appears, then, that the system that minimizes troubleshooting time and expense will probably prove to be the least expensive system over its lifetime.

The GR1792 Logic-Circuit Test System, with its incomparable CAPS software package, removes the human element from troubleshooting as much as possible. In its automatic-fault-location (AFL)* mode, CAPS literally removes the operator from the troubleshooting procedure. Within seconds after a fail signal appears, the CRT displays a series of messages that resolve not only what the fault is but where it is located. It accomplishes this by an on-line simulation technique that provides a complete I/O pin comparison, thus investigating all failure possibilities that could produce the symptom.

If you are in the process of investigating PC board test systems, look beyond the testing scene to see the whole picture. As time passes, most of your expense will be in board troubleshooting, and that is the point on which the GR 1792 and CAPS really pay off for you. Call or write for the complete story.
Better bipolar-MOS process yields linear ICs with good ac and dc specs

Even in the fastest 10-ns data-acquisition applications, monolithic linear devices now rival discrete circuits; in the lead are an inverting op amp, chopper, and current amplifier

by Jim Beasom Hams Semiconductor, Melbourne, Fla.

The precision and sensitivity of the best discrete linear circuits are easily matched by today's monolithic linear devices—so far as dc performance goes. That achievement is based largely on such bipolar processing innovations as, for example, the ability to build super-beta transistors and junction-FET inputs on chips. But until now none of the advances has done much for linear high-frequency performance.

A limiting factor in conventional linear ICs has been the low transfer frequency of the lateral pnp transistors used as complementary devices to the npn transistors. Hitherto a mere 1 megahertz, this frequency has now been boosted to 500 MHz by a new bipolar process that, in addition, upgrades several other ac parameters. What's more, these improvements can be further enhanced by being combined with the latest metal-oxide-semiconductor developments, such as the use of p-channel MOS input structures and high-current complementary-MOS outputs.

The improved bipolar-MOS process has already pushed linear high-frequency performance into the fastest 10-nanosecond data-acquisition range. A wideband inverting operational amplifier has been built with a slew rate of 300 volts per microsecond and a bandwidth of greater than 70 MHz (the best previous values were 100 V/µs and less than 10 MHz). And a new current amplifier can supply an output of more than half an ampere at 500 V/µs, as against the former 300-milliampere maximum in precision-input types.

The pnp and npn transistors on these devices benefit in several ways from the new bipolar process. It gives them a high-current capability so that they can directly drive the high-capacitance, low-impedance loads characteristic of high-frequency circuits. It also minimizes their isolation leakage and capacitance parasitics so that their full frequency range is realized. However, to provide a high input impedance during operation at high current, a high-breakdown-voltage FET has to be added to the process. Bipolars cannot handle this job because their base current inputs increase linearly with their operating (collector) current. In contrast, FET gate current is itself a leakage current, one that's very small and invariant with the FET operating (drain) current.

A high transfer frequency and high-current capability can only be provided by shallow double-diffused pnp and npn structures. The pnp collectors require isolated p regions with p⁺ buried layers, and the npn collectors require isolated n regions with n⁺ buried layers.

Resistivity must be about 4 ohm-centimeters in the p region and 5 ohm-cm in the n region to achieve the 40-volt base voltage, collector-emitter open (BV_CEO), needed in linear devices. The p regions can also be used for n-channel MOS bodies, since the high resistivity will

The new linears. Adding a refined MOS process to analog chips boosts performance and increases density in today's monolithic linear circuits. This inverting op amp has an over-70-MHz bandwidth.
yield the desired depletion-mode devices. Likewise, the n regions can be used for p-channel MOS bodies, because the resistivity resembles that used in standard p-MOS fabrication and consequently yields devices with similar thresholds.

Finally, to wrap it all up, dielectric isolation eliminates the multifunction parasitic devices that plague junction isolation, holds isolation leakage currents to the negligible level of less than 1 picoampere, and reduces isolation capacitance significantly.

**Why linear MOS**

Along with the improved bipolar process there has arrived the ability to build MOS structures on the linear chip for both inputs and outputs. In principle, either JFETS or MOSFETs would satisfy the low-current input requirement of all linear devices. But MOS structures do it better because they can be operated at either gate polarity without degradation of input impedance. In contrast, JFETS use reverse-biased pn junctions as gates and therefore have the low impedance of a forward-biased diode when the gate voltage swings past the source voltage—a condition that only complex clamping circuits will correct.

In addition to performing linear functions, MOS devices can be used to build logic and memory circuitry, opening up the exciting possibility of combining all three functions on a monolithic chip. This linear LSI technology should significantly improve system packing density for such tough linear applications as digital-to-analog conversion, analog switching, and chopper-stabilized amplification.

**Which type MOS?**

Different MOS structures suit different linear circuit functions—amplification or switching, inputs or outputs. For amplifying, n-channel MOS is preferred to p-channel because its figure of merit (amplification over gate capacitance, or $g_{m}/C_{g}$) is about twice that of p-MOS. This follows because amplification is directly proportional to mobility, and the electron mobility of n-MOS is about twice the hole mobility of p-MOS.

In addition, the ideal amplifying structure will be depletion-mode MOS with a pinch voltage of about -1 V. Such a device can be biased at its operating current with a zero gate-to-source voltage, $V_{GS}$, that minimizes the supply voltage needed to bias the devices and thus leaves maximum voltage for the signal.

For logic and memory applications, high-output-impedance enhancement-mode devices are most useful—although they conflict with the n-MOS depletion-mode requirement for amplifying structures. Fortunately, depletion-mode devices intended for logic or memory can be shifted into the enhancement mode by the application of a reverse bias to this body-source junction—often called the back gate or body effect.

**Linear MOS characteristics**

The MOS devices available in this process are suitable for digital as well as linear applications. But although similar in structure to MOS metal-gate ICs, the three possible MOS structures—p-MOS, n-MOS, and C-MOS—must be understood in the context of linear circuits.

All p-MOS devices used to implement memory and/or logic functions on a linear chip can be built in a single isolated n-type island. The structure within that island is exactly like that of a conventional p-MOS IC, and the same circuit design and layout considerations apply. The only difference is that an $n^+$ diffusion must be made into the n island somewhere to provide a body connection, which in a purely p-MOS IC would be made at the back of the chip.

In most cases the supply voltage must be less than the 20-V yield threshold. If not, an $n^+$ emitter diffusion can

---

**1. Noise tradeoff.** Bipolar linear devices have a much better voltage-noise characteristic than do most MOS devices, which exhibit performance-degrading $1/f$ voltage noise. The n-channel MOS device, however, does better on current noise because gate current is small.
be used for channel stops. The n+ diffusion can also be used to protect very sensitive circuit components.

Choice of supply voltages is very flexible. The simplest approach is to operate the MOS circuitry between one of the analog supplies and ground. If a lower supply is required, it can be developed on chip by, for example, a zener reference buffered by a pass transistor. Some applications require separate analog and digital supplies, to prevent digital glitches from disrupting the analog circuitry.

The number of power supplies can also be reduced. Assuming that the mixed-process chip is operating from positive and negative supplies, the body voltage can be developed from the negative supply by an internal circuit, thus eliminating one supply from the system requirement. The logic will then operate between ground and the positive analog or digital (if analog supply noise must be minimized) supply.

The role of C-MOS

Most recently, complementary MOS has been adapted to linear circuits because it offers the highest speed and lowest power dissipation. But these gains are generally made at the expense of lower packing density than with the other MOS types (C-MOS structures, having an extra p or n diffusion, are larger).

It's here that dielectric isolation becomes most valuable. There are several differences between a dielectrically isolated and conventional junction-isolated C-MOS device. They arise from the fact that in the junction-isolation process, the region in which the n-channel devices are built is formed by diffusion into the front of the wafer. As a result, the surface doping concentration is about 10 times greater than in the dielectric-isolation process. The more heavily doped surface causes about twice as much drain body and source body capacitance as in the dielectrically isolated devices, which are therefore faster.

On the other hand, the lower p doping in the dielectric-isolation process makes it necessary to use body bias to operate the n-channel devices in an enhancement mode (junction-isolated devices don't need body bias). Still, this voltage may easily be developed, as in the n-MOS case, from the negative supply that is always present with a linear chip.

Perhaps the most significant difference between the dielectrically isolated and conventional C-MOS device results from the way the p body regions are isolated in the two techniques. In the standard process the p region is separated from the n region by an active pn junction that equals the p region in area. To maintain isolation between the two regions, the junction is reverse-biased by connecting the p body to the most negative voltage in the circuit and the n body to the most positive voltage. Since this junction is typically over half the area of the entire circuit, its leakage current is quite large and contributes heavily to the static power dissipation of conventional C-MOS. In dielectrically isolated C-MOS, however, a passive isolation oxide replaces the pn junction and leakage across this barrier is less than 1 picoampere.

The presence of high-current bipolar devices in the...
3. Getting up to speed. Bipolar pnp transistors reach full current values quickly, at a drive voltage of less than 1 volt, as shown by these 1-V characteristic curves. Comparison is with an n-MOS device, which needs a 5-V drive to obtain the same current value.

mixed process can also be used to improve MOS output drive capability. MOS output signals, which must have large current source and/or sink requirements, can be buffered with bipolar devices that can handle 100 times as much current per unit chip area. This not only boosts MOS output capabilities but in addition achieves true TTL compatibility.

Performance parameters

Table 1 gives some typical device parameters achieved with this process. Notice the excellent bipolar match parameter—the base-to-emitter offset voltage, $V_{BE}$—which is only 0.3 millivolt in both pnp and npn transistors. This low value is essential for precision circuit design. In contrast, the MOS gate-to-source-voltage ($V_{GS}$) match is a rather poor 10 mV and serves to limit the use of FET inputs to only the least precise applications. (JFETs also suffer from similarly poor match characteristics.)

Figure 1 shows the voltage-noise characteristics of the bipolar and n-MOS devices. The flat bipolar device noise compares favorably with the best low-noise discrete devices, but the n-MOS device exhibits the well-known $1/f$ voltage noise characteristic. The n-MOS device, however, has essentially no current noise since its gate current is so small compared to a bipolar base current.

The n-MOS device and field threshold variations with body source voltage are shown in Fig. 2. Several volts of body-source bias are enough to achieve the 2-V enhancement-mode operation required for logic applications. And at the normal operating voltage of 5 V and above, field threshold exceeds device threshold by at least 5 V, ensuring reliable operation.

Figure 3 compares the current-voltage characteristic of a 6-square-mil small-geometry pnp structure to the common-source characteristic of a 30-mil$^2$ p-MOS device. Note that 5 V of gate-to-source voltage is required to achieve only 800 microamperes of drain current in the p-MOS device, even for this rather large device, while in the pnp structure 800 µA is achieved with a $V_{BE}$ of only 0.7 V. This means that, for an amplifier requiring high-current outputs, the bipolar device is far superior because it develops its saturation current output at a much lower voltage. Also, the pnp is in its active region of operation at $V_{BE} = 1$ V, while the p-MOS device requires a drain-source voltage of 3 V. This illustrates the point that FETs require more voltage to achieve their operating bias point and therefore leave less voltage for the signal.

Another illustration of the FET's high-bias voltage requirement is given in Fig. 4, which compares the current-voltage characteristics of a zero-biased n-MOS device having a voltage threshold ($V_T$) of -0.2 V (and therefore operating in the depletion mode) with the same device biased at a $V_{BS}$ of -1.5 V and having a $V_T$ of 1 V (an enhancement-mode device). In both cases the top step is $V_{GS}$ of +5 V. Clearly, the depletion-mode device requires a much lower gate-source bias voltage to reach useful operating current.

The devices

The recently announced 2530 wideband inverting operational amplifier indicates the level of performance that can be achieved by teaming high-frequency, high-current bipolar elements with the right types of MOS devices. Figure 5 is the schematic of this device. Table 2 compares key performance parameters for the 2530 with those of a state-of-the-art feed-forward junction-isolation design (LM118) and the standard junction-isolation op amp (741).

The 2530's typical input offset voltage of 800 µV is better than that of today's LM118-type precision amplifier, providing that in the new mixed process dc performance is not sacrificed to gain good ac performance. The figure is achieved by use of a symmetrical bipolar input stage with high $\beta$ and good matching of the complementary bipolar pair. As for the role of MOS, the n-MOS transistor (Q11)
4. Enhancing the operation. As with digital operation, n-MOS linear devices operating in the enhancement mode (right) require lower drive voltage to conduct than do depletion-mode devices, making them better for output applications where low power is desirable.

5. Widebands. The wideband operation of the 2530 is achieved with no sacrifice to dc performance—input offset voltage is only 800 µV. Credit for this goes to the symmetrical bipolar input stage, with its high-beta transistors and good matching characteristics.
TABLE 2: PERFORMANCE OF THREE WIDEBAND INVERTING OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Bipolar-MOS type (2530)</th>
<th>Feed-forward junction-isolation type (LM118)</th>
<th>Standard junction-isolation type (701)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input offset voltage</td>
<td>3 mV</td>
<td>6 mV</td>
<td>6 mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input bias current</td>
<td>100 nA</td>
<td>500 nA</td>
<td>1,500 nA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage gain</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^6$ V/V</td>
<td>$25 \times 10^3$ V/V</td>
<td>$25 \times 10^3$ V/V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slew rate</td>
<td>280 V/µs</td>
<td>50 V/µs (25°C) (typ)</td>
<td>0.5 V/µs (typ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small-signal bandwidth</td>
<td>70 MHz (typ)</td>
<td>15 MHz (typ) ~25 MHz*</td>
<td>1 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output current</td>
<td>25 mA</td>
<td>6 mA</td>
<td>5 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply current</td>
<td>6 mA</td>
<td>8 mA</td>
<td>3.3 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chip size</td>
<td>51 x 67 mil²</td>
<td>60 x 75 mil²</td>
<td>57 x 57 mil²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*In inverting application with external feed-forward capacitor.

plays a key part in achieving the excellent input parameters. Being a source follower, it passes the signal directly into a relatively high-current node, where ac amplification takes place. This immediately reduces the degrading effects of the input impedance on input current characteristics.

Moreover, because no current is drawn in an MOS input, its infinite input resistance maintains the dc symmetry of the input stage. (To point the contrast, base current drawn by a bipolar source follower would destroy the symmetry.)

The 25-mA typical output current of the amplifier drives from the high-current capabilities of the output pnp s. Conventional designs are limited to about 10 mA because of the generally poorer current-handling of the pnp substrate used in junction-isolation designs. High output current is particularly important in a high-frequency amplifier because it permits the device to drive real-world (high-load) pc-board and line capacitances without degradation of slew rate.

Also important are the low (6-mA) power-supply currents required in this high-speed amplifier. They are possible because the high transfer frequencies of the bipolar devices permit them to operate at moderate currents without sacrifice of bandwidth. Also, the current gain supplied by the pnp transistor pairs Q20-21 and Q23-24 boosts output currents during slewing, when high currents are needed, yet leaves them at a low level the rest of the time.

In the 2530 design there are almost equal numbers of npn and pnp devices, because the latter are good enough not to need elimination from the critical signal paths. Pnp devices are used as current mirrors (Q6 and Q2), for level shifting (Q10 and Q21), as an ac current multiplier (Q17 and Q18), as current sources (Q20 and Q3), and as an output emitter follower (Q29).

Thanks to dielectric isolation, the 55 active and 16 passive devices of this circuit, including the 50-mA output devices and 31 picofarads of MOS capacitors are packed onto a 51 by 67 mil chip. As a measure of comparison, the lower-performing LM118 is 24% larger.

The potential of the mixed process is further illustrated by the performance of the just-announced 2630 current amplifier, which may be connected to the output of an operational amplifier to boost its output current into the ±600-mA range. A high slew rate of 500 V/µs and power bandwidth of 8 MHz have been designed into the 2630 to insure that the booster will not degrade the performance of even the best monolithic operational amplifiers.

The heart of the booster circuit is a pair of complementary bipolar 600-mA power output devices. To permit high-current operation at a low collector-emitter voltage, the collector resistance of these devices must be minimized, a goal that’s achieved by deep p+ and n+ contact diffusions to the p+ and n+ buried layers. The diffusions provide a low-resistance path (less than 1 ohm) from the buried layer to the collector contact metallization on the surface. As a result, the output devices can deliver typically 0.5 mA/mil² of chip area at 125°C, as well as a collector-emitter voltage, VCE, of 5 V.

Offering greater accuracy than its first-level counterpart, the second-level transistor model simulates first-order charge-storage effects and provides truer dc, ac, and transient responses

by Ian Getreu, Tektronix, Inc., Beaverton, Ore.

The first-level Ebers-Moll model for the bipolar transistor is essentially a simple, nonlinear dc equivalent. It does not account for charge-storage effects. To do this, at least in a first-order manner, a more complex, second-level model is needed—one that contains eight additional components requiring 12 extra parameters to describe them.

Besides accounting for charge-storage effects, which permit the realization of finite frequency and time responses, the second-level Ebers-Moll model provides a more accurate dc representation of the bipolar transistor than the first-level model. Accuracy of ac and transient responses is also improved.

Figure 1 shows the complete second-level model for an npn transistor. Three ohmic bulk resistances (r_c, r_e, and r_b), two diffusion capacitances (C_{DE} and C_{DC}), and three junction capacitances (C_{JE}, C_{JC}, and C_{SUB}) are added to the first-level model, which is simply the two diodes and the constant-current generator of the nonlinear hybrid-π model form.

Improving dc characterization

The three ohmic resistances are the additional model elements that improve the dc characterization. They represent the transistor’s ohmic resistances from its active region to its collector, emitter, and base terminals.

This three-part series explains how to model the bipolar transistor systematically and how to measure the model parameters. Part 1 appeared in the Sept. 19th issue.

The internal nodes of these resistances at the active region are noted by the primed letters (c', e', and b') in the model diagram.

The effect of resistance r_c can be seen in Fig. 2a. Here, the collector characteristics of the second-level model (solid color lines) are compared to the collector characteristics of the first-level model (dashed color lines). Resistance r_c decreases the slope of the curves in the saturated region for low collector-emitter voltages. For the second-level model, r_c is assumed to be constant. In an actual device, however, r_c will be a function of collector current and base-collector voltage. Therefore, the biggest problem in obtaining a value for r_c is not how to measure it, but which value to use.

For most present-day transistors, the emitter region is heavily doped to achieve a high emitter injection efficiency and, therefore, a high forward current gain. Because of this, the dominant component of resistance r_e is normally the contact resistance, which is usually on the order of 1 ohm, so that r_e is often neglected. A good assumption is to regard r_e as some small constant value. The main effect of this resistance is a reduction in the voltage seen by the emitter-base junction by a factor of (1 + \beta F)r_e, where \beta F is the forward current gain. Therefore, r_e affects the collector current, as well as the base current, as shown in Fig. 2b. This effect can be significant, and r_e can cause substantial errors in the determination of r_b.1

Resist-
1. The next step. For the second-level nonlinear model of the bipolar transistor, three resistances and five capacitances are added to the first-level model, which is drawn here in its nonlinear hybrid-$
abla$ form. To describe these additional elements, 12 more parameters are needed.

- 

Base resistance $r_B$ is an important parameter. Its greatest impact is normally its effect on the small-signal and transient responses. It is also one of the most difficult parameters to measure accurately because of its strong dependence on the transistor's operating point and because of the error introduced by the small, but finite, value of $r_C$. In the second-level Ebers-Moll model, resistance $r_B$ is assumed to be constant. The effect of $r_B$ on the collector and base currents is illustrated in Fig. 2b.

**Accounting for charge storage**

Charge storage in the bipolar transistor is modeled by means of three types of capacitances—two nonlinear junction capacitances, two nonlinear diffusion capacitances, and a constant substrate capacitance.

The two junction capacitances, which are sometimes called transition capacitances, model the incremental fixed charges that are stored in the transistor's space-charge layers for incremental changes in the associated junction voltages. These capacitances are denoted by $C_{JE}$ for the base-emitter junction and by $C_{JC}$ for the base-collector junction. Each junction capacitance is a nonlinear function of the voltage across the junction with which it is associated.

Normally, to simplify the analysis of $C_{JE}$ and $C_{JC}$, the depletion approximation is made—that is, the space-charge layer at the junction of interest is assumed to be depleted of carriers. Then, the variation of the emitter junction capacitance with the base-emitter junction voltage can be written as:

$$C_{JE}(V_{BE}) = C_{JE0}/[1 - (V_{BE}/\phi_E)^{m_E}]$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $C_{JE0}$ is the value of the emitter-base junction capacitance at $V_{BE} = 0$, $\phi_E$ is the emitter-base barrier potential, and $m_E$ is the emitter-base capacitance gradient factor. Likewise, the variation of the collector junction capacitance with the base-collector junction voltage is given by:

$$C_{JC}(V_{BC}) = C_{JC0}/[1 - (V_{BC}/\phi_C)^{m_C}]$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

2. What the resistances do. Characteristic curves of the first-level model (dashed lines) are compared here with those of the second-level model (solid lines). Collector characteristics of (a) show how resistance $r_C$ decreases the slope of curves in saturated region. Resistances $r_E$ and $r_B$, on the other hand, increase the base-emitter voltage for a given operating current, as shown in (b).
where \( C_{JC0} \) is the value of the collector-base junction capacitance at \( V_{BC} = 0, \phi_C \) is the collector-base barrier potential, and \( m_c \) is the collector-base capacitance gradient factor.

These equations hold for either a step (abrupt) junction or a linear (graded) junction. For a step junction the gradient factor is 0.5; and for a linear junction, it is 0.333. Since most practical transistor junctions lie between an abrupt and a graded transition, Eqs. 1 and 2 are assumed to be general and to apply for all junctions with a gradient factor between 0.333 and 0.5.

Parameters \( \phi_E \) and \( \phi_C \) are the transistor’s built-in barrier junction potentials (not to be confused with the transistor’s energy gap, \( E_g \)). The barrier potential is the voltage drop across the junction that sets up a drift component of current to oppose the large diffusion component. In the second-level model, the barrier potential is used only to compute its associated junction capacitance.

The functional dependencies of \( C_{JE} \) and \( C_{JC} \) are built into the second-level Ebers-Moll model. To specify each junction capacitance completely, three parameters—\( C_0 \), \( \phi \), and \( m \)—are required. Although most experimental data can be forced to fit Eqs. 1 and 2, the reduction of the measured capacitance as a function of voltage into these three parameters is not trivial if any stray capacitances are present. Some computer programs allow the user to specify each junction capacitance at a nonzero value of its associated junction voltage, instead of requiring the \( C_0 \) value.

Figure 3 shows three plots of the variation of the junction capacitance as a function of junction voltage. The dashed black line, representing Eqs. 1 and 2, indicates that if the transistor is forward-biased, these equations predict an infinite capacitance when the internal junction voltage equals the built-in barrier potential. However, the depletion approximation is not valid for the forward-biased region, so that Eqs. 1 and 2 no longer apply. The solid color line in Fig. 3 shows what a more accurate non-infinite variation of junction capacitances looks like, but this curve requires at least one extra parameter to describe it.

Instead, the curve can be approximated by a straight line when the junction voltage is greater than half the barrier potential. The straight-line approximation, which is drawn as a dashed color line in Fig. 3, has slope of the simple (black) curve at \( \phi/2 \). The equation for this straight line is:

\[
C_d(V) = 2^m C_{JC0}(2m(V/\phi) + (1 - m))
\]

where the appropriate junction subscripts are omitted and \( V \) must be greater than or equal to \( \phi/2 \). This approximation is acceptable because, under forward bias, the diffusion capacitances are dominant. Furthermore, the approximation avoids the infinite capacitance value without requiring extra parameters, and it is accurate in the reverse-bias region where it is most important.

**Adding the diffusion capacitances**

The diffusion capacitances model the charge associated with the mobile carriers in the transistor. This charge is divided into two components: one linked with the reference collector source current (\( I_{CC} \)) and the other linked with the reference emitter source current (\( I_{EC} \)). Each component is represented by a capacitance.

To evaluate the diffusion capacitance associated with \( I_{CC} \), the total mobile charge associated with \( I_{CC} \) must be considered. Therefore, the base-emitter junction is assumed to be forward-biased, with \( V_{BC} = 0 \). Figure 4a shows the minority-carrier concentrations for the one-dimensional case of constant base doping, negligible base recombination, and low-level injection. The total mobile charge can be written as the sum of the individual minority charges:

\[
Q = Q_1 + Q_2 + Q_3 + Q_4
\]

where \( Q_1 \) is the mobile minority charge stored in the neutral emitter region, \( Q_2 \) is the mobile minority charge in the emitter-base space-charge region associated with \( I_{CC} \), \( Q_3 \) is the minority mobile charge stored in the neutral base region, and \( Q_4 \) is the mobile minority charge in the collector-base space-charge region associated with \( I_{CC} \). Because of charge neutrality, there will be identical majority charges stored in these regions. However, to determine diffusion capacitance, only one charge (minority or majority) needs to be considered.

Charge \( Q_2 \) is normally considered to be zero, so that the total mobile charge associated with \( I_{CC} \) can be expressed as:

\[
Q = Q_1 + Q_3 + Q_4
\]

\[
Q = \tau_IE_{CC} + \tau_B I_{CC} + \tau_{CBSC} I_{CC}
\]

\[
Q = \tau_IE_{CC} + \tau_B I_{CC} + \tau_{CBSC} I_{CC}
\]

\[
Q = \tau_IE_{CC}
\]

where \( \tau_E \) is the emitter delay, \( \tau_B \) is the base transit time.
4. For the diffusion capacitances. To evaluate emitter and collector diffusion capacitances \( C_{DE} \) and \( C_{DC} \), the charge associated with transistor’s mobile carriers is analyzed for both reference currents \( I_{EC} \) and \( I_{BC} \). Like junction capacitances \( C_{BE} \) and \( C_{BC} \), the diffusion capacitances depend on their junction voltages. Diagrams (a) and (b) show charge components for \( C_{DE} \) and \( C_{DC} \), respectively.

\[
\tau_{CB} = \frac{Q_0}{I_{EC}} + \tau_{EB} I_{EC} + \tau_{EBSCCL} I_{EC}
\]

\[
Q_{DC} = Q_0 + Q_6 + Q_7 + Q_8
\]

\[
Q_{DE} = \tau_{EC} I_{EC} + \tau_{BR} I_{EC} + \tau_{EBSCCL} I_{EC}
\]

where \( \tau_{EC} \) is the collector delay, \( \tau_{BR} \) is the reverse base transit time, \( \tau_{EBSCCL} \) is the base-emitter space-charge-layer transit time, and \( \tau_{TB} \) is the total reverse transit time.

These two charges, \( Q_{DE} \) and \( Q_{DC} \), are modeled by two nonlinear capacitances, \( C_{DE} \) and \( C_{DC} \), respectively:

\[
C_{DE} = \frac{Q_{DE}}{V_{BE}} = \tau_{EC} / V_{BE}
\]

\[
C_{DC} = \frac{Q_{DC}}{V_{BC}} = \tau_{TB} / V_{BC}
\]

For small-signal analyses, capacitance \( C_{DE} \) is linearized to:

\[
C_{DE} = g_{mF} \tau_{F}
\]

where \( g_{mF} \) is the transistor’s forward transconductance:

\[
g_{mF} = \frac{dI_{EC}/dV_{BE}}{V_{BE}} \bigg|_{V_{BE} = 0} = qI_{EC}/kT
\]

\( T \) is temperature. Similarly, for small-signal analyses, capacitance \( C_{DC} \) is linearized to:

\[
C_{DC} = g_{mR} \tau_{R}
\]

where \( g_{mR} \) is the transistor’s reverse transconductance:

\[
g_{mR} = \frac{dI_{BC}/dV_{BC}}{V_{BC}} \bigg|_{V_{BC} = 0} = qI_{BC}/kT
\]

The positions of diffusion capacitances \( C_{DE} \) and \( C_{DC} \) in the model can be justified by considering the voltages that influence the charges—\( V_{BE} \) for \( Q_{DE} \), and \( V_{BC} \) for \( Q_{DC} \). In today’s transistors, the contribution of the base-region terms, charges \( Q_6 \) and \( Q_7 \), is not as significant as it used to be. For example, in the total forward transit time, \( \tau_F \), emitter delay can be as great as or greater than base transit time \( \tau_B \); while in the total reverse transit time, \( \tau_R \), collector delay \( \tau_C \) is invariably the dominant component.

Although transit times \( \tau_F \) and \( \tau_R \) are the only extra parameters needed to describe capacitances \( C_{DE} \) and \( C_{DC} \), some computer programs enable the user to specify parameters other than \( \tau_F \) and \( \tau_R \)—ones that are more easily measured.

For example, the total forward transit time, \( \tau_F \), can be determined from the transistor’s unity-gain crossover frequency \( (f_T) \) at a given collector current and collector-emitter voltage. From the operating point at which \( f_T \) is measured, the program will first calculate \( V_{BE} \) and \( V_{BC} \) and next compute \( C_{DE} \) and \( C_{DC} \). Then, when base-width modulation is neglected, \( \tau_F \) can be found from:

\[
\tau_F = \left(1/2\pi f_T\right) \left(1/kTqC_{BE} + C_{JC}f_C \right) \left[(qI_C/kT) C_{BC} \right]
\]

Similarly, the total reverse transit time, \( \tau_R \), can be determined from another parameter, \( \tau_{SAT} \), which is the saturation time constant and is related to the saturation delay time. The relationship between \( \tau_R \) and \( \tau_{SAT} \) is:

\[
\tau_R = \left[1 - \frac{a_F a_B}{a_R} \right] \tau_{SAT} - \frac{a_F a_T}{a_R}
\]

where \( a_F \) is the forward common-base large-signal current gain, and \( a_R \) is the reverse common-base large signal current gain.

Another junction capacitance

Substrate capacitance \( C_{SUB} \) is especially important for analyzing integrated circuits. Although it is actually a junction capacitance and varies with the epitaxial-layer-substrate potential, it is modeled as a constant-value capacitance. The constant-value representation is adequate for most applications since the epitaxial-layer-substrate junction is reverse-biased for isolation purposes. (To include the variation of \( C_{SUB} \) with epitaxial-layer-substrate voltage, a separate diode or transistor is usually added to the model.)

The placement of \( C_{SUB} \) shown in the model of Fig. 1 is correct for an npn transistor. For a pnp transistor, however, \( C_{SUB} \) may not be connected to the collector. Instead, for a lateral pnp device, \( C_{SUB} \) is connected between the base and the substrate; while for a substrate pnp device, it is set to zero since it is already modeled in the \( C_{JC} \) junction capacitance.

The second-level model of Fig. 1 can be linearized as
shown in Fig. 5 for performing ac linear analyses. The elements for this linear hybrid-π model are given as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\rho_f &= \beta_f / g_mF \\
\rho_r &= \beta_r / g_mR \\
C_f &= g_mF \tau_F + C_{JE}(V_{BC}) \\
C_r &= g_mR \tau_R + C_{JC}(V_{BC})
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \beta_R \) is the inverse beta. In the normal region of operation, reverse transconductance \( g_mR \) is essentially zero, so that resistance \( \rho_r \) can be regarded as infinite and capacitance \( C_r \) becomes approximately equal to \( C_{JC}(V_{BC}) \).

In summary, the second-level Ebers-Moll model requires eight extra components—three constant resistances, four nonlinear capacitances, and one constant capacitance—to be added to the first-level model. The five capacitances provide a first-order accounting of the charge storage in the transistor, while the three resistances give an improved dc representation. To characterize these eight components, a total of 12 extra parameters must be measured.

The resistances are described directly:
- \( r_c \), the constant collector ohmic resistance,
- \( r_E \), the constant emitter ohmic resistance, and
- \( r_B \), the constant base ohmic resistance.

For emitter junction capacitance \( C_{JE} \), three more parameters are needed:
- \( C_{JBO} \), the emitter-base junction capacitance at \( V_{BE} = 0 \), or some \( C_{JE} \) at a given \( V_{BE} \),
- \( \phi_{E} \), the emitter-base barrier potential, and
- \( m_E \), the emitter-base capacitance gradient factor.

For collector junction capacitance \( C_{JC} \), a similar set of three parameters is needed:
- \( C_{JCO} \), the collector-base junction capacitance at \( V_{BC} = 0 \), or some \( C_{JC} \) at a given \( V_{BC} \),
- \( \phi_{C} \), the collector-base barrier potential, and
- \( m_C \), the collector-base capacitance gradient factor.

For emitter diffusion capacitance \( C_{DE} \), only one additional parameter is required:
- \( \tau_F \), the total forward transit time, or unity-gain bandwidth \( f_T \) at a given \( I_C \) and \( V_{CE} \).

Likewise, one other parameter is needed to determine collector diffusion capacitance \( C_{DC} \):
- \( \tau_R \), the total reverse transit time, or saturation time constant \( \tau_{SAT} \).

And finally, substrate capacitance \( C_{SUB} \) is described directly:
- \( C_{SUB} \), the constant capacitance between the substrate and the collector for an npn transistor or between the substrate and the base for a lateral pnp transistor.

It should be emphasized that the second-level model is adequate for the majority of cases, especially for analyzing digital circuits. However, there are still some limitations with this model. It neglects second-order effects like: base-width modulation, the variation of current gain with current level, the variation of ohmic resistances \( r_c \) and \( r_E \) with operating point, the distributed nature of \( r_B \) across the collector-base junction capacitance, the variation of transit time \( \tau_F \) with operating point, and the variation and breakdown of all the model parameters with temperature. To account for these second-order effects, a more complex model is needed.
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The brain on the left costs four times as much as the brain on the right.
These days, it's costing a lot more to get a computer programmed than it does to get the computer.

So anyone with any sense of proportion is now checking out systems software as carefully as they used to check out hardware.

Which is an idea we'd like to encourage.

Because we've designed our systems software to help you get your programming done faster, easier and for less money.

Our Real-Time Disc Operating System (RDOS) does a lot of work other operating systems expect programmers to do. To create a file named “FRED,” for example, all you have to do is type in “CREATE FRED.” You don't have to scout around for the best place for the file, or give it an address, or make sure it won't get disturbed. RDOS does all that for you.

And unlike a lot of other operating systems, you don't have to know RDOS inside out to put it to work for you. The commands are simple, straightforward, easy-to-remember. To run a program named “BRAIN,” just type in “BRAIN” (instead of gibberish like !#AREA, 3@1000, 5@2000! BRAIN@1000@2000).

As a matter of fact, RDOS is so easy to use that anyone who's ever worked in FORTRAN should be able to develop programs with it.

Write for our brochure: “Software Isn't So Hard to Understand.”

You may discover you don't need a lot of brains to write your software.

DataGeneral

The computer company you can understand.
Coherent phase modulation attains data rates of 100 MHz

by Roland J. Turner

Though phase-modulation schemes have till now been limited to modulation rates at video frequencies of 5 megahertz or less, a new technique permits 100- to 200-MHz data rates. The key is an ordinary step-recovery diode that produces a three-level phase code by the simple means of varying the reflection coefficient of the transmission line.

In the modulation setup shown in the figure, the short air line is terminated with an rf diode, whose state determines the reflection coefficient of the transmission line. The state of this terminating diode is established by its drive current. A type 1N914 device is used here, but a hot-carrier or p-i-n diode could be used instead.

The step-recovery diode generates an impulse function each time the input rf sine wave passes through zero in the negative-going direction. This impulse function, which occurs at the input rf bit rate, establishes the

High-speed transmission. Data can be transmitted at rf rates of 100 to 200 megahertz with this coherent-phase-modulation scheme. A three-level phase code is set up by changing the reflection coefficient of the transmission line by means of the terminating diode at the end of the air line. The step-recovery diode acts as a waveform generator, producing impulse, doublet, and square-wave functions.
Pick your gas-discharge display and leave the driving to us

Use ITT types 504 and 505 to drive popular high voltage gas discharge displays, a job which normally requires either 90V or 180V transistors. The 504, 505 pair contains all the active circuits needed to drive a full eight segment (seven segments plus decimal) display up to ten digits wide. All segment currents are matched and programmable via a single external resistor. The 504 and 505 are supplied in high-reliability ceramic 18 pin DIPs.

Ask your ITT distributor or contact us directly for details. The 504 and 505 are available now; look for the ITT 512, now in development.

ITT...Logically
setup’s reference phase (no modulation). For this case, the transmission line is terminated in its characteristic impedance, and there is no reflection. Therefore, the reference phase is represented by a 0° phase shift.

As the sine-wave drive signal reverse-biases the step-recovery diode, this device’s capacitance drops radically. However, because of the minority-charge storage in the diode, the current charge is not neutralized quickly, and it forces the voltage across the diode to rise very rapidly. The result is an impulse function that lasts only 1 to 2 nanoseconds.

When there is a logic 0 at the end of the air line, this line is terminated in an impedance that’s low in relation to the characteristic impedance of the transmission line. The reflection coefficient now is −1, and a doublet waveform is produced at the step-recovery diode. The phase difference between the impulse and doublet waveforms is 90°.

When there is a logic 1 at the end of the air line, this line is terminated in a high impedance with respect to the characteristic impedance of the transmission line. The reflection coefficient becomes +1, and the step-recovery diode generates a double-width square wave, which is 180° out of phase with the reference impulse function.

The three waveforms form a flat comb spectrum with coherent phase modulation on all spectral lines. This means that the phase from one spectral line to the next remains the same. The coherent phase modulation can be used to represent a three-level code in the phase domain.

The 0° phase, which is represented by the impulse function, can be used in a passive receiver to demodulate the other two discrete phases—the 90° and 180° shifts produced by the doublet and square-wave functions. These latter two phases can then represent a binary code in the phase domain that provides coherent phase modulation on all spectral lines of the comb spectrum. For an rf bit rate of 100 MHz, a spectral line will occur at multiples of 100 MHz, up to about 1 gigahertz.

With this type of phase coding, data can be transmitted at half the rf bit rate. For example, if the basic rf bit rate is 100 MHz, information can be transmitted at 50 million bits per second. Additionally, the redundant coherent reception on the many spectral lines makes the receiver immune to Johnson or man-generated noise.

The modulation scheme can also be used for a broadband rf impulse noise jammer by modulating the current of the terminating diode with white video noise. Or, it can be the basis for an rf test function generator for evaluating the transient response of communication subsystems to complex excitation.

The output amplitude of the modulation circuit is 1 volt peak into 50 ohms for the impulse and square-wave functions and 2 v, peak to peak, into 50 ohms for the doublet function.

---

**Single switch regulates number of pulses**

by Mahesh Bhuta

IBM Corp., General Products division, San Jose, Calif.

A simple SCR ring counter or a serial-in/parallel-out shift register will make a pulse generator produce a predetermined number of pulses at the activation of a single switch. The number of pulses generated depends on which switch is closed. A pulse frequency of 100 kilohertz is easily attainable.

Circuit (a), which contains the SCR ring counter, employs a conventional astable multivibrator as its basic pulse source. Transistors Q1 and Q2 make up this multivibrator. When any one of the switches is closed, transistor Q1 turns on, triggering the astable.

The astable includes an SCR so that transistor Q2 will always saturate before transistor Q1. When Q2 generates the first output pulse, the rising edge of this initial pulse fires SCR₁, enabling the astable to operate in its free-running mode. Bleeder resistor Rₘ provides the holding current for SCR₁.

The output from transistor Q₁ is fed to the SCR ring counter. Capacitors C, diodes D, and resistors R form the steering circuit that enables the appropriate pulse from Q₃ to fire the appropriate number of SCRs. If k pulses are desired, the kth switch is activated, the astable will generate k pulses, and the kth pulse will fire the kth SCR, making its anode go to 0.3 volt. This immediately depletes transistor Q₁ of its base drive, and the astable is turned off.

When the kth switch is released, the power to the SCR counter is removed, and the SCRs are switched off. The counter is automatically reset so that it is ready to generate the next desired set of pulses.

The SCR counter can be replaced with a serial-in/parallel-out shift register, as shown in (b). The register’s SERIAL inputs are tied high. When the switches are in their normally closed positions, the register’s CLEAR input and all its outputs are low.

Transistors Q₁ and Q₂ are connected as an astable multivibrator. When any one of the switches is activated, transistor Q₁ turns on. The rising edge of the first pulse from transistor Q₂ will trigger the SCR, which will stay on because of bleeder resistor Rₘ.

The output pulses from the astable provide the clock signal for the shift register. Each pulse advances the register until the kth output—the one that is connected to the base of transistor Q₁ through the kth switch—goes high. Once this happens, the astable switches off. When the kth switch is released, the register’s CLEAR input goes low, and the shift register is automatically reset.

The next set of pulses can now be generated.
Controlled pulse burst. With either one of these circuits, the desired number of pulses can be generated by activating a single switch. Both circuits employ an astable multivibrator as the basic pulse source. To produce k pulses, the kth switch is activated. In circuit (a), an SCR ring counter is used to log the pulses, while circuit (b) uses a serial-in/parallel-out shift register instead.
Keeping a watchful eye on harbor traffic

Experimental system, which monitors ship movements in San Francisco Bay and inland deep-water channels to Sacramento and Stockton, uses both a radar-computer-communications complex and reports from the vessels

by A. J. Cote Jr. and A. C. Schultheis, Applied Physics Laboratory, Johns Hopkins University, Silver Spring, Md.

1. Bay area. The radar’s plan-position indicator of the San Francisco Bay Vessel Traffic System shows ship tracks, as well as the undesired patterns caused by returns from irregularities in the tide-rip patterns. Parts of the area are deliberately masked out to reject returns from stationary objects.
World commerce is being steadily accelerated by increases in the size and speed of ships. The very improvements in size and speed that are so profitable to shippers, however, combine to boost the momentum of these ships, increasing the danger and magnitude of collisions. And when these huge ships collide near shore, massive ecological damage can result. A prime example is the 1971 collision between two tankers that spilled more than 800,000 gallons of bunker fuel near San Francisco’s Golden Gate, causing extensive pollution.

The Coast Guard is trying to minimize ship damage in the area by developing the San Francisco Experimental Vessel Traffic System (VTS), an all-weather complex consisting of radar, computers, and communications that will advise mariners of traffic conditions and warn them of danger. The system, now being checked out during off hours, uses real-time automatic data processing to develop, analyze, and display information on ship traffic.

Because the San Francisco Deep Draft Waterway System encompasses a large geographical area—San Francisco bay, plus inland deep-water channels to Sacramento and Stockton—the Coast Guard maintains surveillance by two complementary methods: radar and voluntary vessel-movement reports.

Radar covers the San Francisco Bay and Pacific approach, but the Coast Guard must rely on vessel movement reports for the inland regions and as far south as Redwood City. Vessels passing designated sites in that region report to the control center and receive information on traffic conditions.

One of the system’s two 50-kilowatt X-band radars sweeps 15 miles seaward from Point Bonita, a peninsula on the northern shore of the Golden Gate entrance to San Francisco Bay. The second radar covers about nine miles around Yerba Buena Island, which links two sections of the Bay Bridge between San Francisco and Oakland. The Point Bonita radar is controlled and monitored from Yerba Buena, site of the Coast Guard’s main control center, by use of a microwave link. The signal sent back to Yerba Buena is a composite of video, ship-to-shore communications, and all voice communications are automatically recorded on audio-tape units.

Six very-high-frequency channels are available for ship-to-shore communications, and all voice communications are automatically recorded on audio-tape units. Specific traffic situations, as viewed by the radar, can also be documented by wideband recording on a videotape recorder. When the system is operated in the manual mode, contacts in the radar region are detected and tracked visually by operations personnel stationed at the radar console, which has five PPI (plan-position indicator) displays (see Fig. 1).

In the manual mode, the operator enters characteristics of individual ships such as name, pilot identification, and destination, on separate cards, which he mentally correlates with specific returns on his PPI. For ships in the area, operators use cards and manually update the status boards.

When operation is automatic, the operators move from the radar console to the traffic console, which has two identical operator stations near the supervisory console (Fig. 2). Each operator station has a data-entry position equipped with keyboard, trackball, and function keys, two vessel-status displays that list those identified ships being tracked, and five situation displays.

One of the five cathode-ray-tube displays is designated the working display, and the others operate as satellite displays. Each situation display presents a computer-generated map of one of seven portions of the coverage area, and the working display (Fig. 3) is augmented by text material.

The supervisory traffic console also includes two PPI displays and monitor/control panels for the radar and communications equipment. The supervisory console is similar to an operator station, except that it has no satellite displays. It can be used independently or, alternatively, can be switched to monitor either of the working displays at the traffic console.

Working displays are interactive keyboard-coupled terminals presenting both text and graphics. Each working display and its keyboard is supported by an 8,000-word Imlac PDS-1 display computer, which refreshes the image and manages the interface between the operator and the traffic computer. The working display is partitioned into six areas:

- Operator instructions, which are prompting cues that tell the operator what action is expected of him at that point in his activities.
- Page name, which identifies the particular activity being displayed.
- Information to operator, such as the results of an analysis.
- Alert message, which turns on when a conflict or other event worthy of an operator’s attention occurs, sounding a tone at the station.
- Main body, the largest partition, which contains either a map or a tabular arrangement of text to guide the operator in the entry of certain data into the system.
- Function-button labels, which are six subportions aligned with push buttons in the keyboard area just below the display (three right-hand labels impart a different meaning to their keys, depending on which page is currently on display.)

Time of day is also presented on the display, along with the last time the image was updated.

Updating traffic-situation maps

The computer-animated traffic-situation maps delineate traffic-lane boundaries, along with approximate shore lines, bridges, and key piers. Ship traffic developed by both ADT (automatic detection and tracking) systems is automatically displayed and updated every three seconds. Different symbols depict unidentified and identified ships in three sizes. Distinct symbols indicate whether each buoy is not in track, in track and on station, or in track but adrift.

Leader lines extend from each ship symbol to indicate projected future positions. On satellite displays, these look-aheads cover one minute, but the operator can vary the period of the projections on the working display to zero, one, two, three, or six minutes ahead.

Each map can display a maximum of 30 identified
2. Control center. The Vessel Traffic System is controlled from traffic console (background) and a supervisor's console (foreground) on Yerba Buena Island. The traffic console has two identical operator stations, while the supervisor's console has only important displays.

contacts, including buoys as well as ships. In addition, a maximum of 128 buoys and unidentified ships may also be displayed in any combination. Large and medium contacts receive display priority. Identification tags may be displayed by identified ships at the operator's option. These tags follow the symbols automatically as ships pass through radar-coverage boundaries.

Each radar has its own automatic detection system, which translates the signals received from its radar into concise characterizations of the traffic within the coverage area. The traffic-analysis and display (TAD) system then integrates the information from both ADT systems and presents it in meaningful form.

The TAD also helps operators evaluate the traffic, permits them to augment surveillance data with ship descriptions, and alerts them automatically to certain types of problems. A block diagram of the automatic system is shown in Fig. 4. Signals from the two radar points are first processed in the recovery unit and then are processed further in the radar video preprocessor (RVP).

Two computer systems are used: the radar computer calculates positions and velocities, and the traffic and display computers analyze traffic and set up the displays for the operators.

The radar video preprocessor contains more than 1,500 semiconductor chips, about 45% of which are at the medium-scale level of integration. The radar computers are Honeywell DDP-516s with 8,000-word memories, hardware multiplication, and two direct-memory-access channels. To confine processing to only a portion of the coverage area of each radar and avoid processing returns from land, shallow water areas, and the bridge, a video-acceptance mask is created by gating the electronics within the RVP.

Two areas of overlapping coverage permit one system to track in an area where terrain obstructions create ra-

dar-shadow zones in the other system's normal coverage area. Within the acceptance mask, acquisition of vessel tracks is completely automatic. However, targets are not acquired within these radar-shadow zones after the total traffic population exceeds the radar computer's tracking file capacity of 253 contacts or when the ADT's system can not handle the combination of data on cross-section, automatic-detection, and tracking threshold.

Overcoming obstacles to tracking

Significant radar shadow zones exist in several parts of the coverage region (see Fig. 1). Some tracks will "coast" through these shadows, picking the vessel up on the other side, if it is large or moving fast enough. Since the radar computer tests for scan-to-scan correlation before designating a track as new, uniformly distributed clutter seldom causes a false contact. If a contact reappears on the third scan, it becomes tentative and reaches firm status only after a total of seven hits is accumulated. However, when a hit is missed, the count is decremented so that more than seven scans may be required to reach that level.

Three sources of essentially stationary anomalous returns sometimes survive these tests. At Yerba Buena, side-lobe returns from the nearby Bay bridge piers cause false tracks. They can be rejected by inhibiting acquisition within an appropriate range-bearing window, but operators have observed that if a valid ship track moves through such regions, the gate may be captured by the sidelobe return.

Second-time-around returns—returns from distant targets that are sensed during a subsequent scan—occasionally also contribute tentative images that can be upgraded to firm tracks, particularly in a region south-southeast of Yerba Buena. The tide-rip clutter patterns that frequently appear within the bay and off Point Bonita are another source of false tracking, and the ADT
system sometimes acquires and tracks them. On the PPI, they appear as irregular line-like patterns, which slowly move and change size and shape. The tracking gate, however may lock onto different parts of the line and slither erratically along it from scan to scan.

The magnitudes of tracking errors associated with false tracks are not uniform, and apparent velocities are very large. The radar-computer logic discounts these exaggerated characteristics to minimize the number of such tracks, but some still occasionally survive and reach firm status. Images of ships passing through these patterns are occasionally captured, then wander off and disappear, while the system once again goes through the cycle of acquiring the ship and counting hits for verification to get back into firm track. But after a ship has been identified, the operator is automatically alerted when it disappears after capture, and he can reestablish the correlation to the new track.

While these anomalies sometimes contribute false contacts to the traffic and supervisory-console displays, they are not as misleading as might first appear. The association of ship information with a track (carried out by the operator using the TAD system) requires the operator to select the symbol corresponding to a particular ship. Because the symbols first appear at known locations, the anomalous tracks do not cause confusion to the operator, who is effectively acting to confirm the performance of the ADT's acquisition process. Identified ships are the prime target, and the anomalous tracks appear much like the many small unidentified craft that show primarily as background distractions.

Handling the tough tracks

Several situations that occur in the course of normal traffic flow require special processing, carried out either entirely within one of the radar computers or jointly by the radar and traffic computers. When two vessels pass close together, track identities could be switched, but this would cause subsequent problems in the TAD system. The computer program, however, is written to minimize this possibility and also minimize the development of multiple tracks resulting from detection of wakes and tide rips.

Three bridges within the ADT coverage area interrupt tracking. Since returns are not available as vessels pass under bridges, extended coastal zones are defined, and special handling ensures that tracking is maintained. The logic that accomplishes this, however, was designed under the assumption that a vessel moving under a bridge emerges on the other side. It therefore failed to cope with the tour boat that executes U-turns under the Golden Gate Bridge. However, vessels on more reasonable courses are tracked successfully.

When a ship passes from the coverage zone of one radar to that of the other, logic in the traffic computer ac-

---

**3. Working display.** The system's traffic computer sets up a synthetic map display of the Bay area showing buoy locations and ship tracks. Leaders indicate the likely future courses of the vessels. Ship traffic is automatically updated every 3 seconds.

**4. Over-all system.** The two radars, at Point Bonita and Yerba Buena Island, feed their data to the control center, where computers analyze the data and set up the displays. Voice communications to the ships is carried on very-high-frequency radio links.
5. Vessel data. The computer-generated display of the vessel-data page lists characteristics of a single ship. Information can be added during slack periods, and operators can query the computer for information on a vessel when necessary. They edit the display as the information changes.

completes the hand-off automatically so that the operators are not aware of the transition. This transfer is executed when targets are west of the Golden Gate or west of Yerba Buena Island (which lies directly north of Yerba Buena Island). The ADT system tags targets moving in these overlap areas to aid the traffic computer in this processing.

Certain buoys within the acceptance masks of the ADT system are also subject to special treatment (68 buoys are monitored by Yerba Buena and 18 by Point Bonita). If the tracked position exceeds a prespecified distance from the desired location, the traffic computer is advised, and it flashes a buoy-adrift warning. All of this ADT activity results in the transfer of an eight-word record containing size, position in polar coordinates, and speed information to the traffic computer, once every three seconds (the antenna's scan period).

Tracking identified ships

Three categories of identified ships are maintained. They are designated radar (R), vessel-movement reporting (V), or imminent (I). R vessels are those operating within the ADT’s mask boundaries. Those ships subject to vessel-movement reporting are tagged V, and ships that are expected to enter the system within a short time are labeled I.

Local maritime sources provide information on most ship movements some hours in advance. The information is supplied to the computer during slack operational periods through the ENTER service, which presents the vessel-data page (VDP) of Fig. 5 to the operator. When it is first entered, only part of the information indicated in that figure is usually available: name of the ship, type, origin and destination. As and when it becomes available, other material is added by means of an editing capability.

Four entries on the vessel-data page—POSITION, TIME, EST, and AT—are intended for ships operating in the visual-movement reporting area and are used by some of the traffic-analysis and display programs if the operator has designated them V on the disposition line. Position and time refer to a vessel’s last reporting point. The last two labels (EST and AT) indicate the vessel’s next reporting point and the time due.

Certain aspects of vessel status are monitored by the computers to detect danger and warn the operator of events worthy of attention. One of these alerts is a warning of imminent collision. The computer periodically makes closest-point-of-approach calculations between each identified contact and all other identified or large and medium unidentified contacts.

When the projected distance is less than 1,000 feet within five minutes, an audio tone alerts the operator, and information appears within the alert message partition on the working displays. Activating the “alert-response” function button presents the critical situation to the operator, and his current map is updated when necessary.

Status of ships in the visually monitored region is maintained to generate the VMR overdue alert. If an expected report from such a vessel is more than 15 minutes overdue, an audio tone briefly sounds, and the category symbol (V) blinks on the vessel-status display. Blinking stops when the operator edits the reporting-point information.

Under a number of normal conditions, tracking of an identified ship will cease. For example, when a vessel berths, it usually leaves the coverage area defined by the ADT mask. Or a vessel may pass into a radar-shadow zone, such as the one behind Alcatraz or Angel Island. When this happens, the operator is alerted. The alert may be canceled by changing the ship category or eliminating it from the system.

If the vessel is masked, the operator can wait for its reappearance and employ an IDENTIFY service to correlate the ship data with the new ADT track. This masking alert is a brief audio tone, coupled with a continual blinking of the particular ship’s R symbol on the vessel-status display. In addition, at the last position of the ship on the screen, the symbol and its leader blink until the data is either correlated with another track or until its category is changed.
Thermal characteristics of ICs gain in importance

Consideration of several factors offers ways to enhance reliability; one testing method is preferred when high accuracy is uppermost concern

by Robert Bolvin, Signetics Corp., Sunnyvale, Calif.

All-out thermal analysis of an electronic design is usually reserved for the most sophisticated, expensive systems, and for systems that must operate in unusual environments. These days, however, as electronic packaging becomes more dense, as greater numbers of heat-producing active elements are placed on a single chip, as more ICs are mounted on a single board, designers must be increasingly concerned with the thermal aspects of systems.

Thermal resistance, therefore, is one parameter becoming more important in specifying packaging products. It is a measure of how effectively heat is dissipated from sensitive areas; the lower the figure the better. In emitter-coupled logic devices, for example, reference bias supply voltages are set internally by a diode-resistor network that is affected to a great degree by heating. If device power dissipation and package thermal resistance at operating conditions are known, the final junction temperature on the chip can be determined, making possible the correct design of the bias network.

A half-dozen factors can be considered in arriving at the thermal resistance of an IC:

- Die size. The larger the die size the more heat sinking

Mr. Bolvin is presently with Monolithic Memories Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif.

1. Chip size counts. The thermal resistance of an integrated circuit drops as die size increases. Data plotted here is for a 16-pin ceramic dual in-line package with gold die attach and Alloy 42 frame, at 25°C ambient or bath temperature.
Air flow dependence. Thermal resistance also drops off with increasing air flow. Most noticeable when airflow is small, the effect is less pronounced when airflow becomes larger. $\theta_{JA}$ is plotted for three die sizes with power dissipation of 215 mW and an ambient of 25°C.

- **Air flow.** Even slight air flow can cause thermal resistance to fall off sharply (Fig. 2). Falloff continues as airflow increases, but not as sharply.
- **Die attach method.** Gold is a better conductor of heat than glass, so the gold eutectic die attach method yields a lower thermal resistance than does the glass attach method.
- **Package material.** In order of thermal resistance, from lowest to highest, are ceramic, epoxy and plastic. The superiority of ceramic over epoxy, moreover, is much greater than the superiority of epoxy over plastic.
- **Lead frame material.** As an example, nickel affords lower thermal resistance than alloy 42. As shown in Fig. 3, a nickel lead frame decreases the thermal resistance of the epoxy package from 120°C per watt to 88°C per watt when the air flow is 500 linear feet per minute.
- **Number of leads bonded to frame.** Since each lead acts as a heat sinking conduit, the more leads, the lower the thermal resistance.

Considerations such as these are practical because a device designer must see to it that maximum junction temperatures will not be exceeded at anticipated ambient temperatures. Testing becomes a problem here because limits on junction temperature are specified under "soak" conditions; in an emitter-coupled logic circuit, for example, thermal equilibrium has been established and transverse airflow of greater than 500 linear feet per minute is maintained. Under these conditions, production testing is not practical because of the long time it takes the device to reach thermal equilibrium.

**More practical method**

A more practical method on the production line is called "rapid" testing. Devices are checked quickly, without bringing them up to thermal equilibrium. But to prevent failures at untested higher temperatures, a correlation between soak and rapid testing must be established. Thermal time constants become important because the manufacturer can provide the proper guardbands if he knows, first, the changes to be expected in parameter values per degree of junction temperature, and, second, the equipment test time.

The device manufacturer can monitor junction temperatures by using actual on-chip functional devices like isolation diodes or clamp diodes. The initial forward voltage of the diode must be measured, without operating power applied, by forcing a fixed test current from ground to $V_{CC}$ or $V_{EE}$. Operating power is then applied to establish thermal equilibrium. To record the final value of the diode voltage, operating power must then be removed and the fixed current applied once more.
3. Package effects. Thermal designers must consider that different packages and lead frames have different thermal resistances even for the same die. Data here applies to a 60-by-60-mil chip dissipating 215 milliwatts. Ambient temperature is 25°C.

Calculation of thermal resistance (Θ), with this method is as follows:

\[ T_j \text{ rise} = V_{FF} - V_{F1} / \text{slope} \]
\[ \Theta = T_j \text{ rise} / PD \]

Where \( V_{F1} \) is the initial forward diode voltage at zero power, \( V_{FF} \) is the final forward diode voltage after thermal equilibrium (in volts), \( T_j \) is the junction temperature, \( PD \) is the power dissipation (in watts), and slope is the change in voltage due to change in temperature (in millivolts per °C).

Time span critical

The time span between the point when the power is turned off and the point when a final diode voltage is measured is critical. Switching from power on to power off and making a final measurement cannot be done fast enough to measure the true thermal equilibrium voltage. By measuring a lower value, the thermal resistance always appears smaller than it actually is.

The same problem is encountered with the clamp diode method and with techniques involving measurement of output voltage. In addition, clamp diodes and outputs may be so situated that they won't respond to the actual rise in junction temperature because of temperature gradients across the chip.

The most accurate method for measuring thermal resistance involves a set of test dies, an example of which is shown schematically in Fig. 4. Here, four series-parallel diodes are placed strategically around three 300-ohm resistors on a monolithic chip. The diodes and resistors are isolated from each other by individual back-biased diodes not shown in the schematic. The design permits a fixed diode current to flow continuously even though power is being applied to the resistors. This method eliminates the need to switch off power and switch on diode current, allowing an accurate measurement of \( V_{FF} \) at thermal equilibrium.

Fixed die sizes are used, starting with 30 by 30 mils and increasing by 30-mil increments up to the largest die size, 180 by 180 mils. Reverse breakdown voltages of the back-biased diodes allow up to 10 volts to be applied, which gives a maximum power of one watt.

The characterization of a package normally uses three die sizes, yielding three points on graph showing thermal resistance versus die size (Fig. 1). From this graph, the thermal resistance of any functional device may be found by knowing that device's die size.

Slope measured first

Forced diode current is normally between 3 and 5 milliamperes. A large diode current is used so that diode voltage measurements may be made on the essentially linear portion of the diode forward characteristic. This reduces the effect of increasing forward leakage of the diode due to rising junction temperature, which may affect the calibrated slope.

The slope characteristic is measured first to determine
the $\Delta V/\Delta T$ of the diodes. With two diodes in series the forward voltage drop is approximately 1.5V with an average slope of 3.6 millivolts per °C. The forward voltage is measured at a minimum of three temperatures, usually +25°C, +75°C, and +125°C. Voltage and temperature measurements must be as accurate as possible. A 5-digit voltmeter should be used and the temperature held to ±1°C. A 5% error in slope measurement will be reflected as a 5% error in thermal resistance.

In preparation for making a set of thermal resistance measurements, a device is mounted on a pc board via socket pins which accept the device leads. These pins, and a rectangular hole in the pc board directly beneath the device, allow air or oil to flow freely around the device, a requirement for some of the tests that may be performed later.

To measure thermal resistance from junction to case at zero airflow, the pc board and device under test are mounted in an enclosure with holes drilled along the bottom edges. The enclosure prevents any air from flowing around the device.

**Two fans are used**

To make measurements with airflow, the device is placed in another enclosure where air can be forced across the device. Junction-to-ambient is measured first with 500 linear ft./min. air flow, then at 250 linear ft./min., then at 100 linear ft./min. Two fans separated by a partition are used, one to provide airflow across the device and the other to blow air at a downward angle, producing a wall of air in front of the device under test that prevents airflow variations across the device due to external disturbances.

To measure thermal resistance from junction-to-case, the device is immersed in an oil bath. Air is bubbled through the oil to maintain a flow of oil around the device under test. This flow holds the case temperature at the oil temperature.

Thermal time constants are measured using a storage scope. The diode voltage of the device under test is zeroed out using an external supply and differential scope plug-in. In this manner a vertical scale of as low as 1 millivolt per division may be utilized. By first setting the zero level on the scope and then applying power for a specified amount of time, the thermal time constant curve is stored. Several $V_F$ readings are recorded after each power application. Power application time is increased each time to record from a full scale reading of 10 milliseconds to 50 seconds. The device under test is allowed to cool to the initial $V_F$ after each power application. A stop watch is used to monitor time intervals over 50 seconds.

For all of the three measurements, a fixed method is used:

- Apply an $I_F$ of 5mA and a $V_{CC}$ of 1.00V; allow ample time for the device to come to thermal equilibrium. Thermal equilibrium is reached when a constant $V_F$ can be measured.
- Record $V_{F1}$, initial forward voltage.
- Record $I_{CC1}$ at $V_{CC1} = 1.00V$.
- Apply increased $V_{CC2}$ specified for amount of power required.
- Allow 15 minutes for thermal equilibrium.
- Record $V_{FF}$, final forward voltage.
- Record $I_{CC2}$ at $V_{CC2}$ specified.
- Using the previously calibrated diode slope, calculate $\Theta$ as follows:

  $$V_{FF} - V_{F1} / \text{slope} = T_J \text{ rise above ambient}$$

  $$T_J \text{ rise above ambient} / (V_{CC} x I_{CC2}) - (V_{CC} x I_{CC1}) = \Theta$$

For the thermal time constant measurement, $V_{FF}$ is recorded as $V_F$ since $V_{F1}$ has been zeroed out. For junction-to-ambient with air flow, $V_{F1}$ is recorded at 500 linear ft./min. and this $V_{F1}$ used at all lesser air flows.
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Public-address amplifier serves as variable ac-power source
by William D. Kraengel Jr.
Valley Stream, N.Y.

Alternating voltages at moderate power, low distortion, and variable amplitude and frequency are obtainable over an extended range by a technique similar to one previously proposed [Electronics, Dec. 20, 1973, p. 121], but with simpler and more readily obtainable equipment—namely, an ordinary monophonic or public-address amplifier—but with less power output.

In the earlier proposal, a stereo amplifier was differentially coupled to the output of an audio oscillator to provide low audio frequencies at voltages of 0 to 130 volts. However, the frequency range can easily be extended to low ultrasonic frequencies with even higher voltages. Naturally, the higher the quality of the amplifier and transformer, the greater the frequency range available for any given distortion level. The voltage obtainable is limited by the amplifier's available output power and by the breakdown voltage of the external output transformer.

Using a PA amplifier in place of the more expensive stereo amplifier eliminates the requirement for any input transformer. It has a further advantage in that most models have 4-, 8- and 16-ohm and 25- and 70-volt outputs, so that the proper impedance or voltage tap is easily selected for the desired output conditions. On the debit side, the output power is only half that of a comparatively rated stereo amplifier, and its distortion may be somewhat greater, especially at frequency extremes.

The output voltage is:

$$E_{amp} = \left(\frac{P_{amp}}{R_{tap}}\right)^{1/2}$$

$E_{amp}$ is the amplifier's output voltage developed across the chosen output tap, which matches load ($R_{tap}$) at the power level ($P_{amp}$) required for the final output voltage, $E_{out}$—which is $N$ times the amplifier output voltage ($N$ is the transformer's turns ratio).

Ordinary filament transformers (used backward) are available with a large selection of input and output voltages to match input impedance and output voltage for almost any amplifier power level. For example, a recent application required a 100-V, 0.1-A supply over the range of 100 to 1,000 hertz. At a typical amplifier's maximum output, 20 watts, the formula given previously shows that an 8-ohm load calls for an output of 12.65 V, at which the load draws 1.58 A. A 12.6/115-V filament transformer steps this up by a factor of about 10, slightly higher than the application requires, but slightly turning down the amplifier's volume control provides the proper level. Thus, the inexpensive amplifier and transformer provide an almost perfect impedance match and an acceptable distortion level over the entire frequency range.

Two circuits indicate synchro shaft position
by W. Thomas Adams
University of Texas, Austin

The circuitry for either digital or analog indication of shaft positions need not cost much if it simply indicates the time at which a synchro system passes through a certain point. At any rate, the cost is much higher if shaft position itself is determined very accurately—to within 0.1% and 0.01%—as in so many commercial synchro-to-digital converters.

The two inexpensive circuits discussed here are for a standard synchro with a three-phase stator and one-phase rotor, always rotating in the same direction. It's the kind used, for example, in servo-controlled scanning switches.

In the first circuit for sensing synchro positions (Fig.
A report on circuit art production. Norman is a conceptual genius. A little sloppy perhaps, but a genius nonetheless. His greatest idea was conceived halfway through an anchovie and pepperoni pizza at Bruno's last Wednesday. After lunch, a young lady earning $8400 per year turned Norman's napkin into flawless circuit art in just 54 minutes. She did it on a Calma interactive graphics system. She did it one hundred times faster than a speeding draftsman, about twice as fast as she could on any other system. The Calma system checked her accuracy, drew all the lines and symbols automatically, relieved her of the drudge work.

Changes made lightning fast. While eating pretzels two days later, Norman had a brainstorm. A way to get even hotter performance out of the same circuit concept. Presto. In microseconds, the original design was retrieved from storage and displayed on the CRT at Norman's own interactive work station. In about three minutes Norman himself modified the original. Electronically. Just that fast the company benefited from his fertile mind with a totally new and competitive circuit.

The fast generation. Where Calma really makes tracks is the transition from art to production. Each Calma system drives up to three high speed plotters in the background mode. All operate at full rated speeds, never interfering with design or drafting at the system's six work stations. The secret of Calma's non-stop productivity is that no function ever interferes with another.

Reliable sophistication! For all its sophistication a Calma system is incredibly reliable. More than 100 have been installed and almost all were up and operating the day they were delivered. Learn how this powerful computer-based graphics system can speed your circuits from conception to production. For literature or to arrange a demonstration, phone or write Calma Company, Corporate Marketing Headquarters, 1930 Isaac Newton Square East, Reston, Virginia 20090. Phone (703) 471-1450. European Marketing Headquarters, P.O. Box 6, Marlborough, Wiltshire, SN8 4EW, England. Phone 067286 (Lockeridge) 658.
1. Modulator version. Output switches from low to high at the moment synchro shaft passes position defined by voltage adjustment.

2. Flip-flop version. As in Fig. 1, when synchro is at previously established angle, flip-flop turns on to indicate position.

1) A balanced modulator is used as a synchronous detector. It mixes one of the synchro's two output phases with the synchro reference signal (the ac source that drives the rotor winding). If only a three-phase synchro signal is available, a Scott-T transformer or another synchro is required to convert the three-phase signal to two phases.

The detector’s output is a sine wave with an instantaneous value directly proportional to the synchro’s position. This analog signal can be used directly, or it can be an input to a Schmitt trigger or comparator to provide a logic level that changes state at any desired point on the sine wave corresponding to an angle in the synchro system.

Another way to achieve the same result (Fig. 2) uses a zero-crossing detector to enable the D input of a flip-flop, plus a peak detector to clock the flip-flop. The circuit gives a transition corresponding to an angle in the synchro. It can be calibrated by manually turning the input shaft, or by adjusting the reference voltage on the peak-detector comparator.

For exactness, this circuit requires the modulation frequency (rotor speed) to be much less than the carrier (reference) frequency, because the flip-flop transition can be delayed by as much as one cycle of the carrier, depending on phase relationship of the two signals.

---

Convert coordinates and find SWRs graphically

by Vaughn D. Martin
Magnavox Co., Fort Wayne, Ind.

A relatively simple graphical procedure can reduce the error probability and the tedium of conventional mathematical approaches to finding standing-wave ratios, and converting admittance values in rectangular coordinates to impedance values in polar coordinates, including phase angles. The procedure requires only the known impedance, or admittance, and is executed with a pencil, a straightedge, and a compass. It involves just three steps and is more than 98% accurate.

For example, consider the circuit diagram (Fig. 1):

- \( R = Z_{R} = 50 \text{ ohms} \)
- \( G_{R} = 20 \text{ millimhos} \)
- \( C = 0.92 \text{ microfarad} \)
- \( X_{C} = 1/(2\pi fC) = 1/(5.78 \times 10^{-2}) \text{ ohms} \)
- \( B_{C} = 1/X_{C} = j57.8 \text{ millimhos} \)

The inductive reactance is

\[ L = 1.2 \text{ millihenry} \]

The capacitive reactance is

\[ X_{C} = j(2\pi fC) = j75.4 \text{ ohms} \]

The admittance is

\[ Y = G + jB = 20 + j57.8 - j13.3 = 20 + 44.5 \text{ ohms} \]

In graphical computations, admittance is represented by the hypotenuse of the right triangle in which conductance is represented by the base, and susceptance by the altitude. In many applications, however, admittance is more useful when expressed in polar coordinates. Graphical conversion is accomplished as follows:

First, plot a point corresponding to the complex admittance on the chart (point A). Then, with a compass, draw an arc of a circle with center at the origin and passing through point A. The horizontal coordinate of point B, where the arc intersects the horizontal or conductance axis, is numerically equal to the total admittance; the impedance is indicated on the reciprocal scale by drawing a vertical line to that scale at point C, where the direct reading is 20.4 ohms. The phase angle is determined by the intersection of the graph's outer edge at point D with a line from the origin through point A. This value is about 66°. (Checking mathematically, the exact value is 65.85°.) The impedance, as determined from the chart, is
If the value of the susceptance is negative in the rectangular-coordinate form, the polar version is plotted in the same way, but the sign of the angle is negative.

Converting polar to rectangular coordinates is the reverse of this procedure. The first step is to draw a vertical line from point C, representing the impedance, 20.4, to point B on the X-axis. Then swing a 90° arc from point B to point E on the vertical axis, with the center point again at the origin. Finally, with a straight-edge, draw a line from the origin to the known phase angle (point D) at the top of the graph. The admittance is read in rectangular form where the arc and this line intersect (point A).

The same chart can be used to determine the standing wave ratio (SWR) on a transmission line of known characteristic impedance $Z_0$ for a mismatched load. The semicircles sweeping out from the 20-millimho point on the conductance axis are lines of constant SWR for a transmission line with $Z_0 = 50$ ohms. If such a transmission line has a load of 100 ohms, it should have SWR = 2. The reciprocals of 50 and 100 ohms are 20 and 10 millimhos respectively. The 20 millimho point on the conductance axis represents the 50-ohm characteristic impedance; the load resistance's conductance of 10 millimhos, at point F, is one end of the semicircle for SWR = 2. The other end of the semicircle is at 40 millimhos (point G), corresponding to a load of 25 ohms.

For loads that are not purely resistive, the compass is used again. For example, if the point A is the load admittance, the arc through that point centered on the origin, just as in the coordinate conversion, cuts the conductance axis at B, which is about halfway between the semicircles for SWR = 2 and SWR = 3. This indicates a SWR of about 2.5, which agrees with the computed impedance of 20.4 ohms ($\frac{50}{20.4} \approx 2.5$).

Other sets of semicircles can be drawn for transmission lines of different characteristic impedances. In each set, the centers are on the conductance axis. The center of the smallest one is at the point corresponding to the characteristic impedance; each successively larger circle is centered at a coordinate which is half the sum of the two intercepts of that circle with the horizontal axis. These two intercepts, in turn, are the characteristic conductance multiplied and divided, respectively, by the SWR for that circle.

In the chart, for example, the circle for $Z_0 = 50$ and SWR = 3 intercepts the horizontal axis at G·3 and G/3, or 60 and 6.7; its center is at $\frac{1}{2}(60 + 6.7) = 33.3$. Likewise, for $Z_0 = 75$ and SWR = 2.5, G = 13.3, the intercepts are at 33.3 and 5.32; the center is at 19.3.

---

Engineer's Notebook is a regular feature in Electronics. We invite readers to submit original design shortcuts, calculation aids, measurement and test techniques, and other ideas for saving engineering time or cost. We'll pay $50 for each item published.
The key to direct communication in Japan

In Japan, Nikkei Electronics is the key to direct communication between electronic engineers and advertisers of electronics products.

The world's leading enterprises, with their sights trained on the Japanese electronics market, accept Nikkei Electronics as the most reliable medium of its kind in Japan.

In 1973, 316 advertisers placed a total of 2,511 pages of Nikkei Electronics, out of which 15 international advertisers occupied 115 pages. Nikkei Electronics is the only magazine devoted exclusively to electronics in Japan that has attained such distinguished reliability among so many international firms.

Leading international advertisers in 1973 were:

RCA Electro Optics 36 pages
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 30 pages
BURR-BROWN 8 pages

Editorial

Nikkei Electronics is associated with McGraw-Hill's Electronics, offers high level, world-wide technical articles for professional and executive subscribers who need and demand the latest "hot" news on electronics.

Circulation

Nikkei Electronics is the only Japanese electronics magazine authoritatively audited by the Japan Audit Bureau of Circulation, which reported that the number of Nikkei Electronics subscribers in 1973 was 24,678. The latest circulation figures have risen over 15% and have reached the total of 28,710 (May 25, 1974 issue).
Radio ain’t what it used to be

If you’ve ever tried to fix one of those antique radios that come in those nice cathedral cases, you’ll welcome a new series of books on old radio circuits from Vintage Radio, P.O. Box 2045, Palos Verdes Peninsula, Calif. 90724. Called “The Most Often Needed Radio Diagrams,” the books are reprints from Supreme publications, the old bible of radio data. The eight-volume set covers radios made between 1926 and 1950.


Oscilloscope kits save money

In these days of reduced development programs, many development labs are turning to kits to build their test equipment as well as to take care of some temporary slack time for technicians. You’ll be surprised at the variety and quality of instruments that now can be gotten in kit form. For example, the Model 10-4510 from Heath Co., Benton Harbor, Mich., is a triggered sweep, dual-trace, dc-to-15-MHz lab-grade oscilloscope. It’s a kit version of the $750 Heath/Schlumberger SO-4510 [Electronics, June 27, p. 26], but its price of $549.95 means a $200 saving with no loss of performance or features. Assembly time for two sharp technicians? About six hours.

Report compares many minicomputers

Confused by the overlapping specifications of the spate of new minicomputers? A new report from Datapro Research Corp. compares the most significant characteristics of 167 minicomputers from 54 manufacturers. Charts describe processing facilities, peripheral equipment, features and limitations and are accompanied by a summary of over 200 users’ experiences with the computers. Copies of the report cost $10 each from the company (1805 Underwood Blvd., Delran, N.J. 08075).

Circuit guarantees logic system is reset when switched on

Two resistors, a capacitor, and a logic inverter are all it takes to assure that your logic system is reset when you switch on the power supply, say Emilio Bernstein and Marc Javnoozon of Jerusalem, Israel. The two resistors are connected as a voltage divider between the supply and ground. Let’s call the resistor to the supply $R_1$, and the resistor to ground $R_2$. The capacitor is placed across $R_2$, and the input to the inverter is taken from the junction of $R_1$, $R_2$, and the capacitor.

When the supply is turned on, the inverter’s output at first is high, but the capacitor starts charging until its voltage reaches the switching threshold of the inverter. When this happens, the inverter’s output goes low, producing a pulse that is suitable for resetting subsequent digital circuitry. When the supply is shut off, the capacitor discharges to ground through $R_2$. $R_1$ determines the capacitor’s charging time and charging current.

—Laurence Altman
SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency Range: 1 - 520 MHz
Frequency Accuracy: ±0.001%
Resolution: 1 kHz
Stability: Less than 0.2 ppm per hour
Output Range: +13 dBm to -137 dBm
Flatness: ±0.75 dB
AM Modulation Range: 0 - 90%
FM Deviation: 0 - 50 kHz and 0 - 500 kHz
Internal Modulation Rates: 400 Hz and 1 kHz
Dimensions: 12" wide x 5½" high x 13¼" deep
Price: $1,975
Note: In addition, the entire frequency range is remotely programmable in 1 kHz steps using six lines of BCD programming.

We'll remember your impressive bulk, your incredible weight, the glow of your vacuum tubes burning into the night. Whenever anyone said "signal generator" we thought of you.

But someone new has come along—from Wavetek. Slim, attractive, a mere twenty-five pounds of solid state ingenuity. Yet the phase-locked Wavetek 3000 can do everything you used to do. (Some things a little better.) All the while consuming less than a tenth the power and a fraction the bench space. Even the price is a little lower.

We could go on, but that would be cruel. So we'll just print the Wavetek 3000's specifications for you to read . . . and weep.

WAVETEK®
INDIANA INCORPORATED
P.O. Box 130, 66 North First Avenue
Beech Grove, Indiana 46107
Tel. (317) 783-3221 TWX 810-341-3226
Circle 98 on reader service card

So long, fatso.
New products

Microprocessor directs wafer-prober

Fully automatic version can work over weekend without human intervention; helium-neon laser is part of pattern-recognition system for alignment

by Bernard Cole, San Francisco bureau manager

In the last year or so, the semiconductor industry has shown increasing interest in ways to automate fabrication, production, and packaging procedures.

On the assumption that this interest will continue—and grow—the Cobilt division of Computervision Corp. has introduced a series of new products aimed at automating much of the front-end wafer-fabrication process [Electronics, May 2, 1974, p. 159]. Cobilt has now developed a microprocessor-controlled wafer-probe system that in one configuration can test and classify as many as 100 wafers and run 72 hours without operator intervention. The new system, designated the Autoprobe series, has an indexing speed of 5 inches per second, probing accuracy of within a quarter of the device pad area, a resolution of 0.4 micrometer and a repeatability of ±0.0001 inch. It is designed for wafers up to 4 in. in diameter.

The system comes in three configurations: the model CP-4000 for semiautomatic probing of individual wafers with a minimum of human interaction; the CP-4000 with the CI-412 Autoload subsystem for wafer loading and unloading, and the completely automatic CP-4400, which can operate from 4 p.m. on a Friday through the weekend to 8 a.m. Monday with no intervention by an operator.

T. Roland Fredriksen, engineering manager for the new line, says both of the automatic loading/unloading versions use belt transport mechanisms to transfer wafers between the probing stage and conventional 25-wafer linear carriers. Modular construction, he says, allows periodic upgrading from the CP-4000 to the CP-4400 without major hardware modifications.

The Autoprobe measures 28 by 28 by 31 in. and weighs 170 pounds. It includes a laser sensing and position-alignment system and a 16-bit p-channel microprocessor. The helium-neon laser is part of a pattern-recognition system that uses coherent light to locate the wafer and test-pad positions. The microprocessor provides on two circuit boards all the control logic for both the prober alignment and positioning system and the loading system. Storage capacity is 1,024 words of read-only memory in the CP-4000 and 4,096 words in the CP-4400.

In the CP-4400, says Fredriksen, the operator manually loads the wafer into position, pushes a button to activate a motor that turns the wafer to the right angular position. A speed-scan joystick then allows the operator to accurately align the probe on the first die on the wafer. The probe, which can accommodate up to six device inkers at a time, then automatically tests and marks dies until the wafer is completely tested. An adaptive Z (vertical direction indicator) makes adjustments for variations in wafer thickness and flatness due to wedging or bowing.

With the addition of the CI-412 Autoload subsystem, wafer handling by the operator is eliminated and yield loss due to edge damage and wafer breakage is reduced significantly, says Fredriksen.

In the CP-4400 configuration, the only human involvement required is when a new set of probe cards containing information on wafer and pad location, orientation, and horizontal and vertical alignment is inserted into the microprocessor system. The operator simply checks the settings on a status display and setup control panel, notes any changes, and resets the dials to record the alterations in the microprocessor memory. The completely self-adaptive system then loads, aligns, probes and unloads. All that is required is an X and Y input. A flat angle selector permits digital selection of 0, 30, 60, 90, 180° or any other flat angle.

Delivery will start at the end of the first quarter of 1975.
Computervision Corp., Cobilt Division, 1135 East Arques Ave., Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086 [338]
Instruments

**Pulser checks high-speed logic**

Unit aimed at ECL-type circuits offers rise and fall times of 1.5 ns

Instruments able to operate fast enough to test high-speed digital circuits, like emitter-coupled logic (ECL), are often so expensive that many labs can’t afford enough of them to meet all requirements.

E-H Research Laboratories Inc., Oakland, Calif., has one solution—build an instrument designed specifically for use with high-speed circuits, and leave out the frills that many users won’t need.

The model G750 pulse generator is that kind of device. It’s aimed at the designer or user of high-speed logic families like ECL, offering rise and fall times of 1.5 nanoseconds at 2.5 volts into 50 ohms and 2.0 ns at 5-v amplitude.

The unit offers pulse repetition frequencies from 6 hertz to 50 megahertz, with square-wave operation to 100 MHz. Pulse width is variable from 5 ns to 50 milliseconds, and pulse delay from 25 ns to 50 ms.

Both outputs of the model G750 are backmatched (internally terminated) in 50 Ω to allow the unit to be operated into an open circuit with a minimum of reflections from the mismatched load. This allows direct stimulus of most logic families with no need for terminating resistors or networks.

External synchronous gating is provided for pulse-burst operation, with selectable threshold and polarity for the gating signal. External drive operation is also provided for master/slave operation of two units or operation from an external frequency source such as a synthesizer or frequency standard.

Baseline offset can be varied ±4 V via a front-panel control, which can be disabled by a front-panel switch. Single-cycle operation is also available, one output pulse occurring when the single-cycle push button is pressed.

In its double-pulse mode, where the instrument’s maximum operating frequency is 20 MHz, spacing between pulses is determined by the delay control, with the first pulse approximately 25 ns after the leading edge of the trigger output.

The G750 also features four outputs: normal and complementary signals on the front panel, subject to the amplitude and offset controls, and similar, but fixed, back-panel outputs that swing from -0.9 V to -1.6 V—standard ECL levels.

By eliminating the variable rise and fall time controls available on some other pulse generators, E-H has kept the price of the G750 down to $695. By comparison, the firm’s older model 137, similar but having additional features, is priced at $1,950. Delivery of the new pulse generator is from stock.

Linear-logarithmic sweep generator covers 20 MHz

Able to act as a sweep, pulse or ordinary function generator, the model 7271 supplies sine, square, triangle, pulse and ramp waveforms over the 0.0001-hertz-to-20-megahertz range. Sweep width is set by two Kelvin-Varley controls, one each for the start and stop frequencies. Both linear and logarithmic sweep modes are provided. A ramp-hold mode allows the sweep

50-MHz word generator has variable delays

Aimed at digital testing applications, including integrated circuits and data-communications systems, the model 8016A is a programmable word generator with a storage capacity of 256 bits. The instrument has eight data output ports, which means that the stored data can be delivered as 32 bit-parallel, byte-serial words, or as eight, independent, 32-bit words; or as four 64-bit words, and so on. Clocking is internal at bit rates from 0.5 Hz to 50 MHz. Provision is also made for external and manual clocking. A unique feature of the 8016A is its extensive synchronization circuitry. First-bit, last-bit, and clock outputs are provided, as well as six independently adjustable time delays (four on data output lines, one on the clock channel, and one on the strobe channel). Programming of the word generator is by means of front-panel controls, although a card reader will be available in the future. Price is $7,560. Delivery is from stock.

Inquiries Manager, Hewlett-Packard Co., 1501 Page Mill Rd., Palo Alto, Calif. 94304 [353]
frequency to be held indefinitely so that upper and lower sweep limits can be set precisely. The ramp or sweep waveform may be reset manually at any time from the front panel. The main generator may be triggered or gated internally or externally providing pulse and tone bursts. A gated-sweep mode allows completion of the last cycle in a sweep being terminated. The waveform is symmetrical about ground, but up to ±15 V of dc offset can be selected to position it above or below ground. In positive fixed offset, the most negative excursion is at ground; in negative fixed offset, the most positive excursion is at ground. A voltage-controlled offset input also permits dc offset to be controlled remotely with an analog voltage. Output of the generator is 30 volts peak-to-peak open-circuit, or 15 V pk-pk into 50 ohms. The instrument offers 80 dB attenuation in 10-dB steps with 20 dB variable. Price of the 7271 is $1,145. Delivery is two weeks.

Exact Electronics Inc., Box 160, Hillsboro, Ore. 97123 [354]

Level tracer measures noise, harmonic distortion

Although developed for troubleshooting and alignment of telephone program channels, the system 300 channel sweeper test set is suitable for data-channel work and for audio-system testing, cutting measurement and line-up time by 80%, according to early field reports. The 300 measures frequency response, level, weighted and flat noise, and harmonic distortion. An autoranging digital readout and storage oscilloscope display the data. The system 300 consists of a several plug-ins that fit a standard storage oscilloscope mainframe and include: an audio generator; level, noise and distortion meter; return loss and impedance bridge; and a stereo phase and level difference meter. A remotely controlled test generator is offered as an accessory for end-to-end circuit tests.

R-O-R Associates Ltd., 3300 Cavendish Blvd., Suite 150, Montreal, P. Que. H4B 2M8

Crystal impedance meter spans 8 kHz to 250 MHz

A series of three crystal-impedance meters, suitable for characterizing quartz crystals, covers the frequency range from 8 kilohertz to 250 megahertz. These instruments, smaller and more reliable than conventional vacuum-tube devices, make extensive use of switching and varactor diodes for all band-switching and tuning functions. All models are designed to drive frequency counters with a 50-ohm input impedance. A panel meter indicates crystal activity.

Valpey-Fisher Corp., 75 South Street, Hopkinton, Mass. 01748 [355]

Rf-signal generator is all-solid-state

A completely solid-state rf-signal generator is suited for a-m receiver alignment, TV sweep alignment, rf amplifier gain tests, signal tracing, and as a signal source for production-line and quality-control testing. The model 2050 produces unmodulated rf, rf modulated by an internal 400-Hz modulator, and rf modulated by an external signal. Maximum frequency error is ±1.5% of dial setting. The instrument's power supply is zener-regulated, and the FETS used in the rf and audio oscillator stages enhance the stability and linearity of modulated signals. Price of the generator is $107. Delivery is from stock.

Dynascan Corp., 1801 W. Belle Plaine Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60613 [356]

Counter senses, displays power-line transients

An ac transient-voltage counter helps predict and prevent electrical failures by sensing and recording over- and undervoltages on 120-volt ac power lines. Overvoltage transients are counted and displayed on an LED readout, and low-line conditions are shown on an indicator lamp. The system TCD-640 permits continuous or periodic line-monitoring, without the use of complex test equipment or personal supervision. It assists in analyzing line pollution and identifying potentially dam-

R-0-R Associates Ltd., 3300 Cavendish Blvd., Suite 150, Montreal, P. Que. H4B 2M8 [357]
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New products

Semiconductors

D-MOS method applied to ICs

Double-diffusion process used by Signetics in drivers, switches, other devices

The double-diffusion process, which extracts high-frequency operation from simple metal-oxide-semiconductor structures, has for the first time been applied to integrated circuits. Signetics Corp., the company that invented the D-MOS process and had previously used it for discrete devices only, now has developed an rf amplifier-mixer IC and a family of IC analog switches, multiplexers and drivers—all manufactured with the D-MOS technique.

When Signetics conceived D-MOS in 1971, the n-channel process was expected to lead to high-speed analog and logic circuits. The reason is that D-MOS channels can be shorter than in devices made with other MOS techniques and so are faster and dissipate less power in smaller spaces.

However, complex IC processing was difficult to achieve with the double-diffusion method, so Signetics concentrated first on building discrete uhf and microwave transistors with unusually low noise figures and high gains, including D-MOS field-effect transistors.

With the IC-processing problems solved, the company is now intro-
ducing both in the IC amplifier-mixer, designated the SD6000 and housed in an eight-pin plastic package; and the SD5000 family of IC analog switches, multiplexers and drivers.

Tom Cage, engineering manager for the D-MOS effort, says the SD6000 was designed specifically for fm front-end applications, such as varactor and conventional fm tuners, but is also useful in a variety of vhf tuner applications.

The power gain at 100 megahertz is 30 decibels minimum, with a typical noise figure of 2.5 db. Features of the rf portion include: low input and output capacitances that are constant with automatic gain control (3.0 picofarads and 1.0 pf respectively); low feedback capacitance (0.025 pf); high transconductance (15 millimhos); and wide agc range (50 db at 100 MHz). Mixer features include high conversion transconductance at low drain currents (10 millimhos). Price of the SF6000 for 100 and up is $1.05 each.

Signetics is also offering the rf amplifier and mixer portions of the SD6000 as two new vhf dual-gate MOSFET discretes—the SF306 and SD305 respectively. Packaged in four-lead TO-72 packages, the devices are priced at 70 cents each.

The SD5000 family includes the SF5000 and SD5001 series of quad analog switch arrays, the first having a ±10-volt capability and the second a ±5-v capability. The SD5100 series is a four-input multiplexer or current-summing junction with 0-15- or 0-30-v capability. The SD5200 series is a quad ±15-v driver for either the SD5000 or SD5100. All these parts have the inherent D-MOS characteristics of low on-resistance (35 ohms) and low capacitances (input is 2.0 pf, output is 0.5 pf, and feedback is 0.2 pf), which make them attractive in a wide variety of applications, says Cage. Isolation and crosstalk between adjacent switches is —120 db at 3 kilohertz. Housed in either 14- or 16-lead plastic packages, prices in quantities of 100 are: $3.20 each for the SD5000, $2.70 for the SD5001, $2.70 for the SD5100, $2.40 for the SD5101, and $2.95 for the SD5200.

Integrated FET op amp has 0.1 pA bias current

With a maximum bias current of ±0.1 picoamperes, and an input resistance of 10¹⁴ ohms, the model 3523L FET-input operational amplifier achieves its low input current without excessive offset voltage, voltage drift, or noise. Because its maximum offset voltage is ±500 micvolts, the op amp can usually be used without offset nulling, according to the manufacturer. Voltage drift is specified to be ±25 µv/°C maximum, and current noise carries a spec of 0.003 pa peak-to-peak from 0.1 to 10 Hz. Price, in lots of 100, is $21.50 each. The model 3523L, with a maximum bias current of 0.5 pa, and the 3523K, which is rated at 0.25 pa, carry price tags of $16.50 and $18.50, respectively. All members of the 3523 family are packaged in TO-99 cans with the package connected to one of the pins so the package can be used as part of a shield or guard circuit.

Burr-Brown Research Corp., International Airport Industrial Park, Tucson, Ariz. 85734

Tiny rectifier stacks handle up to 6,000 volts

Measuring 0.215 inch long by 0.070 in. in diameter, two series of Mini-Metoxilite silicon stacks are avail-
able with peak inverse voltage ratings from 2 to 6 kv. The higher-voltage devices, the manufacturer says, are designed for an oil or an encapsulated environment. The series comprises two families: general-purpose, with a reverse recovery time of 2 microseconds, and fast-recovery, with a T_{rr} of 250 nanoseconds. The general-purpose family can handle an average forward current of 125 milliamperes at 55 °C while the fast-recovery family is rated at 100 IDA. The two families have one-cycle surge-current ratings of 7 amperes and 5 A, respectively. Because the silicon stacks are assembled by bonding at 900 °C, instead of soldering, and because the surfaces are coated with a mixture of metal oxides, the stacks are hermetic, and said to exceed the environmental requirements of current military and space programs. Prices of the rectifier stacks, when ordered in lots of 100, vary from $1 to $5 depending upon voltage rating. Delivery of the units is from stock.

Semtech Corp., 652 Mitchell Rd., Newbury Park, Calif. 91320 [413]

1,024-bit static RAM dissipated 250 mW

Said to be the first bipolar random-access memory with low static power, the Fairchild model 93L415 is a 1,024-bit Isoplanar device with a typical dissipation of 200 mW and a maximum dissipation of 250 mW. The RAM, which has a typical access time of 80 nanoseconds, complements the company's standard model 93415, which has an access time of 40 ns and a power dissipation of 500 mW. Well suited for use in buffer memories, low-power main memories, terminals, and other peripheral equipment, the 93L415 offers the same power dissipation as existing MOS static RAMs and is five times as fast, according to the company. Prices, in prototype quantities of 100 to 999, are $22 in plastic, and $28 in ceramic packages. High-volume production quantities will be available in 1975 at prices below 1¢ per bit.

Fairchild Camera & Instrument Corp., 464 Ellis St., Mountain View, Calif. 94042 [415]

CCD shift register handles 1,024 bits

Suitable for use as an analog delay line, an area imaging unit, or a digital shift register, the CD200 charge-coupled device uses a serial-parallel-serial mode of operation. Organized as a 32-by-32-bit array, the CD200 can store 1,024 elements, but needs only 64 transfers to move an element from the input to the output. The result is reduced degradation of analog signals, and shorter delay times for digital words. Price, in small development quantities, is 250 British pounds (about $600).

GEC Semiconductors Limited, East Lane, Wembley, Middlesex, England HA9 7PP [416]

ECL read-only memory is industry's largest

Falling midway between a field-programmable ROM and a mask-programmed ROM in both cost and turnaround time, the latest addition to Motorola's MECL 10-k logic family is a 256-by-4-bit device with a typical access time of 20 nanoseconds. Called the MCM10150AL FROM (for factory-programed ROM), the memory is stored at the factory in wafer form where it is programmed by electrically opening metal links. Unlike a user-programable PROM, however, the FROM need not contain any circuitry for programing the memory section. Hence, a greater portion of the chip area can be used for storage, increasing the capacity for a given chip size. Small-quantity price of the MCM10150AL is $59, exclusive of programming charges.

Technical Information Center, Motorola, Inc., Semiconductor Products Division, P. O. Box 20924, Phoenix, Ariz. 85036 [417]

Decade divider runs at 1.2 GHz

Spanning the frequency range from 100 megahertz to 1.2 gigahertz, the SP8667B is a monolithic frequency divider with an input sensitivity of 0.4 volts. Especially intended for use in frequency synthesizers for navigation equipment, the decade divider uses emitter-coupled logic, and is directly compatible with Motorola's MECL II and with ECL 10-k circuits using external resistors. Power dissipation is 0.5 watt.

Plessey Semiconductors, 1674 McGaw Ave., Santa Ana, Calif. 92705 [419]

Full-wave bridge handles 400-ampere surges

The PW and PWL Series of full-wave rectifier bridges are rated at 30-ampere, continuous, with a surge capability of 400 A. The high surge rating results from an improved diffusion process and a larger junction area with a lower forward-voltage drop. The series are available with peak reverse voltage ratings from 50 to 800 volts. Price of the 400-v bridge, in quantities of 1,000, is $3.40 each. Delivery is from stock.

Electronic Devices, 21 Gray Oaks Ave., Yonkers, N. Y. 10710 [418]
Data handling

**CRT terminal is ruggedized**

Graphics unit can be used in oil exploration, process control, oceanography

Rugged environments have become familiar terrain to computers, so peripheral equipment must also be equipped for these conditions. That’s why the Information Display division of Tektronix has developed the R4011, a low-cost, ruggedized computer graphics terminal. A strengthened, rack-mountable version of the Tektronix 4012 cathode-ray-tube terminal, the 4011 is built around the Navy’s specification MIL-E-16400. It meets or exceeds the general environmental specifications of MIL-E-16400, class 3.

Rugged, lightweight paper-print-out terminals are commonly used in outdoor applications, but they do not provide the highly meaningful pictorial representations of graphic display systems using CRT tubes. These systems on the other hand, are vulnerable to temperature, humidity, altitude, vibration, shock, fungus, salt, and dust. Tektronix says it has reduced these vulnerabilities and ruggedized the terminal by special techniques of cushioning and mounting the CRT.

According to Jack McQuain, marketing manager of the division’s terminal products group, likely uses of the R4011 would be in oil exploration, process control, and oceanography. Where van-mounted exploring rigs often bounce over rough ground; in process control, where heat, damp, and dirt often abound; and in oceanography where salt air, shock, and vibration have to be considered.

To maximize display life and ensure over-all reliability, the R4011 employs ceramic rather than plastic ICs, automatic origin shifting, metal-can transistors, discrete connectors on the circuit cards, coated boards, and all heavy-duty components, as well as board retainers, cable tie-downs, and large component clamps.

The unit has a keyboard selection of the full Ascii set of 96 upper- and lower-case printing characters, or the 63-character teleprinter subset. It is formatted for 74 characters per line, 35 lines per display, for a total of 2,590 characters per display. In the graphic display mode, it has 1,024 by 1,024 addressable points and 1,024 by 780 viewable points. Vector-drawing time is 2.6 milliseconds. Graphics input is via a thumbwheel-controlled cross-hair cursor, 3 through 1,023 in the X direction and 0 through 780 in the Y direction.

Measuring only 16 by 19 by 22 inches and weighing only 80 pounds, the unit is compact enough to slip through a 25-inch hatch and light enough to be easily carried. The direct-view storage CRT is bolted to the casing of the unit, and the display area measures 8 by 6 inches.

Prototypes are now being demonstrated, says McQuain, with production units available in mid-1975. Selling price will be about $15,000 each, depending on the size of the order (minimum is 20 units).

Tektronix Inc., P.O. Box 500, Beaverton, Ore. 97005 [361]

---

**Minicomputer terminal uses a microprocessor**

A smart terminal from Hewlett-Packard, the 2640A, for use with the company’s 21MX series of minicomputers [Electronics, May 2, p. 87], is the first H-P terminal to contain a microprocessor. The microprocessor permits the inclusion of a number of advanced features while keeping the cost of the terminal relatively low.

Included with the basic machine are a 1,024-character memory; a generator of 128 characters, including both upper- and lower-case alphabet and all the standard Teletype control characters; and an inverse video capability in which characters are displayed black-on-white instead of the usual white-on-black. Options include additional memory up to 4,096-characters, and an interface for a line printer.

The new display is modularly built so that any major subassembly can be removed for repair or replacement in a few seconds. It can take up to 14 additional printed-circuit boards for other optional features.

Price in the United States is $2,640 in quantities of six, without options. Additional memory is $225 for 2,048 characters and $350 for 4,096. First delivery is scheduled for early 1975.

Hewlett-Packard Co., 1501 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, Calif. 94304 [362]

---

**Vacuum-column tape transport is quiet**

A 10.5-inch-reel vacuum-column tape transport is designed for maximum data reliability and minimum audible noise. The T9000 series is IBM- and ANSI-compatible and available in a full range of standard models with tape speeds from 25 to
75 inches per second. Maximum data-transfer rate is 120,000 characters per second. Claimed to be the quietest vacuum-column transport in its price range, the T9000 has an anti-twitch servo that minimizes tape wear and keeps the reels motionless when they’re supposed to be. Other features are a simple tape path, a contoured head cover for easy tape-loading, and plug compatibility with other Pertec transport and formatters.

**Flexible disk system offers direct memory access**

An IBM-compatible flexible-disk system for interfacing with PDP-11 and Nova minicomputers incorporates from one to four flexible-disk drives. Called the RFS 7400, the system features overlap-seek, direct memory access, and programmed input/output data transfer. Since it uses the IBM 3740 format, the system provides 1.9 million bits of data storage per diskette drive, for a total of 7.6 million bits for a four-drive system. The data transfer rate is 250 kilobits per second. Single-unit price is $2,695. Delivery is 60 days.

**Printers are compatible with Varian machines**

Based on the Printec 100 line of full-character serial impact printers, the series 620 emulates the standard Varian controller and can be used with Varian operating system software without any modifications. The 100-character-per-second printer is plug-compatible with the Varian data machine family of computers and comes complete with a Varian interface card, a diagnostic package, and a 15-foot cable. Price of the printer is $4,750. Delivery time is 45 days.

**Large-screen terminal speaks many languages**

Capable of displaying 1,920 characters of many languages on a 15-inch non-glare screen, the Uniscope 200 display terminal provides a clear, sharply defined image on a flicker-free green phosphor screen. Using a 7-by-9 dot-matrix character, the terminal is available with two display formats: 24 lines by 64 characters per line, or 24 lines by 80 characters per line. The terminal will be available initially in six special languages besides its domestic U.S. version. These are Spanish, French, German, Swedish, Danish, and a special English version for the U.K. Lease prices for the basic terminal begin at $121 per month including maintenance. The purchase price is $4,128.

**Magnetic wand is insensitive to velocity, direction**

Designed for use with electronic cash registers and other memory systems, the model MW-500 magnetic wand is insensitive to both velocity and direction and thus may be used with complete freedom by right- and left-handed personnel. The wand can handle recorded data densities as high as 300 bits per inch, and has a maximum data transfer rate of 12,000 bits per second. Head life is guaranteed to be at least one million passes. Small-quantity price is $118.95. Delivery is from stock for standard units, up to 45 days for specials.

**Paper-tape system needs little space in computer**

A paper-tape system for the PDP-11 computer series occupies a minimum of space within the computer itself. The system’s controller board replaces the terminator-resistor board that comes with the computer. The reader assembly fits into a standard 19-inch rack. Drive speeds of 80 or 100 characters per second are available. Single-quantity prices for the system start at $1,250. Delivery is 30 days.
Bayonet plug resists vibration

Spring-loaded detent ring, metal-to-metal bottoming make unit airworthy

Bayonet plug connectors, for all their popularity, don't make the best air-travelers; the constant, strong vibrations of an airplane subject them to a lot of wear. But a new TRW/Cinch connector is said to combine the convenience of standard twist-lock devices with the rigidity and reliability of thread-coupled, lock-wired units. In fact, like the latter, the new bayonet devices are expected to last for the life of any aircraft in which they are installed.

Their reliability has been improved by elimination of the detents usually found in the connector's coupling ring. These detents allow for play between the connector plug and jack, and hence allow them to wear. The improved Nuline MMB (for metal-to-metal bottoming) connector uses a separate spring-loaded detent ring inside the coupling ring. As can be seen from the drawing above, when the coupling has been rotated to the end of its ramp inclination, three things happen simultaneously: the mating receptacle shell is clamped against the flange of the plug coupling, the bayonets of the receptacle engage the holes in the plug coupling ring, and the three detents in the spring-loaded detent ring engage three fixed rollers to hold the coupling ring in the proper position.

As the drawing also shows, the connectors include a special preload member. This component is adjusted during manufacture to apply a pre-set clamping force over the mated pair of connectors. The force is set in a special gage high enough to counteract opposing forces caused by vibration in a specified environment. Once set, the preload member is permanently locked in position during the manufacturing process.

The new plug design is fully compatible with standard MIL-C-26500 and BACC-45 bayonet receptacles and can be used as a direct replacement for BACC-63AL, BACC-45FT, or standard MIL-C-26500 plugs. Thus, only the plug portion need be used in most retrofit applications. Moreover, the new connectors utilize standard contacts as well as standard crimping, insertion, and removal tools.

Delivery time is 14–16 weeks. TRW/Cinch Unit, Electronic Components Division of TRW Inc., 1500 Morse Ave., Elk Grove Village, Ill. 60007 [391]

Nondestructive tester measures gold thickness

The Micro-derm G-5 system uses the beta-backscatter principle to measure thicknesses of gold plating as thin as a millionth of an inch and is intended to help manufacturers avoid overplating this expensive material. The system qualifies as the beta-backscatter instrument required under MIL-G-45204B—the military specification for measuring electrodeposited gold plating on metal surfaces. The instrument is suited for measuring gold-plated circuit-board fingers, flat packs, IC frames, connectors, and other hardware. The system comes with either digital or analog-meter readout and according to the manufacturer, provides direct readings in less than 10 seconds even when used by un-

Electro-pneumatic dispenser cuts adhesive waste

An automatic applicator for cyanoacrylates and anaerobics makes it easier to handle instant-contact adhesives. The electro-pneumatic dispenser, model 1000DV, provides automatic, repetitive deposits down to microdot sizes and thus can prevent joint failures that can occur when too much or too little adhesive is applied. For low-viscosity materials, a variable syringe-vacuum control can be set to eliminate drip and, hence, time-consuming cleanup. The compact machine is a replacement for both squeeze-bottle and toothpick deposit techniques. Price is $305.

Electron Fusion Devices Inc., 977 Waterman Ave., East Providence, R. I. 02914 [393]
NEW

HIGH PERFORMANCE
SILICON
PHOTODIODE

Features:
• Large active area exactly .1cm² for ease of calibration.
• Low noise
  \( D^* = 1.5 \times 10^{-13} \text{ watts Hz}^{1/2} \)
• Fast pulse response, rise and fall time less than 20 nanoseconds.
• Rugged hermetically sealed package TO-5.
• National Bureau of Standards calibration traceability.
• Wide angular field of view 100° at 50% points.
• Spectral range 325nm to 1100nm.
• Custom filtering with full scan spectral calibrations available.
• Flat spectral response available.

Applications:
• Laser, L.E.D., incandescent and natural light measurements.
  • Bar CODE, OCR, and high speed low light level counting.
• Laboratory standard reference.
• Photometers, radiometers, and colorimeters.

International Light, Inc.
Dexter Industrial Green, Dept. E
Newburyport, Ma. 01950 | 617-465-5923
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New products

Wave-soldering system runs at 18 feet/minute

A medium-volume, completely integrated wave-soldering system incorporates the interchangeable-nozzle concept. When used with the advanced Lambda nozzle, it can solder at speeds up to 18 feet per minute. In-line cleaning and an OSHA-type vent system are available as options. The model 409 comes in sizes capable of handling 12-, 15-, 18-, and 24-inch-wide boards. Standard systems start at $11,400. Delivery time for the wave-soldering system is six to eight weeks.

Electrovert Inc., 86 Hartford Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 10553 [396]

Compact blower delivers up to 850 ft³/min

A blower that occupies less than one cubic foot of space delivers up to 850 cubic feet per minute at pressures up to 6.5 pounds per square inch or vacuums approaching 8 in. of mercury. Its high-efficiency planetary drives eliminate the need for gears, assure low noise levels, and provide nonpulsating, oil-free air or gas. The blowers, which can be manifolded (parallel operation)
without any balancing problems and can be staged (series operation) to produce higher pressures, fit within a 12-in. cube.

Paxton Products, Inc., 1664 12th St., Santa Monica, Calif. 90404 [400]

High spindle speed improves surface finish

A design improvement available for new engraving machines as well as for those already in the field, the Turbo Jet Air Spindle provides a better surface finish and increases engraving versatility when used in such manufacturing operations as the grinding of small cavities, drilling electronic carbon blocks, drilling electronic circuit boards, and deburring both soft and hardened materials. The spindle, with speeds of 30,000 to 100,000 revolutions per minute, comes with collet sizes of 0.1 and 0.125 inch.
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Fluke mates

**Advanced L.S.I. multimeter**

- 26 ranges, 5 functions.
- $299

- 3½ digit Fluke quality DMM
- Combines analog and digital LSI
- ac and dc volts, amps and ohms measurements
- 0.1% dc accuracy guaranteed for one full year
- Optional battery operation and data output
- Full 12-month guarantee

**Autoranging LSI/MOS multi-function counter**

- $349

- Autoranging in both frequency and period measurements
- 5 Hz to 80 MHz, high sensitivity — 25 mV
- Event counting to $10^6$ events, automatic overflow
- Six digit LED display with automatic annunciation
- Optional battery operation and data output
- Full 12-month guarantee

John Fluke Mfg. Co. Ltd., P.O. Box 1094, Station “D”
Buffalo, N.Y., 14210. Phone (716) 842-0311. TWX 610-492-3214
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